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ABSTRACT
Production and Inefficiency

uy
Arunava Bhattacharyya, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1990
Major Professor: Dr. T. F. Glover
Department: Economics
The overall purpose of this three-part dissertation is to specify and estimate various components of inefficiency in the production and profit-generating processes.
Flexibility in inefficiency-measurement techniques is introduced using stochastic
fun ctional forms to overcome the restrictions of the simplifying assumptions used
in previous studies. In addition, the profit fun ction approach is used to measure
firm specific inefficiency and to view profit inefficiency in the multiple output
context. Empirical application of each approach is also attempted. Application
of the measurement of the inefficiency component in the first two essays is made
using data taken from Indi an agricu lture. The multiple output model of the third
essay is applied to data of the U. S. unit bank taken from the Functional Cost
Analysis programme of the Federal Reserve banking system.
In the first essay, a quasi-t ranslog production function is introduced and a llocative, technical, and scale infficiencies are estimated for Indian agriculture with
large and small farm divisions. Results obtained contradict earlier conclusions
regarding the efficiency of Indian farms .
In the second essay, a Normalized Restricted Profit function is used to estimate
allocative, scale, and profit inefficiency for the same set of farms. Empirical
results confirm the conclusions of the first essay. Technical inefficiency cannot
be isolated in this case, because the impact of technical ineffi ciency is confounded
in the measure of profit inefficiency.
In the third essay, a translog profit function is used to estimate profit and
allocative inefficiency in U. S. banking operations.
(162 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
IN MEASURING INEFFICIENCY
Firm efficiency has long been a co ncern of economists. Better use of existing
technology has been shown to provide substantial cost savings and improvements
in profitability [e.g., Yotopolous and Lau , Lau and Yotopolous (1971, 1972), Caves
and Barton, Kumbhakar, and Ali and Flinn among others]. However , much of
the modeling of firm technology assumes that efficiency, in the sense of optimal
employment of inputs and supply of output, is operative and that the stochastic
term appended to empirical production structure is only statistical white noise.
Considering the vas t literature on firm efficiency, little has been done to isolate
elements of inefficiency in the production process, cost minimization behavior, or
maximizing profit.
In fact , t he idea of separating inefficiency components in the error term of
production structure (production function , cost function, or profit function ) has
been quite controversial, and no uniformly accepted procedure has emerged. At
this point , researchers are left with three choices: l) not to measure ineffi ciency;
2) to assume all deviations from optimal supply con ditions can be explained by
elements of risk ; or 3) to measure the components of inefficiency and change firm
organization to bring about optimality. In this study, the latter course has been
taken.
The idea of production inefficiency has not received sufficient attention in
t he mainstream of modern neoclassical economics.

The fi eld developed as an

auxilliary logi c and placed more emphasis on the quest for empirical estimation
than on the development of full-scale theoretical direction. However, a t heoret ical
basis for empirical estimation of the components of inefficiency has crystalized
over the past four decades through contradiction of a variety of models set up for
the investigation of a wide range of efficiency-related topics .
The development of the stochastic frontier functional specification is primarily
responsible for recent interest in measuring inefficiency. This development extended the early work of Farrell. Inefficiency up to this point has mainly been
examined by separating out two components, technical and allocative inefficiency
(to be defined later) , with the former usually derived from production fun ction or
programming models and the latter obtained by comparing input marginal prod-
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ucts with normalized input prices. Some developments of the empiri cal profit
function now allow economists to test for differences in technical and allocative efficie ncy among groups of firms, but these approaches do not allow for
meas urement of firm-specific efficiency. Only recently has the concept of profit
inefficiency been introduced in the literature. This idea extends the notio n of t he
production frontier to t he profit frontie r and allows for extended measu rement
of inefficiency via the empirical profit fun ction ; however, very little research has
been done to make this empirical extension.
T he overall pu rpose of this three-part study is to specify and estimate various components of inefficiency in the production and profit-generating processes.
A specific goal is to introduce flexibility in inefficiency-measurement techniques
using stochasti c functional forms to overcome restrictions imbedded in oversimpl ifi ed assumptions in previous studies of firm efficiency. In addition , a second
specific goal is to extend the profit function approach to measure firm- specific
inefficiency and to view profit inefficiency in the multiple output context . This
attempt progresses from the use of the production function to a system of relationships derived from and including the profit system, with an empiri cal application
of each approach . Inefficiency components are measured in the first two essays
using data taken from Indian agriculture. In the t hird essay, the stochastic multiple output profit system is used to examine inefficiency in a set of U.S. unit
banks using data taken from the Functional Cost Analysis (FCA) programme of
t he Federal Reserve banking system.
In the first essay, a quasi-translog production frontier is developed to measure allocative, technical , and scale inefficiency. While not as versatile as a fully
fl exible functional form , the quasi-translog specification does allow for cross effects
between two groups of factors of production. More importantly, this specification
derives analytical solutions for the various inefficiency measures, their interactions , and their economic impacts. Use of fully flexible functional forms for similar purposes is greatly hindered for a number of reasons, as pointed out in the
second essay.
The second essay, then , introduces a fully flexible functional form to examine
inefficiency. A dual profit function specification is developed and used to overcome some inherent problems of using other value-dual relationships . Use of such
a relationship is successful in measuring all three types of inefficiency. Finally,
the third essay estimates profit inefficiency in a multiple output framework , alo ng
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with allocative and scale inefficiencies for each output and input (both termed as
netputs ). Use of the profit system is extended to the multiple output and panel
data case using t he banking firm data.
Definition of Inefficiency
Unti l recently, modern neoclassical theory has typically ignored the possibility
that producers might operate ineffi ciently. All pioneering works of the neocl assical school have naively assumed that the indi vidual producer allocates each
economic resource in an efficient manner . It has also been assumed that individual producers are efficient relat ive to t heir production technology and that
the st ructure of the input and output markets are subject to behavioral goals
set by the private producer. The technological constraint in the producers ' behavioral optimization is assumed to be binding, which eliminates the possibility
of technical inefficiency. Similarly, satisfaction of the first-order conditions for
behavioral optimization eliminates all behavioral inefficiency. Satisfact ion of all
regularity conditions for binding production technology eliminates the possibility
of structural inefficiency through satiation of second-order conditions. 1 This led
to the full efficient production model. Modification of the fully efficient model
has no t been explored until recently, although it was recognized that modification
of naive assumptions through more realistic production structures would enrich
t he testab le hypothesis.
Recent development of the duality approach to production theory was mainly
to establish equivalance between the structure of production technology and the
cost , revenue , and profit functions. As a result, duality theory does not contain
the efficiency issue. In fact , the strict duality theorem (more precisely, the condit ions required for establishing the dual relationships) effectively excludes all types
of inefficiency. Efficient production with strictly positive input and output prices
eliminates the possibilities of operation in the region of technology that fails to
satisfy the regularity conditions of monotonicity and curvature of a production
technology; thus, the very characteristic of the technology that gives rise to structural inefficiency is discarded on efficiency grounds. As a result , the conventional
hypothesis about producers ' behaviors based on duality also ignores the possibility of inefficiency; however, dual relationships may be modified to investigate the
1 If the production point occurs at the interior of the production possibility set,
the firm is said to be structurally efficient.
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impli cat ion of inefficiency. Since any type of inefficiency is cost ly, one can examine the imp li cation of extra cost or forgone profit (o r unexploited revenue) by
looki ng at the value du a ls.
Analysis of eco nomic efficien cy started with the work of Koopmans (1951 ,
1957), Debreu , and Farrell. While Koopmans and Debreu mainly confined their
st udy to technical inefficiency, Farrell first provided the partial decomposit ion
of inefficiency into techn ical and allocative com ponents. Koopmans defined and
characterized technical inefficiency, while Deb reu first provided a measure of the
degree of technical efficiency and its associated cost. Following the tradition of
Koopmans and Debreu, Eichhorn (1978a, 1978b) developed a price-dependent
not ion of the technical a nd economic effectiveness of such inefficiencies in terms
of a system of fun ctional equations, but hi s measure is an index of overall private
efficiency that cannot be decomposed into constituent parts.
Farrell not only proposed a practical decomposition of private effi ciency into
technical and a llocat ive components , he also proposed indexes of technical , allocative, and overall inefficiency. Farrell's index of technical ineffi ciency is similar to
Debreu 's coefficient of resource utilization. This coefficient is computed as one
minus the maximum eq uiproportionate red uction in all inputs co nsistent with the
cont inued production of existing outputs, referred to in the literature as a rad ia l
measure of ineffi ciency. Farrell's decomposition proved very appropriate for the
res tri ct ive technology he considered but inapplicable to less restrictive technologies.
The restrict ive nature of Farrell 's approach prompted development of two
separate and more general approaches .

The first , sugges ted by Fiire and

Grosskopf (1983a), augments Farrell's approach in which overall efficiency is decomposed into technical, structural, and allocati ve components, and t he measure
of efficiency still remains radial. The second development is the non-radial measure of inefficiency, which preserves a two-way decomposition into allocative and
technical inefficiencies. This measure of ineffi ciency allows disproportionate input
reductions and/or disproportionate output increases and thereby assigns different
shares to the technical and allocative components of overall private ineffi ciency.
Besides these two types of inefficiency, the size inefficiency of a firm relative
to the industry's performance could be measured by comparing actual to optimal
firm size, producing a scale inefficiency measure . An index of scale inefficiency
based on this technically optimal firm size was proposed by Forsund and Hjal-
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marsson ( 1974 , 1979 ). Fare, Gross kopf, a nd Lovell later showed how to determine
whether sca le ineffi ciency is due to increasi ng or decreasing returns to scale.
There a re fi ve ty pes of inefficiency measures to be derived for one feasible
production plan, namely:
1. the classical Farrell input measure of tech ni cal inefficiency, FITE;

2. the weak input measu re of techni cal ineffi ciency, WITE , as extended by Fare
and Grosskopf(1983a, 1983 b); and
3. the overall measure of inefficiency, 0 IE, as proposed by Farrell and Ei chhorn
(197 a).
T hen , from these three primary measures can be derived two other measures of
input inefficiency:
4. an input congest ion measure of ineffi cien cy, ICE , proposed by Fare and Svensso n and Fare a nd Grosskopf (1983 b), and
5. a llocative input measure of ineffi ciency, AlE, as proposed by Farrell.
These five measures of inefficiency can be both radial and non-radial measu res.
Si nce radial input inefficiency measures are consistent with Farrell 's defini tion ,
t his st udy uses the radial measure of ineffi ciency. This is called radial because
ineffi ciency relations are proport ional measures along a radius vector . These
radial input effi ciency measures can be expressed either as input inefficiency
measures or out put inefficiency measures . In the first case, efficiency of an input
vector is measured by comparing the observed input vector to smaller feasible
input vectors in a feasib le production plan.

In the second case, efficiency in

output is measured by comparing the observed output to higher output feasible
from a given input vector. Here agai n , this study will utilize input inefficiency
measu res because Farrell's definitions are in terms of input vectors.
Before addressing the formal definition of individual inefficiency, a formal
definition of input inefficiency is needed . Let X be a vector of inputs, X E R+ ,
which can be used to produce a vecto r of outputs Y : Y E R+ . The input
co rrespondance fo r Y can be stated X E L(Y) . The feasible production ·plan ,
therefore , is { (Y, X ): X E L(Y )} . If an input vector X'~ X exists such that
{ (Y, X' ) : X' E L(Y) , } then X is inefficient for Y .
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Farrell's Input Measure of
Technical Ineff iciency
Suppose a feasible product ion plan such as {( Y. X ) : X E L( Y )} exists, as
represented in fi gure l , and is defined over a non-negative orthant in {X. Y} .
Point [( represen ts an input vector X used to produce a n out put vector Y , where
X belongs to t he interior of L( Y ).

Fo r a ny Y E R";: , L (Y) deno tes t he subset

of all input vectors for X E R~ th a t yields at least Y. The prod uction plan is
so defined that X belongs to t he interior of L ( Y ). Define a non-positi,·e orthant
in R'l_ with origin at [( a nd slide that down the radi us vector 0 1\ such that
a minimum nonempty intersection wi t h L (Y ) is maintained . The transfo rmed
non-posith·e ort hant is represented by Q' Q Q" , with a non-emp ty intersection
with L ( Y) at C . Suppose the product ion unit faces an exogeneous input price
,·ecto r P E R~+ . P with X ge nerates a lower halfspace /L (X , P ) := {Z :
P Z s; P X ; Z s; X} t hat is represented by M M' . The inpu t cost is mi nimized
when .'v!M' intersects L ( Y ) at point D.
Gi ven this production plan, Farrell's measure of input technical ineffi ciency
(FITE ) is the ratio of the smallest feasible radial contraction of a n ob erved
inp ut vector to t he observed input vector itself, in terms of figure l given by

(0 8 /0 K ). If bo th inputs Xt and xz (xt , Xz EX ) are scaled down proportion ately by (08/ 0l\ ), the resulting input vector at 8 (8 E l soqL ( Y )) 2 is tec ha ni ca lly efficient in Farrell's sense because t he same level of out pu t can be produced
with less of both factors, keeping their ratio constant. If there exists a mini mu m
~,say ~

0

< l , then the firm can produce the given output vector Y wit h a ra-

dially smaller input vector A0 X E I soqL (Y ), and the observed input vec tor X is
ineffi cient technically. The FITE of a firm is (08/0K) , and t hen corresponding
technical inefficiency of the firm is (1 - (08/0K) ) .
A cost interpretation of FITE can also be given because FITE also measures
res ultant cost savings from moving from [( to B (in figure 1) for any pri ce vector

P E R++ • since input cost at B is a fraction (OB/OK ) of input cost at K .
(OB/OK) measures the ratio of input cost at A0 X E l soqL(Y) to observed input
cost. This ratio is independent of input prices, since FITE can be expressed in
2
l soq represents isoquant. A := 8 means A is defined by B. A E B means A ia
an element in B. Rk := Euclidean space of dimension k . R~ := x : x E Rk , x ~ 0
and R~+ := x : x E Rk , x > 0.
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value terms as
p

X

(,X• X ) =
PX

.x•.

\\'eak Input Technical Efficiency
The idea of a weak input technical efficiency (WITE ) measure was first introduced in the literature by Fare and Grosskop f ( 1983a, 1983b ). If both elements
of the observed input vector X are scaled down proportionately by the scalar
(OQ/0!\ ), the resulting input vector at point Q is technically efficient in the

weak sense. At Q the output vecto r Y is not obtainable as Q

rt

L(Y) . However,

by disposing QC of x2 , Y is obtainable as C E L(Y). Thus, if Q is available and x2
is st rictly disposable, then the input vector Q is weakly input technically efficient
(WITE), such that Q E L(Y) in a weak sense; therefore, WITE = OQ/OK .
Th us, if a nonempty intersection exists between the transformed nonpositi ve orthant Q' Q Q" and L(Y) along with a st rong disposability of inputs, then WITE
measu res the rat io of the smallest radial contraction of X to X itself, such that
the rad ial co ntraction belongs to the weakly effi cient input subset.
A cost savings interpretation of WITE can also be gi ven because cost of production falls due to a movement from K to C . Input cost at C is a fraction
(OQJOK) of in put cost at [( for any input price vector. In this case, input
\'ector Q is purchased while C is actually employed, so QC amount of input is
purchased but not employed. This is an added cost of weak technical inefficiency.
Assume that a minimum .X = .x• exists and .x• < 1. The firm can produce output
vecto r Y with radially smaller input vector .X • X, disposing of congest ing inputs,
and the observed input vector is technically inefficient. Since .X • and P E R++
exist, WITE is the ratio of the input cost at Q to observed input cost P X, i.e.,
WITE

=P

X

(.X• X)

PX

,.

=A .

This ratio is also price independent.
Overall Input Efficiency
The overall input efficiency (OlE) measure, first introduced by Farrell and
refined by Eichhorn (1978a ), was devised to measure production unit success in
minimizing the production cost of a certain output vector by adjusting its input
vector in light of input prices.

In the strict Farrell sense, OlE represents the

radial shrinkage (OE/OK). Although E ¢: L(Y) but DE L(Y) where vectors D
and E represent t he same level of input cost, production at D is feasible, given
prices. Since this Of E involves a radial shrinkage of input vector and a change
in input mix (d ue to price), t he OlE measure involves both technical a nd nontechni ca l com ponents and is pri ce dependent . The no n-technical elements are the
allocative component.
In terms of the figure l for X E L( Y), P E R++ the lower half space H _ (X , P )
can be scaled down along t he radius vector OK under the co ndition that the
t ransformed lower half space H_ ( X , P) has a non-empty intersection with L(V ).
Since at D, input cost of producing Y vector is minimized at input price P E R+ +•
i.e., D E C M ( Y, P ), OlE also measures the cost savings due to movement from
[\ to D . Thus , OlE measures the change in cost (which can be either posi tive or
negative) incurred by adjusting inputs from X ¢: L(Y ) to point D E C M (Y, P ).
Thus , an input vector X is OlE for prices P if X E C M(Y, P ). In this case,
C M ( Y, P ) is the reference set used by the Of E measure. Total effi ciency of

the firm is (OEfOA) , and the co rresponding total inefficiency of t he firm is
{l - (O E/0!1)).
From t hese three measures of input inefficiency, two derived measures of
ineffciency can be formulated- input congestion inefficiency and allocative input
ineffi ciency.
Inpu t Congestion Inefficiency
The idea of input congestion inefficiency was first introduced by Fare and
Svensson. In a general sense, input congestion occurs whenever the increase in
so me input (s) leads to a fall in output or a decrease of some input(s) leads to a
ri se in output . According to Fare, Grosskopf and Lovell, a feasible production
technology is input congested if for some non-negative output vector say Y' and
in put vector Z , such that Z E L(Y) there exists an input vector X

~

Z , such

that X E L(OY') for 0 ~ 0 ~ l and X ¢: L(Y') . The input vector X E L(OY')
is said to be congesting if by decreasing X to Z, output can be increased to

Y' . In terms of figure 1, input congestion ineffi ciency is ICE= (OQfO B ) or

I C E= (WJTE/FITE). An input reduction and a consequent cost savings of
( OQ /0 B ) could be realized if the technology was not input congested, after which
QC units of congesting input could be disposed of to generates C E L(Y) . Thus ,
ICE measures the proportional reduction in inputs from the isoquant of the parent
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technology to the weak efficient subset of the correspondi ng input congestion-free
technology.
Allocative Input Efficien cy
This ineffi ciency component measures the input mix error relative to the input
pr ice faced by the production unit. An allocative input inefficiency measure.
A(Y, X , P), measures the minimal ray d istan ce from the input co ngest ion-free

technology to the hyperplane yieldi ng the minimum cost of producing output Y
at input prices P . From the definition of overall inefficiency and weak input
technical inefficiency, the allocative effi ciency meas ure derived is A( Y, X , P )

=

(O E/OQ ) = (OIE /W ITE). A reallocation of input from Q to D eliminates
allocative or input price ineffi ciency, thereby reducing input cost to a fraction

AIE

= (OE/OQ)

of its value at Q. T he formal definition of Farrell's measure

of allocative efficiency is that an input vector X E L(Y ) for Y

~

0 is allocatively

effi cient fo r P E R++ if there exists a A E (0, 1], such that AX E C M(Y, P ).
Allocative efficiency of the fi rm is given by (OE/O Q), and the co rresponding
allocative inefficiency is (I - (O E /OQ)).
Scale Inefficiency
Even if a producer is completely efficient in the technical and allocat ive sense,
the resulting combination of input usage and output supply may be subopti mal,
given the market price of t he product. A combi nation of technical and allocative
efficiency is necessary but not sufficient for profit maximiza tion. A divergence
may exist bet ween the actual size of the production unit and the ideal size of that
unit.

Ideal means that input -output combination which corresponds to a zero

profit long-run competitive equilibrium solution. Divergence from this opti mal
solution is referred to as scale inefficiency. A firm is said to be scale efficient if

p = CMy(y , W, Z),
where p is the market price of output, y , W is the vector of hiring prices of
endogeneous inputs, and Z is the vector of exogeneous fixed inputs. A firm is
said to be scale inefficient if

p 'I CM, (y, W, Z ).
Therefore, a firm can be profit efficient if, and only if, t he firm is technically,
allocatively, and scale efficient, given that factors are freely disposable.
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A Survey of Theories on Efficiency Measurement
This section describes the background literatu re on measurement of production inefficiency using t he frontie r production fun ctiona A prod uction function
represents t he maximum possible level (technolog ically) of out pu t . gi,·en a set of
inputs.

However, est imation of a product ion fun ction by any standard econo -

metri c tec hnique would generate both pos it ive and negat ive residual sin ce I ast
squares estimates mean output , not maximum output. which contradicts the 1M sic definition of a prod uction function . A fi rm can produ ce below the technically
possible maximum level but not above it. From a statistical point of view, it is not
obvious why the maximum of the distribution of output is more interesting th an
t he mean . but to answer some economic questions, particularly the measurement
o f inefficiency of a firm or plant, the maximum possible ou tput is relevant. To
say that a firm is 10% inefficient , i.e., that it is produces 90% of the output it
could actually prod uce given inp ut usage, we need to know what I 00% output
is. To a nswe r this quest ion, the modern literatu re of effici ency measurement was
de veloped based on the idea of th e fronti er produ cti on fun ctio n. The idea of fron t ier prod uct ion fun ction incorporates the idea of maxiinality that sets a li mit to
t he range of possible o bservations. Thi s limit is defined by an exogenousl y g iven
technology.
Since t he publica t ion of Fa rrell 's seminal paper on decompos it ion of produc tive inefficiency, development of t he technique of inefficiency measurement ha>
fo llowed t wo major trends , the first being the measu rement of non-statistical frontiers and the second being statistica l frontier measurement . The second method
depends on the statistical properties of the data , while the first met hod does not .
T he way in which econometri cians loo k at the measurement of the producti on
frontier has undergone substantial changes in last the two decades. Th e earlier
work (1957- 1977) assumed what is known as a "determinis t ic frontier" and led
to t he development of the "stochastic frontier" approach . The next subsectio n
which discusses the deterministic fron t ier approach to the prob lem of inefficiency
measurement , will be followed by a summary of t he stochast ic fro ntier approach .
T he final section discusses estimation methods and summarizes some fundamental
literature on t he estimation of inefficiency using the stochast ic fron t ier approach.
3 Non-front ier and non-parametric approaches will not be discussed here; however , a brief analysis of non-frontier methodology of effi ciency esti mat ion is incl uded in appendix A.
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Determin istic Frontier Approach
The idea of the deterministic front ier approach was developed in t he writings of
Fa rrell, Farrell and Fieldhouse, and Afriat. Empiririll applications of this type of
model were made by Aigner and Chu, Seitz, Ri chmond . Forsund and Jansen. and
ot hers. In each case, estimates are obtained by solving a constrained linear programming model. The full fronti er model has the theo retical appeal of forcing the
fitted function to correspond to the underlying theory in terms of the signs of the
residuals. Moreover , they are maximum likelihood estimates for certai n stochastic pecifications. However, econometricians like Timmer, Greene ( 19 Oa) , and
Schmidt (l 9i6) pointed out both co nceptual and statistical problems with e timating of the deterministic front ier, which lead to the development of stochastic
frontier production function.
The deterministic frontier approach assumes a function that gives maximum
possible output as a function of certain inputs , maximal in the sense that output
is bounded from above by a deterministic (non-stochastic) production fun ction.
For the ith firm th is can be expressed as
(l )

y; =

J(X, ;/3)'

where y; is the maximum output obtainable from the non-stochastic input vector
X, , and f3 is an unknown parameter vector to be estimated. Aigner and Chu

suggested application of mathematical programming methods to estimate /3 , a
problem written as
n

I: IY•- f(X;;/3)1

(2)

min
IJ i=l
subject to

y; :5 J(X,; /3)

V i.

This can be solved by the standard linear programming method , which suggests
minimization of the sum of absolute residuals from the logarithm of the functional
specification

4

while constraining all residuals to be negative. Aigner and Ch u

further suggested a quadratic minimization problem of the form ,
2

n

(2a)

I:

min
{Yo - f(X; ; /3)
IJ i=l

}

4
Aigner and Chu used the Cobb-Douglas specification, y =a
model.

IT; xf'u , for their
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subject to

y , ~ f (X , ;/3).

The bas ic problem with such estimates is t ha t their stati sti cal prope rt ies a re
unknown and remain unknown unless further assumptions are made . This type of
analys is. first done by Afriat, implicitly assumes a one-sided error term in the frontier, which leads to the introduction of a one-sided error term wi th a specifi c di st ributional assumption (expo nent ia l or gamma ), a ft er whi ch the lik elihood fun ctio n is deri ved and maximum likelihood estimates are calculated . Schmidt ( l 9i6)
showed that the Aigner and Chu linear prog ramming technique is equi val ant to
the ma ximum likelihood estimation of the model

(3)
where

In y =In A+
f

at

In X t

+ o2l n x2 -

f ,

= -In u and has an exponential di stribution ,

(-! )

for

f~ 0 ;.-\>0.

Schmidt further showed that the quadratic programming estimator of Aigner and
Chu is maximum likelihood if

f

has a half-normal distribution ,

(5)

for

f

~

0, () > 0.

Forsund and Jansen first applied the duality relationship for estimating the
frontier model when studied the production frontier by estimating a dual cost
frontier . Starting with a homothetic production function
M

yP e~' =A

(6 )

IT x'jl u,
i=l

where y is output,
bu t ion

(7)

Xj

fu (u)

is inputs , L:,~ a1 = 1 , and u is assumed to have a distri-

= (1 +a)u",

for

0

<u

~ 1,

The d ual cost fun ction, therefore, is
M

(8)

II

C

= ByP e1 ' IJ pi u - 1 ,

a > -I.
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where p1 is t he uni t price of x 1 , and C is the total cost . Forsund a nd J ansen
showed that ma xi mum likeli hood estima tes are obtained usi ng linea r progra mm ing
by minimizing t he sum of the positive res iduals of t heir dual cost fro ntier. Greene
( l !J ' Oa) showed that Forsund and Jansens stochasti c framework is equi valant to

the Aigner a nd Chu specification if u is t ransformed to
the following distribution of !:

j, = ( l + o )e-(l +o )<,

(9)

f

~

f

= In u -

1,

resu lti ng in

0.

Apa rt from co nceptual ques tions of whether the frontier really ought to be determi nistic. severe stat istical problems occ ur in est imat ing of t he dete rministic
frontie r.
Al t hough t he one-si ded disturbance was impli citly assumed in the Aigner and
Ch u process, no assumption was made about its properties. As a result , t he
parameters are not estimated in any statistical sense but are computed via the
mathematical programming technique . In the second case (Afriat ), a one-sided
dist urbance term was explicitly assumed , but one of the regularity conditions of
~ILE

was violated (see Greene (1980a) for a detailed di$cussion ); thus , properties

of t he es timated parameters are uncertain . Greene (1980a) pointed out some
su ffi ciency conditions for the distribution of the one sided error term so that a ll
regularity cond itions of a MLE could be maintained; however , these cond itions
a re very restrict ive.
Another problem of the deterministic frontier approach is that it is extremely
sensitive to outliers. To solve this problem, the probabilistic frontier model (Timmer, Dugger) was developed. In the probabilistic frontier approach , a deterministic frontier is estimated after discarding outliers from the sample. The selection of
the outlier is completely arbitrary a.nd lacks explicit economic a.nd statistical justification. Moreover, since a. probabilistic frontier is just a. deterministic frontier ,
it remains vulnerable to the criticism that parameters a.re computed rather than
estimated, rendering hypothesis testing impossible.

Another problem involves

reconciling the observations above the frontier with the concept of the frontier a.s
a. maxima.! possible output. Typically, this ca.n be accomplished by measuring
errors in the extreme observations, though it seems preferable to incorporate the
possibility of measurement errors a.nd other unobserved shocks in a. more statistically meaningful wa.y. This is accomplished through the development of stochastic
frontier functional specification.
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Stochastic Frontier Approach
To co rrect the problems associated with both the deterministic and probabilistic frontier approaches, Aigner, LO\·ell , and Schmidt and :\!eeusen and vAn den
Broec k specified a stochastic frontier. In such a specification, the output of each
firm is bounded above by a stoc hast ic frontier whose placement is allowed to
va ry ra ndomly across firms. From the economi c standpoint, this approach permits firms to be technically ineffi cient re lative to thei r own fronti er rather than
to some sample norm . Interfirm variation of the frontier presumably captures
the effects of exogenous shocks, favourable and unfavourable, beyond the firms'
cont rol.

Errors of observation and measurement of output, on the other hand.

co nstitute another source of variation in the frontier. The statistical specification
assumes the disturbance term is made up of two parts, namely a symmetri c (normal) component that captures randomness outside t he control of the firm , and a
one-sided (non-positive) component that capt ures randomness under the control
of the firm (inefficiency). Estimation of the frontier is then a stat is ical problem,
and the usual types of statistical inference are possible.
In the stochastic fronti er model , output is assumed to be bounded from above
by a stochastic production fun ction. For the it h firm , t his can be writt"n as
( 10}
where

y; = J(X;;/3}
11

+ 11 ,

represents a random error term. The out put shortfall from the defined

frontier is represented by r (r :50). Equation ( 10} then can be expressed as

(lOa)

Yi

= J(X; ;/3} +II+ T.

This method simply distinguishes production inefficiency from other sources of
disturbances beyond the firm 's control. This is a great leap forward compared
to t he deterministic or probabilistic fron tier approach. In principal, productive
efficiency of the ith firm can be measured by t he ratio
( 11 }

y;

{f(X,;,B) +

11}'

whereas in the deterministic case efficiency is measured by the ratio

(12}

Yi

{!(X;; /3} }'
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~ I easure ( ll) clearly distinguishes productive ineff iciency from other sources of

d i turbance beyond the firm 's control, e.g., the fa rmer whose crop is destroyed by
rlood is unlucky in terms of measure (11) but ineff icient by measure (12).
All stochastic frontier models d iscussed so fa r ass ume the error that repreents statistical white noise. v , to be independent a nd ide nt ically distributed (iid )
normally. At least t hree diffe rent types of dist ri butions occur in the literat ure to
peci fy t he one-si ded error te rm. r, t he mos t co mmon of wh ich is the half-normal.
tevenson generalized the half-no rmal by consideri ng the normal t runcated from
below at zero. Greene ( l 980b) co nsidered a two-parameter gamma distribution.
If the two errors a re assu med independent of each ot her and the inputs . then
the likelihood function ca n be derived a nd maximum likel ihood estimates can be
estimated. A similar speci fication is possible usi ng dual behavio ral relationships
like cost funct ions a nd profit functio ns.
Est im at ion of a Stochasti c Frontier
Essent iall y two ty pes of issues are in volved in the estimation of stochast ic frontiers, the first being mainly an economic issue and the second mainly statisti cal. Handling the first issue is relati vely easy if the production model is a single
equation model and if the analysis is confined to homothetic relationshi ps. T he
economi c issue involves specifi cation of the model , while t he stat istical problems
a re generally related to specification of the distribution of t he error terms. Of
cou rse, t he severity of the second problem depends on t he modeli ng of t he econo mic problem.
Just as output must lie below the production frontier , so cost must lie above t he
cos t frontier and profit below the profit frontier . Any of the statistical techniques
used to estimate the production frontier can, therefore, be applied to estimate
profit and cost frontiers with appropriate modifications. The choice of whether to
estimate a production frontier or a cost or profit frontier depends on the exogeni ety
assumptions . It is more appropriate to estimate a production function if inputs
are exogeneous; a cost function if output is exogeneous; or a profi t fun ction if
prices are different for different observations. In every case, technical , allocative,
a nd scale efficiency for each observation can be estimated provided the underlying
tec hnology is self dual.
It is also possible to estimate a system of equations consisting of the production , cost , or profit function plus auxiliary equations that represent the first-order
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co nd itions for whatever problem the firm will attempt to solve. Such an approach increases the efficiency of the parameter estimates by exploi ting the crossequation restrictions that impli citly arise because the parameters of the behavioral
functio n that appear in the fir st-order condi tions (Greene, 1980b, Schmidt and
Lovell ( 1919.1900). This sim ultaneous eq uation estimation also allows computatio n of allocative and scale in effi ciency directly within one system {Kumbhakar ,
Biswas, a nd Bailey). Of co urse, very strong assumpt ions mu st be made rega rding the nat.ure of association among disturbance terms of the different equations,
which imposes very res tri ctive co ndi tions on t he nature of association between
different types of inefficiencies that may be counter intuitive. In the case of a
non-homothetic functional speci fi cation. this problem becomes fu rther complicated (as further discussed in the second essay).
Starting with a Cobb- Douglas production function , Schmid t and Lovell (1979,
19 0) considered a system of equations
{13a)

y; = A+

L

O } X O)

+II- v,

}

( 13b)

x ;1 - Xij

= P;j -

P;1

+ In 01 -

In Oj

+ fij,

and
1

{13c)

In C;=/(+ -y; + "
r

k

" .

...l.pij-

~ r

1
r

- (11-v ) + {£-lnr} ,

J=l

where y is the log output, X is the vector of log inputs, P is the vector of
log prices,

1

indexes firms , and j indexes inputs.

v represents the techn ical

ineff iciency and e represents the allocati ve inefficency of t he individual firm. The

11 is a random disturbance term, r

= L:i "i

is the returns to scale, and E is a well-

defined function of e and parameters. Equation {13a) is the production funct ion,
and equation (13b) represents the set of first-order conditions. Using these two
relations, the cost function (13c) is derived. The cost of technical inefficiency is
given by r- 1v , while the cost of allocative inefficiency is represented by the term
{E, -lnr}.
Estimation of this system of equations requires a set of strong assumptions
regarding the disturbance (inefficiency ) terms. In their first model , Schmidt and
Lovell assumed away any correlation between technical and allocative inefficiency,
i.e., between v and

f.

lation bet ween v and

In their second model, they took into account the corref,

which not only made the estimation complex but also
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produced resul ts not mu ch different from that of the fir st model. Since t hen all
simultaneous equations models have assumed t his sort of independence between
different inefficiency parameters. It is t rue t hat different distribut ional assumptio ns and d iffe rent data sets cou ld generate res ul ts cont ra ry to that of Schmidt
and LO\·ell ( 1979 , 1980); t his ty pe of inter-i neffic iency correlation can be establi shed only in the case of homothet ic fu nctional speci fication (Sch mid t an d Lovell,
198 0). In t he case of nonhomot hetic dual fu nctio ns, such statist ical relationships
cannot be established (Greene 1980b ), a point t hat will be discussed in detail in
the context of t he second essay.
iV!easures of a ll required inefficiency parameters can be a rrived a t wit hout estimat ing the full system of equation s by simply estimating the technology. Estima ting only the stochast ic productio n funct ion (or cost fun ct ion or profi t function)
one can get eff icient estimates o f the relevent para meters. For example , in t he
a bove cos t fun ction case, estimating ( 13c) we can obtain est ima tes of t he tec hno logy parameters (a j) and then est imates of the inefficiency parametes

~1

can

be obtai ned from (13b), without using (13a) and (13c) , directly. The on ly reason
for estimating the whole system of equations simultaneo usly is to improve the
precis ion of the para meter estimates. T he disadvantage is that consistency then
hinges on correct specification of t he entire system. The possible effi ciency gains
occur because of the cross-equat ion restrictions , not just because of cross-equat ion
error correlations that are very important to flexible function al forms.
Almost all empirical applications of stochastic frontier fun ct ions have used t he
maximum likelihood method for estimation. Consistent estimates of all parameters of t he frontier function can be obtained by modifying the ordinary least
squ ares estimators, a process called the corrected least square method (Schmidt ,
1985-6) , however, distribution of the one-sided error term is essentially asymmetric . Maximum likelihood estimators that make use of this information should be
more efficient asymptotically. In the frontier literature, different assumption have
been made regarding distribution of the error terms . In a simultaneous equation
est imation process, assumptions regarding error terms and specification of relationships between error terms play crucial role. In this case, t he full informat ion
maximum likelihood method or application of the seemingly unrelated regression
met hod does not resolve the problem, although both methods yield max imum
likelihood estimates when iteration converges. This is due to the asymmetri c distribution structure of the error term. The most convenient method , therefore, is

I,

to define the likelihood function for the ystem of equa tions and numen cally (or
analytically) maximize that fun ct ion using any suitable iterati\'e algorithm (,e...
Greene [19

2J

for details of this method and possible algor it hms.). Obt aining the

maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters . one can obtain the inefficiency
sti mates (technical , cost or profit ) for each observation follow ing J ondrow. Lo,·ti l.
Materov , a nd Sch midt.
Since publication of the Aigner, Lovell , and Schmidt paper on specification
of the stochastic frontier production fun ction , interest in efficiency mea urement
and frontier functions has grown rapidly. Two issues of the Jou rna l of £

metrics have been devoted solely to the topic of frontier fun ctio ns, which
shows rapid diversification in this area.

OIIO -

cleatl.~

Earlier studies of frontier production

functions either used single equation production function or d ual cost fun ction.
The direct estimation of the production function (non-optimizing ) gives consistent
estimates of the production function parameters only when inputs are treated a>
exogeneous. The Zellner , Kmenta, a nd Dreze argument of expected profit maximization can be used to treat inputs as exogeneous only if tech ni cal inefficiency
is com pletely unknown to the firm.

Since technical inefficiency includes poo r

management , com posit ion and vintage of capi tal stock, loca l labour qual ity, and
more, the assumption of unknown techn ical inefficiency may not be full y justifi<'d.
If technical inefficiency is known to the firm (as proposed by Aigner, Lo\'e ll . and
Schmidt) , estimates of the production function parameters obtained directly from
the production fu nction will be inconsistent. This inconsistency can be avoided
by following a simultaneous equation estimation method.
Most dual specifications for inefficiency estimation that use the stochastic
specification have used the cost fun ct ion,5 whi ch represents the constant output
cost minimization process. Although simultaneous equation approaches have been
followed (Schmidt and Lovell , 1979, 1980 , Greene 1980b , Bauer) and both technical and allocative inefficiencies were estimated, it was not until I<umbhakar 's
1987 paper that an unconstrained profit maximizing system was estimated. Although technical and allocative ineffi ciency have received much attention in the
literature, scale inefficiency did not received its due importance. A firm can be
inefficient due to any of these three inefficiencies or any combination thereof.
Kumbhakar , Biswas, and Bailey estimated all three inefficiencies simultaneously.
5 Ali and Flinn have used a stochastic profit function to estimate profit
inefficiency. This is, no doubt , an unconstraint profit maximization process;
however, they have used a single equation es timation method .
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One basic shortcoming of the frontier literature is that flexible functional
specifications have not been used in spite of the fact that the Cobb-Douglas
spcification is very restrictive and fails to capture the possibility of efficiency
gdins due to factor substitutions. Greene (19 Ob) first introduced the flexible
functional fo rms in estimation of stochastic functional form . In a single equation
framework. appl ication of the flexible fun ctional form works perfectly well with
the usual eco nomic and stat istica l qualifi cations of their homotheti c counterparts.
Only when estimating a system of equations with flexible functional forms, the
eco nomic relationship between behavioral fun ction and first -o rder conditions become impossible to establish. This difficulty- called Greene's Problem- will be
discussed in detail in the second essay, which attempts to estimate inefficiency
bypassing the Greene's problem.
The purpose of these essays is to introduce flexibility in the measurement of
inefficiencies. In the first essay, the conventional Cobb- Douglas production function is modified to take into account interactions between fixed factor and variable
factors of production . This quasi -t ranslog produ ction fun ction will then be used
to deri ve all three types of ineffi ciencies and t heir impacts on the level of profit.
In the second essay, a fully flexible normalized rest ri cted profi t fun ction will be
introduced to esti mate profit inefficency and its underlying inefficiencies. The
third essay is basically an extension of the second essay where profit inefficiency
is estimated using an unrestricted translog profit function in a multip le output,
multiple input framework.

A Brief Note on Efficiency of Indian Agriculture
The first two essays utilize a data set from Indian agriculture, the economic
characteristics and efficiency aspects of which are highlighted in this section . Since
the publication ofT. W. Schultz 's Tran sforming Traditional Agriculture ,6 studies on economic efficiency of Indian agri culture have gained momentum. These
st udies can be broadly classified into two categories of theoretical and empirical
description , depending on whether a primal or dual approach is used .
In the primal approach, the production function , mostly Cobb-Douglas (CD),
is directly est imated by the ordinary least square (OLS ) technique. After obtain6 Hopper actually pioneered t he process.
Results of his small but pioneering
study form the basic evidence advanced by Schultz in support of his hypothesis
on allocation efficiency in Indian agriculture.

y
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ing he parameter estimates, ma rginal prod ucts (YIP ) of each endogeneous input
a re ge nerall y calculated a t t he geometr ic mean of the data. The presence of al loca ive efficiency is tested by equati n.e; the ,·alue of marginal product s of input •
wi t h their res pecti ve in put prices. In the dual app roach, on the other hand. ilw
pro fi t fun ct ion is estima ted along with inp ut share (in profit) equation> de ri vrd
by using Hotell ing 's le mma. Since t he profi t function accommodates allocati,·e
ineffi ciency, the hy pothes is of profit max imi zat ion can be tested by imposing
pa ra metric res t riction on the profit fun ct ion . Mos t st udies using this approach
ha ve used the CD specifi ca t ion of the profit functi on.
Some Stylized Facts
About Ind ian Agricul t ure
The foll owing are some basic fa cts an d econo mic ch aracteristics of Indian farming covered in di fferent stud ies o n Indian farm ing over the last thi rty years.

I . Th ere exists an in verse relatio nship between f a rm size and productmt y of Inn d.
Variou s farm management survey reports have supported t his fact . including
studies by Bhagwati and Chakravart i, Mazumder, Sen , Rao, Bardha n, Ru ch·a.
Saini, and Bhattacharyya and Saini who have tried to expl a in this phenome non
both on analytical and empiri cal levels. As usual , economi sts a re divided on

P:\·

plaining this result but they support existence of the pheno menon. Rudra pointed
o ut that an inverse relationship between land-holding size a nd productivity is due
to a spurious relationship arising out of the process of aggrega tion o,·er villages
involved in developing farm management data . However, st ud ies by Saini, Sampath , Bhattacharyya and Saini , based on disaggregated micro-level da ta for many
regions and over several years , have confirmed this inverse relation ship.
This point requires some elaboration mainly because efficiency analysis in o ur
first two essays has been done separately fo r large and small farms, and log lik eli hood ratio tests show that structural differences exists between the la rge a nd t he
small farms. Sen explained the inverse relationship between productiv ity a nd the
size of land holdings from dualistic nature of Indian agri culture, ass um ing that
small farms are predominantly subsistence operators and large farm s a re predominantly capitalist operators. Thus, Sen argued that capitalist farms stop hiri ng
inputs at the point where the marginal product of a factor is equal to its market hiring price. In contrast, small farms continue to employ inputs to the point
where the marginal products of some inputs (mainly human labour ) a re a lmost
zero or at least below the prevailing market wage rate . Thi s argument suggests
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that while large farms follow the profit maximization principle, small farm s do
not produce exact ly for profit maximization.
en. of cou rse, provided theoretical justific,tion for his postulate. He argued
that in the peasants' equilibrium. the marginal product of labour is determ ined
by the pressure o n the famil y for co nsumption and the family 's opportunity for
production . Bhagwati and Chak ravarti questioned Sen 's ex planation , pointing
out that if the two agrarian systems coexist, the opportunity cost of the peasant
family labour may be the wage that the market offers for employment by capitalist
farme rs. Thus, if a family is making a decision on overall income derived from
the input of work hours by the family, then the opportunity cost of work on both
types of farms should be equalized. Empirically, it has been established that small
fa rms hire labour a t the margin and to a great extent join the farm labour force
( Rosenzweig ), so the opportunity cost of labour on the small farm is likely to be
ve ry real. Moreo,·er, later studies (Lau and Yotopolous ( 1971 , 1972) , Yotopolous
and Lau , and Kalirajan ( l981a, l98 lb ) have suggested that small farms are both
economic and profit efficient.
Bhagwat i and Chakravarti provided an alternative theory for lower productivity
of larger farm s in terms of fragmentation of land holdings. They pointed out t hat
although large farms have larger operational land holdings , these larger holdings
may have accumulated through purchases of separate plots. Such fragmentation
of cultivated land adversely affects the productivity per unit of land . Hanumantha Rao emphasized the adverse distributional impacts on Indian agriculture due
to technological changes introduced through high yielding variety (HYV ). The
high cost of HYV led to distressed sales of land by small farmers , which caused
further concentrat ion of land ownership without consolidation of plots; however ,
no co nclusive statistical evidence could be found to establish that point. Other
studies (Kalirajan, 1981b, Parthasarathy and P rasad, Rajagopalan) have established that small farms have not lagged behind in deriving benefits from the use
of HYV.
Whatever be the analytics, it has became an accepted fact of Indian agriculture
t hat size of holding and yield per land unit are inversely related . This has very
important policy implications for land reforms and has indeed affected policy
makers ' decisions regarding land reforms.
2. When family labour employed in agriculture is given an imputed value in terms

of ruling wage rate, much of Indian agriculture seems unremunerative.
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Sen propagated this point, though empi ri cal eveidence based on data collected
in the 1970s shows that this may not be true (Sampath, Rosenzweig ). Almo

t

all

stud ies on economic efficiency of Indian farms have used the market wage rate to
e,·aluate family labour, and their results show that small farms are no less effi cient
than thei r la rger counterparts.
3. By and larg e. the profitability of Indian agriculture increases with the si:e of
land holdings.
Studies based on data from Punjab support this view, but generalization to all
of India does not hold , at least based on data collected during the 1960s. Small
farms are found to be no less profit efficient than large farms (Lau and Yotopolous
( 19il, 1972), Yotopolous and Lau , Kalirajan , 198la, 19 lb).

In fact, studies

suggest that small farms are more profit efficient than their larger counterparts.
Studies based on data collected from southern India show that small farms are
more profit efficient t han their larger counterparts.
4. Fragmentation decreases with an increase in the size of land holdings.

This point, as emphasized by Bhradwaj, actuall y depends on the regions of
India from which data were collected. Various parts of India have different land
management systems and ways of controlling property rights to land .
5. The intensity of cropping is inversely related to the size of holdings.
In the Indian situation, in most cases farming is the only source of income for
small farms.

Farmers with large land holdings are also engaged in other types

of economic activities; as a result, they prefer to lease out land du ri ng the dry
season.
6. There is generally an inverse relation between earners per hectare and the size

of holdings.
7. Labour days spent per hectare are inversely related to the size of holdings.

The above mentioned so called "stylized facts" of Indian agriculture are nei t her
mutually exclusive nor collectively exhaustive. Most are related to one another,
and existence of one leads to existence of the other.

Reviewing these points

summarize the fundamental characteristics of the Indian farming system before
providing the major results of studies on efficiency aspects of Indian agriculture ,
as reviewed in the following section.
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Review of Past Studies on Economic
Efficiency of Indi an Farms
Empirical st udies on allocative efficiency in Indian agriculture can be divided
into two categories based on whether a primal or a dual approach is used . The
majo r findings of previous studies which followed the primal approach 7 are discussed in the next section, with results of the studies which followed the dual
method are discussed in the following subsect ion .
The Primal Approach

Among t he major studies, Hopper, Saini , and Sampath found Indian farms to
be allocatively efficient by estimating the CD production function using OLS . The
presence of allocative efficiency was tested by equating the value of the marginal
product (at the geometric mean) of each input to its market price. An extension
of this approach is considered in Ram, who analyzed allocative inefficiency in
terms of education and extension services and found signi fi cant positive effects
of these variables on allocative efficiency. Researchers like Dey and Rudra and
Hati a nd Rudra , using the CD technology representation, co ncluded that Indian
farmers are not profit maximizers. Under both constrai ned maximization and
unconstrained maximization, they could not conclusively establish that Indian
farmers were allocating resources optimally.
Problems with the use of a primal approach are basically twofold. First, OLS
estimates of production function parameters are likely to be biased and inconsistent if OLS is used directly to estimate a production function , ignoring the fact
that some inputs are endogeneous and , therefore, correlated with the error term in
the production function (Nowshirvani). Thus, estimates of allocative inefficiency
obtained from t hese parameters may be inappropriate. Second, use of a restrictive
functional form like CD, which assumes unit factor substitution, biases estimates
of the MPs and hence t he allocati ve inefficiencies.
Studies using the CD fun ctional specification have defined the average productivity of factors by ratio of geometric mean of output to geometric mean of
input. There is a basic contradiction in the use of geometric mean. It divides the
whole set of observations into two groups, namely, one group that overall~cates
the resource and another that underallocates.
7
Some example of studies in this line are Hopper, Chennareddy, Saini , Dey and
Rudra, and Sampath.
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The Dual Approach

Studies that used t he dual app roach (mostly the profit fun ction) can be divided
into two groups , depending on whether the Cobb-Douglas (CD) specification or a
flexible functional form specification was used. Lau and Yotopolous (1971, 1972 ),
Wise and Yotopolous, and Yotopolous and Lau used t he CD specification, while
Junu n kar ( 1979, 1980), Kalirajan (198 la, 198lb), Sidhu , and Kumbhakar and
Bhattacharyya applied flexible functional specifications (mostly translog) . The
advantage of using the dual approach is that price variables are exogenous to the
system; consequently, no inconsistency occurs even if a single equation estimation
method is used. However , efficiency of the estimators can be improved by using
the input demand and output supply functions (or share equations in the case
of the translog specification) derived from the profit function . This approach
assumes that farms behave according to a decision rule , say profit maximization, subject to a set of exogenous variables such as prices and fixed factors of
production.
Two sets of problems were addressed by these studies. Given different price
regimes of variable factors of production and quantities of fi xed fa ctors of production, do the farms behave according to a decision rule, say profit maximization?

If the profit maximization rule is generally applicable, t hen are there inter-farm
group differences in the levels of economic efficiency?
The dual approach, first applied by Wise and Yotopolous compared the systemat ic with the random element of farm behavior to determine whether or not
to examine economic efficiency of Indian farms. They found that Indian farms
not only behave rationally but are also remarkably price efficient. Studies by
Yotopolous and Lau , and Lau and Yotopolous (1971 , 1972) tried to capture not
only ailocati ve but also technical efficiency of Indian farms . They concluded that,
given the fixed factors of production and within the ranges of observed prices of
out put and variable inputs, small farms have higher act ual profit and higher allocative and/or technical efficiency.
The methodology used by Lau and Yotopolous (1971, 1972) and Yotopolous,
Lau, and Some! is no doubt commendable, but their empirical analysis was
based on very few observations (34) drawn from aggregate size class averages,
which introduced aggregation bias in the estimates. Moreover, they used the CD
specification for the profit function which, as already mentioned , is too restrictive
to measure allocative inefficiency.
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Kalirajan (198 la, 198lb) and Kumbhakar and Bhattacharyya using the
translog specification of the profit function, estimated the full system of equations
to examine the economic efficiency of Indian farms . In both studies, Kalirajan
concluded that farmers growing HYVs are efficient economically regardless of farm
size. His resu lts support the findings of Ghosh who found no sign ifi cant differences
between small and large farms provided both are given the same improved techno logy. Jununkar (1989), on the other hand, quest ioned the app li cability of the
profit fun ction in the context of Indian agriculture and argued that the hypothesis
that Indian farmers are profit maximizers is incorrect. Using CD profi t fun ction,
the results we get with wrong signs on (most) variable input prices imply that
farme rs do not behave in consistent maximizing fashion" (Jununkar 1980, p. 5 ).
He further pointed out that a simple static model of behavior under co mpeti t i,·e
conditions does not apply to Indian farmers.
Kumbhakar and Bhattacharyya addressed Jununkar 's problem by developing a
shadow profit function that takes account for different market distortions introduced by institutional and socio-cultural factors. The model implicitly internalized these distortions through shadow prices. Using the shadow profit function ,
they tested the validity of neoclassical profit maximization behavior and also related allocative inefficiency to some explanatory variables. The major results
of this study indicated a positive correlation between the level of education and
allocati ve efficiency of a farm. Both small and large farms were inefficient in
allocating outputs in response to market prices. Finally, farms are found to be
maximizing their shadow profit but not their actual profit. This study extended
the results of Ram and Huffman ,who considered the allocative implication of educat ion regarding the use of modern inputs like chemical fertilizer. Kumbhakar and
Bhat tacharyyas' study concludes that education also enables farmers to allocate
their conventional inputs, like human and bullock labour, more efficiently.
The present study looks at inefficiency of Indian farms using stochastic flexible
functional forms under the neoclassical hypothesis of profit maximization. This
approach features three advantages over earlier studies. First , the use of stochastic functional specifications allows more precise measurement of farm specific
inefficiencies. Introduction of flexible functional forms gives a better measure of
inefficiencies since no a priori structure is assumed. Finally, all three types of
inefficiencies can be estimated and their impact on level of profit can be examined.
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Figure l. Reference graph for inefficiency definitions
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CHAPTER II
SPECIFICATION A D ESTIMATION OF PRODUCTIO N
I EFFICIENCY US I NG A Q UASI-TRA SLOG
STOCHASTIC PRODUCTION FUNCTION
Earlier empirical applications of the frontier production function model have
ty pically used the restri ct ive Cobb-Do uglas fun ctio nal speci fi cat ion of the production technology ; however , it is likely that the restrictive nature of technology
affects measures of productive inefficiency. In this essay, the main objective is to
introduce limited cross effects (or limited flexibility) in a fun ct ional (tec hnology)
specification and to specify all three types of efficiencies as previously defined ,
after which the model will be applied to a data set on Indian agricul ture. In order
to estimate a simultaneous equation model, a general optimization model must
first be specified for analysis. 1 The next section develops the general optimization
model, and sect ion th ree introduces inefficiency in the model where the required
speci fi cation for estimation is provided. A development of estimation procedure
is fo llowed by section five, which describes the data set. This is followed by the
discussion of results obtained from empiri cal application of the model. Finally, a
summary of the major findings , limitations, and possibilities of further extension
of this study are given.
General Model
In any production system, the fixed inputs set the limit (in the sho rt run)
on output and possibilities of factor substitution. The interaction between fixed
inputs, Z(= Zt , .. . ,zJ), and variable inputs, X (= x~o .. . ,xn ), is, therefore,
important for any production analysis . To capture this interaction and to make
the production function specification more flexible than the conventional CobbDouglas (C D) , a semi-translog production function is introduced as
( 1)

y(X, Z)

= aII xr' II zfj exp (I: L '"fij In xj[n Zj)'
.

j

.

j

where y is t he output, i = 1, ... , n , and j = 1, ... , J . Gi ven this technology, we
assume that the firm is a profit maximizer. This condition can be obtained in two
ways . The first method is termed the unconstrained (direct) profit maximization
technique where

II(W,P, Z)
1

= P'Y- W'X

Single equation estimation does not req_uire any optimizing condtion.
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is maximized . Where IT is nominal profit , P is a (m x 1) output price vector , Y
is a ( m x 1) out put vector, W is a (n x 1) vecto r of hiring pri ces of variable inputs ,
and X is a (n x 1) vector of variable inputs . Z is a (J x 1) fi xed input vector. In
the alternath·e two-step method, the first step derives the optimum input demand s
u ing cost minimization, whi ch are constant output input demands . To obtain
the pro fi t maximizing so lu tio n, solve the profit maximizing output supply. The
second step obt ains the o ut put supply conditions using the first-ord er co ndi tions
of cost minimization. Tnformatio n generated from these two steps is equivalant to
that o f the unconstrained maximization process . This study follows the second
approach because the derivation of the cost of allocative inefficiency is easier and
enables the use of the Schmidt and Lovell (1 979 , 1980 ) specification to measure
the cost of allocative inefficiency. The optimizing problem , therefore, is

(2)

min C( IV, y, Z ) = W'X
z

y = f (X, Z),

subject to

where f(X , Z) is the production function, i.e., equation (1).
From the se t of first-order conditions, the equilibrium cond ition

'Vk ,s =l , .. . ,n; kf. s,
is derived as

x. (at+

Wt

(3)

w.

Lj "Yk1 In z1 )

= Xt (a.+ Li "Y•i In Zj)'

where W k and w. are kth and sth elements of the W vector. Taking logarithms
of both sides of (3) obtains

(4)

ln x1 = ln x. - In Wt + In w. + In {

a 1 + L:; "Ykj In z;}
"

a.+ L,j "Y•i

l

·

n Zj

From (4), k logarithms of input demands equations can be solved in terms of
input, x.. Substituting k equations (4) in the constraint equation and solving
for In x. produces

(5)

a;+ L ·"Yij ln Zj } (a;+ L; ~;;In z;)}
L:J
{ II{ a.+
j"'/•j 1DZj

lnx.= Olny -O ln a

j

+

eL: {a;+ L "'/ij lnZj} InC:)- eL: .ej lnzj ,
I

)

)
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where

9=

l

L:, o , + L:, L:1 -y,1 In Zj

.

Taking the anti log, the solution input demand equation for input s is given as
(5a)

II (w, )8(o ,+ L ,
.

111

In z1 )

w,

I

II

ZJ

-SO; .

)

Substituting (5) in (4 ), In Xk is given as

The ant ilog of the above equation is

The set of equations (5a) and (6a) are the constant output input demand equations . Substituting this set of equations in the objective function , i.e. , of problem
(2), t he cost minimizing cost function becomes

C' (W,y , Z) = W'X ' ,
where X' is the solution input vector. The logarithm of the solution cost function
can be expressed as
1iklnZj)("I+L;11jlnz;)}
{ II( a,++ "Lj "f•j
1nZj
Ctj

In C' (W,y,Z) =9lny-{)!n a

j

(7)

L...j
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Ta king the an tilog of the above equation , the solution cost function is
•

C( IV,y , Z) =y

8{

a

II{a;+ "'L;
i

o,

1

-y,1 1n z1
I
n zj

}(<>,+ L

1

+ L..J 1 -y,1

1;1 in z1 ) } -8

w,

II z .

-B{J

j

'x

1

( 7a)

This cost function is a constant out put cost-minimizing solution. At the opt imum, the firm supplies the optimu m (profit-maximizing ) output when

8C · ( ~y, Z)

(' )
~larginal

=M C

= P

cost (MC ) is given by

Equating the logarithm of {9) to In p and solving for In y provides the logarith m
of the output supply as

loy=

e ~ 1 lnp+ e ~ 1 {In w, +8 ~)o; + L l'ij lnzj) In(:;)}
I

{10 )

- -1- { lnO +ln { a

0-1

}

II (o; + Lj l'ij In Zj) {o;+ Li ~;i lnzi }}-8}
i

o,

+ Lj l'•i ln zi

This system of equations [(5a ), (6a}, and (lOa)] or [(5}, (6), and (1 0)] gives full
profit maximizing solutions. Parameters of this set of equations can be estimated
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by full information maximum likelihood (FIML) or the seemingly unrelated regression method (SUR), both of which yield maximum likelihood estimates when
iterat ion converges.
Inefficiency Specification
Following Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt and Meeusen and van den Broeck , the
composite error structure is introduced into the production function (1). The
production function can be related to the stochastic frontier production fun ction
by specifying the intercept term a as
(11)
where
(1a)

a=
T ~

ao exp (T) ,

0. The stochastic variant of the production function (1) becomes
y =

ao II xf' II z:i exp(LL /iJ ln x;lnZJ + v+ r) .
.

i

.

i

The error component v represents the symmetric statistical white noise that
is beyond the firm's control. The T is the techn ical efficiency parameter that
varies across firms but is not observable. If T = 0, then the firm is on the
frontier, producing the maximum possible level of output given the technology. The resultant specification of the production function is stochastic because
y ~ f(x; , Zj; ao, a;, /3), /ij) + v. The economic logic is that the production
process is subject to two economically distinguishable random disturbances with
different characteristics, both economic and statistical. The non-positive disturbance T reflects the fact that each firm's output must lie on or below its frontier
y ~ J(x;, Zj; ao, a;, /3), /iJ) + v. Any such deviation results from factors under
the firm's control, such as technical and economic inefficiency caused by poor
management, the composition and vintage of capital stock, or local labour quality, but the frontier itself can vary randomly across firms or over time for the
same firm. Given this interpretation, the function is stochastic, with random
disturbance term, v, resulting from favourable and unfavourable external events
such as luck, climate, and machine performance. Errors of observation and measurement on y constitute another source of variation in the random variable v.
Technical inefficiency can be due either to excessive input use (for a given level
of output following Farrell) or to less output produced relative to the optimum
for a given input combination (as defined in stochastic frontier literature). Either

v
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way, technical inefficiency is costly. Since cost is not minim ized , profit is not
maximized .
A lloca t ive ineff iciency res ul ts from employi ng inp uts in incorrect proportio ns.
Fo llowing Sc hmidt and Love ll {1979 , 1980), a firm is allocative ineffici ent if t he
ma rg inal rate of techni cal substitu t ions between factors differs from the ratio of
the ir hiring prices, i.e., MRTSq• "' (wq / w, ). Thi s can be speci fi ed as
( 12 )

/q = { W
y;
w,q} ex p (uq )

V q, s

= l , .. . , n ; q "'s ;

or
( 12a )

exp ( uq ) = {

i :; };

for

uq;o .

Given t he stochastic production function ( 1a), the marginal product ivity of t he
it h input is given by

{ 13 )

J; = ~
= M P; = Xi
]!_ (a;+
OX;

L
.

I ii In

zi ) .

J

Therefore, allocative inefficiency of the qth input relative to the sth input can be
expressed as

( 14 )

x,

w,} {(a-

exp ( u 9 ) = { - x9 w9

(

9

o,

+ L:jlu lnz1 ) }
+ L;1 r •j In zi)

,

Observed expenditure W' X , therefore, coincides with the minimum cost

C' (W, y', Z) , and/or observed profit IT coincides with the maximum profit IT'
if, and only if, the firm is both technically and allocatively efficient. If a difference
exists between observed and optimum (cost and/or profit), this difference may
be due to technical inefficiency alone, allocative inefficiency alone, or some combination of allocative and technical inefficiencies. Observed input demands will
be equal to the optimum input demand if the firm is both technically and allocat ively efficient. A combination of technical and allocative inefficiencies causes
t he firm to deviate from its optimum. Therefore, any inefficiency study should
simultaneously take into account both technical and allocative inefficiency.
Technical and allocative efficiency are necessary but not sufficient for profit
maximization. A firm could still be scale inefficient if MC "' p . This can be

.3
specified as

8C'(W, y, Z)

(I.) )

oy

-J.

r p.

Since there is no inefficiency at the optimum, the cost function can be represented
by equation (9). MC, therefore, is

ec·
=o Y8-1 IT w,8(<>•+L:~ ~·~ '··~) IT zj(-8/JI) {~
" ( . '"""'
o 1 + ~ -r,
0
y

(16)
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{ { oo

i

)

)

1

- }
ln< 1 )x

IT (o , + L -r., ln z, )(<>,+2::, ~~~ '•·ilr8} .
.

)

The firm is scale inefficient if

{I T)

exp(O

tee·}
= { pay

where (~0.

The parameter ( measures t he deviation of observed output supply from the
profit-maximiz ing output supply. If the scale effi ciency parameter, (, is zero,
then the firm is supplying the profit-maximizing level of output, given p. ( is
positive {negative) if the firm is supplying more (less) than t he opti mum level.
Equation ( 17) can be expressed as
8 1
" (o;+ ~
'"""' -r; lnz )
pexp(()=Oy - {~
1 1

i

{1 )

IT w,8(<>•+ L:'. -,,1 1nz1 )IT z (-ap) }
'

i

J

)

1

{{oo iT (o; + L 1iilnzi)("•+L:;"''I1nz;) ra} .
.

)

Taking logarithms of equations {Ia), (14) , and {18), the following system of equations is obtained:

+

L L "'ii lnx;ln zj +
i

(14a) lnx,-lnxq

11

+ r;

j

= lnwq-lnw,+ln{o,+ L

1sj lnzj}

j

-In{ oq

+L
j

"fqj

In

Zj}+ uq ;
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{l a )

lny

= (IJ- l )-

1

1

lnp- (IJ - l)- lniJ +InK -IJ 'L ,81 ln: 1

+0L
I

(<>, + L

{ o1

In

z1)

ln w;-

~.
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where

II= (r

+ k);

r- '"' o·
,,
-

~

k - """
L_.. """
L... ..,I I) In 4- ) 1·

and

J

J( =

L { o; + L 'ioJ In zJ } { a ( a,+ L l iJ In z, )(
i

1

o;

+ L:; 1 iJ In

'J) }- 8

)

T he system of equations ( l6a), ( 14a), and ( L a ) involve (n + l ) equatio ns
to so lve fo r ( n + l ) unknowns ( lnYand lnx, ; 'l i = l , .. . , n ). A so lution to
these (n + l ) equations gives n unconditional in put demand equations and out·
pu t supply equations. The conditional input demand equations can be obtained
from the fi rst n equations, and t he out put su pply function can be ob tained from
the last equation. To be economi cally effi cient, all t hree effi ciency parameters
( r , ~ and uq ) must be equal to zero, both individually and simultaneou sly (For·
su nd , Lovell, aud Schmidt).
Estimation Method
Direct estimation of the production fun ctio n gives consistent estimates only
when inputs can be treated as exogenous. The Zellner, Kmenta , and Dreze arg ument of expected profit maximization treats inputs as exogenous only if technical
ineffi ciency is completely unknown to the firm . Since techni cal inefficiency in·
eludes the possibility of poor management, the composition of vintage of capital
stock, and local labour quality, the assumption of unknown technical inefficiency
may not be fully justified. If technical inefficiency is known to the firm , the
estimates of the production fun ction parameters obtained directly from the pro·
duction function will be inconsistent . This inconsistency can be avoided if a simultaneous equation approach is used that allows estimation of all three inefficiency
parameters.
A simultaneous equation method such as full information maximum likelihood
( F!ML) gives inconsistent estimates of the parameters. If T is known to the
firm , then the use of FIML gives upward bias to the intercept. On the other
hand , if T is unknown , then it is not possible to disentangle T and v . The use
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of the maximum likelihood estimation {MLE) method is warranted here because
an assumed distri bution for the dist ur bance terms can be specified; therefore,
a simu ltaneous equatio n MLE method has been used for estimation of various
in ffi ciencies.
The sys tem of equations can be wrillen as
(lc)

T

+V

- L L -y;

1

( l4b)

uq

= In x,

-

In x; In z1

;

In Xq +In w, - In Wq +In ( aq +

L

"(qj

In Zj)

j

- In

(a, + L -y, In zi) ;
1

J

~=(0 -l ) lny - lnp+lnO+lnf(

(18b)

+

oL:{
l

Oj

+

L 'Yijl n zj} lnw;- oL:,Bjln zj.
j

j

T his system of equations are more useful than equations {lb), {14a), and {18a) .
To es timate the system of equations {! c), {14b), and {18b) the probability density
functio n {pdf) of the error vector must be derived, with specified distributional
assumpt ions for each error term . The error vector from the system of equations
( I c), {14b), and {18b) is

( 19)

where ii = iiq
terms a re:

(u2, .. . , unJ'. Assumptions regarding the distribution of error

1. r ~ iid N (0 , a;) truncated at zero from above;

2. v ~ iid N ( 0, a 2 )
3. ii

~

;

MV N ( Jl, E), i.e., iid normal over firms;

4. ~ ~ iid N(O,alJ;

5. r, {, ii and v are independent of each other and also independent of
exogenous fixed inputs Z .

Wj

and
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Given the above set of assumptions, t he pd f for the error vector ( 19) can be
derived . Let b1 = r + v, ~ = u, and b3 = {. By variable transfo rmation,

(20)
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation from ( r , v, ti , ()to ( b1 , ~. b3 , r),
i.e.,

Sin ce IJI = I, here, and r, (, v, a nd

!J(bi,

ua re independent of each other, we can write

~.

bJ, r) = f (r) f (v) f (u) f (().

Jlor

= { ~}
(~+~)

This can be written as

where

u2

= { ~+~
~;,.~,} ·
'

and

d

= {~
2b 2 }
\~+~)

2

.

Equatio n (2 1) provides the joint pdf of b1 , ~. b3 , and r. To obtain the joint pdf
of b1 , ~ . and b3, r can be integrated out from (2 1) as
0

J (b1 ,~,b3) =

j

f( bJ,~ , bJ ,T)dr ,

-oo

e} -1-

1 exp { - -

2

(22)
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2}dr ;
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where<!?(-) is the cumulative den sity function (cdf) of a standard normal distribution since
0

(23 )

a

J )z;aexp{- 2~ (T-J<r) } dr
2

=a<t>(-';;)-

Oy variable transformation , mo ve from the pdf of the error vector to the pdf
of the endogenous variable vector

(24)

f(ln Y, In X, )= f( b, ,

where

~.

b3 ) IJI,

IJI

is the determinent of the Jacobian of the transformation from
~ to endogeneous variables In Y and In x;. The log likelihood fun ction for T firms can be expressed as

v,

T,

u, and

T

L =LIn f ( b1 , b2, b3) +TIn IJI-

(25)

1=1

In thi s model,

IJI

= o(b, , b2, b3)
o(ln Y, In x ,)

O(T + V , U2, ... , Un, ()
8(1n Y, In x, , ... , In Xn)

(26)

-o,
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0

-1

0

0

0

- 1

0

0

(II -1 )

0

0

Therefor e,
(27)

The likelihood function' for a single observation, therefore, can be expressed by
taking the logarithm of equation (25) and introducing the Jacobian of transformation:
L = In2 - (d/2) +Ina+ ln<l? (-prfa)-

1

2(n + l)In(211") -Ina{
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(28)

Th e burden of estimatio n can be reduced by concentrating the likelihood function.
He re, the likelihood function can be con centrated with respect to I' and E, i.e. ,
wit h respect to the mean a nd the varia nce. At the maximum of L, the es ti mate
of I' is

(29 )

/'q

=

TI ~
~ Uqt

--

--

= In x, - In Xq

-

--

--

In Wq +In w, +In

t=l

{ aq

+ L:
L; 1 "fv In z1 }

a,+

z

j "'•J 1n 1

,

where bars over variable indicate the arithmetic means. Similarly, the eleme nts
of E, i.e., Uqk can be estimated from
T

u qk =

~ L {In x, -

In Xq

-

In Wq + In w, - In x, + In x 9 + In w 9

-

In w, }

1=1

(30)

{In x, + In w, - In Xk

-

In Wk

-

In x, -In w, +In Wk + In Xk

} ,

whi ch is independent of the parameters and, therefqre, E becomes a constant.
The term H~ - l'l'E- 1 (~ - 1'2) is a scalar, which is equal to its trace, and
the trace of a product is invariant to certain orderly permutation of the order of
multipli cation , so

W = tr{ (~- !')'E- 1 (~- !')}

= tr{ E- 1 (~- !')'(~- !')}
(31)

=

trE- 1 (/J.z- !') (~ - ~·)'

= trE- 1 E
=

tr l

= n -1.
The concentrated likelihood function for a single observation, therefore, can be
expressed as

(32)

Lc=K. -

(~)

+ lnu +

In~(~;'•)

-lnue-lnu.-lnu.
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-

2 ~l + In { (0 -

1) ~ o,} ,

where
l
"'= ln2- -n+2 -ln2rr
-n +

l +In

lEI

is a co nstant and can be eliminated during estimation. The MLE of o 0 , o ;, {31 ,
and f7e can be obtained by maximizing equation (32) after adding
over T fi rms. The MLE of 11 and the elements of E can be obtained from the
est imates of equations (29) and (30). Th is maximization of the log likelihood
function yields consistent and asymptotic efficient estimates of the parameters.
/ i j, t7r, f7v,

Estimation of Efficiency Parameters
Given the estimates of the parameters, r, { , and u can be solved for each
observation and each endogenous variable.
Technical Inefficiency

To derive the techni cal effi ciency parameter, r, for each fi rm, r must be
isolated from v, where r + v = b1 is the residual of the product ion function .
Following J ondrow , Lovell, Materov, and Schmidt this can be done by estimating
the conditional pdf of r given b1. It can be shown that r given b1 is normally
distributed with mean J.lr and variance <Ir truncated at zero, i.e.,

¢((r- Jlr )/u)
<fl( -Jlr/'7)
Technical inefficiency can be estimated at a point estimator of r with either
mean or mode as the point estimator. The mean of the conditional distribution
of r is given by
0

(34)

E ( r I b1 ) =

j

r h ( r I b1 ) dr .

The mean and mode of r a re, respectively,
(35)

Tmtan

=

tP(Jl r/u )

J.lr -

(j

~( -pr

I u);
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(36)

Tmodt.

if (p.r/u) ~ 0;
otherwise.

P.r,
= {
0,

Es timates derived by using either mode or mean are consistent and asymptotically
effi cient (Jondrow, Lovell , Materov, and Schmidt).
Gi \" C O the estimated values of P.r and u, T can be estimated. Therefore, given
X a nd Z, the percentage loss of output due to techn ical inefficiency, T, can be
obtained from

(37)

YL r

= (Y-

Y' )

Y•

.

The parametric expression for the above equation is

(37a)

YLr

= 1-exp(T),

where Y ' is the frontier output obtained by setting
output.

T

= 0,

and Y is the observed

A/locative fnefficiency
The relative a llocative inefficiency of each firm for each input (relative to input
s) can be estimated from the equation (14b):
(14b)

uq=lnx,-lnxq+lnw,-lnwq+ln {

Ei

aq +
'Yqj In Zj }
"
l
.
a,+ L... j"flj nZj

The ttq can be both positive and/or negative, but in. either case it increases the
cost of production due to alloca.tive ineffciency. Following Schmidt and Lovell
( 1979), the cost impact of allocative inefficiency can be measured from the equation (see appendix 8 .1 for derivation of the cost function given below)

In C= In {L(a; +
i

-0

L 'Yijln zj ){ao IT (a;+ L
j

i

'Yij

ln zja;+E;~;; In z;) } -O}

j

L Pi ln zi + 0 L (a;+ L 'Yij lnzj)lnw;
j
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After some algebraic manipulation, this can be exp ressed as
(39 )

lnC(W,y,Z)=lnf(+Olny+OL(a;+Liijlnzi) lnw;
- 0 ( v + r)- 0 L

{31 In Zj + { p- ln(r + k)},

)

where
p

= In { <>1 + L /lj In Zj + L { <>q + L /qj In Zj } exp ( -uq)}
j

oL:(aq+ L

j

q

/qjln zj)uq ;

1
1
- =
- r+k
L;{<>i+L;Iijlnz1

0= -

· and
} '

InK= lnO -ol::{ a; + L / ij ln zj } In{ a;+ L l ij lnzj} .
i

j

j

The cost of allocative infficiency following Schmidt and Lovell (1979, 1980) is
therefore represented by the term
{40)

of (39). Clearly p is minimized when u2 = u3 = ... = Un = 0 and equals
In (r + k). In that case, t he cost function does not include any allocative
inefficiency parameter. Otherwise, the values (non-negative) of {p-In (r + k)}
are the addition to the logarithm value of cost (In C(W, y, Z)) due to allocative
inefficiency. It is interesting to note that the actual cost exceeds the frontier cost
for two reasons: (i) technical inefficiency, reflected by the term O(r) and (ii)
allocative inefficiency, represented by the term {p -ln(r + k)} in (39).

Scale Inefficiency
Scale inefficiency can be measured from equation (18b), i.e.,
(39)

(

= (0 -

1) In y- In p +In 0 + 0

L {a; + L /ij In Zj } In w;
j
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This measure of scale inefficiency is different from the KBB measure of scale
inefficiency of I<umbhakar, Biswas, and Bailey. The KBB measure can, however,
be obtained from our measure of scale inefficiency (see appendix B.2 for derivation
of the 1\flB measure for this model).
The loss of output (over or under supply) due to scale inefficiency alone is

(41)
Impact on Profit

The percentage loss of profit due to inefficiency is given by the relation
(43)

ITL

= W(p , w,

Z, v) - IT(p, w, Z,
IT•(p, W, Z, v)

where II(p, W, Z,(, u, r) = py- W'X
efficient profit frontier is

T, {,

= py- C(W, Y),

v, u)
'

and the fron tier profit or

The percentage loss in profit due to technical inefficiency alone can be expressed
as

(44)

.
_
_
ITL rl£=u=0 - 1

rr, (p, w, z, r , v)
rr· (p, w, z, v ) .

After some algebraic manipulation, the parametric expression for the loss of profit
due to technical inefficiency alone becomes

(45)

ITLrl£=ii=O = 1- exp { (0

~ 1) } .

Similarly, the loss in profit due to scale inefficiency alone is

(46)
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Data Description
The data set used in this study was collected from three agro-climatic regions2
of the Indian state of West Beng"L A cross section sample of 300 household
farms was interviewed over the period 1980- 1983. Since these regions were surveyed over a four-year period, the bias of the data set caused by time specific
problems {such as flood or drought) was avoided .3 Over the last two decades,
the success of technological change, introduction of high-yielding seeds, security
of land tenure, availability of production loans, and relaxation of government controls over purchase of output and sale of vital factors like fertilizers, irrigation
water, and pesticides have made the agricultural production sys tem very much
market oriented. In such an environment, profit-maximizing behavior on the part
o f producers would be a reaso nable maintained hypothesis.
Three regions covered in this su rvey cover the entire rice production belt of
Wes t BengaL Topographical conditions do not differ very much between regions ,
and all three regions are situated o n the Gangatic Plain. As a result, the irrigation
water supply system is well developed and cheap or even free. 4 The transportation
service is also quite well developed, and access to market for both inputs and
outputs is fairly easy. After bank nationalization and estab lishment of a rural
cooperative banking system, the expansion of the rural banking system has to
a great extent been able to reduce and in some places abolish monopoly control
by the village money lenders over the rural production system. The new land
tenancy system of the present slate government has ensured land tenancy and
share tenancy rights, which allowed tenants to invest in land development and
make permanent investments on their plots (like installing a. pump set or digging
irrigation wells). The expansion of extension services has enabled poor farmers
to access modern technology and related information. Moreover, the expansion
of t he free schooling system all over the state has made a. positive contribution to
the state's agricultural system.
The agricultural production activities of West Bengal are spread over at least
2

Region I covers two districts, Nadia. and Murshidabad. Region II covers the
districts of Burdwan and Birbhoom, and region Ill covers the districts of Howra.h,
Hooghly, 24 Pa.rganas, and Midnapore. District is equivalant to U. S. county.
3 Although the data was collected over a period of three years, it can be used
for cross-section analysis. Greene (1989) pointed out that if a. fairly large number
of observations are collected over a. short period of time, then cross-section use of
that data set does not affect the quality of the results.
4 Thanks to government irrigation and flood control programmes du ring the first
th ree fi ve-years plans.
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three crop seasons during a one-year production cycle. The monsoon paddy is the
single most important crop in all three regions. This crop is produced by almo t
all peasants in these three regions and almost TO% of t he total a ra ble land is used
in this particular culti vat ion ( Dasgupta). 5 The other two crop seasons are winter
and sum mer , with wheat being the major summer crop and pulses and oi lseeds
during the winter.
The survey provides a wide ra nge of information about both fi xed and variable
in puts used in each production. Among inputs, fertilizer (F ), manure (M), human
labour (H), and bullock labour ( B) are used as endogenous variab le inpu ts, while
land (L), capita l (K), off-farm income (0 ), and years of education (E) are used
as fixed inputs. The same capital input was assumed for each crop. Fertilizer
is measu red in terms of kilograms , while both types of labou r are measured in
terms of labour hours. The monsoon 6 crop is the only output cons idered in this
model. Total amount of paddy (Y) produced, rather than the marketab le su rplus,
is co nside red t he only output, which is meas ured in terms of quintal (one hundred
kilograms). Ma nure is also measured in terms of hundred kilog rams . Average
characteristics of the farms covered by the su rvey are represented in the tab le I.
For a nal ysis, the data set has bee n divided into two non-intersec ting groups , large
a nd small farms .
Since the size of operational land holdings is very small , the role of machine
capital is ve ry limi ted . Both bullock and human labour play very important roles.
Human labour includes both family and hired labour; though it is not possible
to separate these two components in the data set, effects of these t wo types of
labour on output are qui te differen t . Family labour plays a dual role, both as
manual labour and also as managerial decision-making unit. Thus, the returns
to these two types of labour are different . In this study, the market wage ra te
has been used to represent the hiring prices of all labour. Sampath has argued
that in the context of Indian agriculture, t he valuation of family labours at t he
ruling market wage rate is quite justified for all size classes of farms ; however,
Sen pointed out that if family labour in agriculture is given an imputed value
in terms of ruling wage rate, much of Indian agriculture seems unremunerative.
All major empirical works on Indian agriculture have used the prevailing market
wage to value domestic labour , and thei r results show that Indian farmers are
quite rational in allocating their labour factor based on market prices. 7 Since
5 The quality of the crop may differ across regions and between individual plots
of a single region; however, this quality difference is not introduced in the model.
6 Monsoon cropping spans over the period June to September.
7
About 65- 70% of Indian farmers participate in the labour market (Rosenzweig) .
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usual labour contracts are for working days, the hours of human labour have been
converted assuming eight hours per working day.
The use of a nimal power for cultivation is sti ll dominant in India; therefore .
bulloc k labour is very important in the family farming system. The market for
an imal labour is highly localized , and most farms own at least a pair of bullock .
Dur ing the peak season, such as the monsoo n seaso n, a market for animal labou r
ex ists. To avo id doub le counting, the tota l number of use hou rs of an imal la bou r
has been treated as an explanatory variable, while the val ue of farm -owned a ni mals
(for farming ) has not been included in fixed capital. Although the usual practice
is to hire bullock labour on a per-day basis, bullock labour is not expressed in
terms of working days but in terms of total working hours. Assuming eight hours
per work ing day, the hours of bullock labour have been converted into a measure
of input use.
Another group of variable factors is ferti lizer and manure. The idea of using
chemi cal fertilizer is relatively new in India. With t he introduction of the high
yielding variety (HYV ) production sys tem and multiple season cropping, the use
of che mical fertilizers has gained momentum . Fertilizer represents the total dose of
chemical fertili zer used in that cropping season. The market for chemical fer tilizers
has a d ual nat ure. Since t he supply of chemical fertilizers is partly regulated, a
parallel market for this input exists, and t he farmer has free access to that market;
therefore, the actual price of chemical fert ilizers rather t han the controlled pri ce
is used in this analysis. Different farms use different types of chemical fertil izer
(or combinations of different fertilizers) and at di fferent doses. This data set does
not prov ide detailed information regarding various types of fertilizers used on a
farm. The total amount of fer tilizer used by each farm for each crop can only be
obtai ned from the data set and is measured in kilograms.
The market for manure is highly localized and more contract based t han t he
usual market. Due to alternative uses of manure, the market is quite competitive,
particu larly during the monsoon season. The data set reflects quite a variation in
the price of manure even within one region , mainly because of different types of
forward contracts between buyers and sellers of manure and transportation costs
involved.
Besi des these four variable endogenous inputs, four fixed inputs considered
in this model are land, physical capital, years of education, and off-farm income.
Land is actually the allocable fixed input , but in our model, land has been treated
as a fixed input. A farmer can allocate land among different crops in the same
season or a mong seasons, given the total amount of land , due to three reasons.
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First , farmers may keep a portion of land fallow as part of their optimizing decision . Second, the total operational land holding of a household farm can be
fragmen ted with qualitatively different plots. Qualitati vely, some plots may be
unsuitab l., for cult ivation of a speci fi c crop , e.g., for a summer crop t hat need s
gene rous irrigation , a plot away from a water source may not be suit ab le , or shallow land may not be suitable for monsoon paddy. Third, there is a well-developed
market fo r leas ing land with tenancy and share cultivation systems being a large
pa rt of Indian agriculture. A farmer can lease all of his land or part of it and
earn rent . In this model , land has been treated as a fixed factor , using the a rea
under cu ltivation rather than the total acreage owned by a household farm .8
Capital is defined as a combinat ion of values of all durable farm assets, namely
the farmhouse, irrigation equipment, and farm equi pment. The total value of
cap ital has been deflated by the user cost of capital, defined as the su m of t he
yearly depreciation rate and the market rate of interest less the yearl y inflation
rate, ass uming a straight line depreciation . The interest rate used is the average
market interest rate over the period of su rvey. Measurement of ca pital is the
Achilles heel of neo-classical economics. This study follows convention to derive
a measure of capital in value terms.
Off-farm income is measured in terms of hundred rupees . In this study, offfa rm income is included in the production function as a control variable and enters
the fun ctio n as a fixed factor. Importance of off-farm income on the level of
productivity was first highlighted by Schultz. Whether participation in off-farm
employment will lead to enhancement of productivity of the household farm is an
open question. Gronau's full income household production model also emphasized
the role of off-farm income on household productivity. He pointed out that , given
the oppo rtunity set, labour force participation is associated with a decline both
in leisure and work at home through time allocation. Even without a full income
model in this analysis, by introducing off-farm income as a regressor, to a certain
extent, the impact of off-farm income on the inefficiency of Indian household
farms can be verified.
In agriculture, the degree of stochastic element is high, and the need for on-thespot decisions is very important. If the farmer is engaged in off-farm employment ,
be cannot make such quick decisions, which means productivity and output may
fall . On the other hand , off-farm employment allows the farmer to invest more
8
Under the present land management system in West Bengal , share-croppers and
tenancy rights are protected by law. Therefore, user right rather than ownership
of land is important from the viewpoint of estimation.
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cash in his farming (say by buying a pumpset or doing some permanent development of the farm) that might increase productivity. Therefore, exact signs of
the impact of off-farm income on productivity are difficult to determine a priori
and emp irical analysis is needed to assess the direction of impact. Measuring the
importance of off-farm income is crucial in characterizing the Indian agricultural
system. The underlying reasons are, of course, different for large and small farm ers. Small farmers participate in the local labour market both as agricultural and
non-agricultural labourers . Rosenzweig has shown that about 65-70 % of Indian
farmers participate in the labour market. Large farm families , on the other hand.
are usually in volved in some local t rade or services. In fact, local agri-businesses
are usually controlled by large farm families , which allows them better access to
market informat ion compared to the small farms.
Since the seminal papers of Ram and Huffman on the impact of education on
production decisions and allocation of scarce inputs, treatment of education as a
regressor input in production relationship (especially of agricultural production)
has beco me commonplace. In a dynamic environment with imperfect information,
education has a significant impact on allocative efficiency because the ability to
acquire and process information is enhanced with increased education . Indian
agriculture, as mentioned above, has undergone rapid modernization and commercialization; t herefore, education would likely influence allocative and technical
effi ciency on individual farms. In our model, using education as a fixed factor,
the years of education of adult male members of the farm household are used as
the measure for this input. 9 In the Indian situation, educated members of large
farms are usually employed in off-farm positions in the services or trade sectors
away from t heir village, so they take with them the education input that could
enhance efficiency on the farm. On the other hand , they contribute a part of their
income to the family which, in turn, might influence productivity of the family
farm . In the case of small farms, this process is little different. Small farmers
usually stay in the village, and their off-farm jobs usually are in local services or
in large farms as labourers. As a result, the human capital and off-farm income
stays in the household.
The data set shows that the hiring prices of factors and output prices vary not
only between years covered by the survey but also across regions . Variation in
output and input prices can be attributed in part to differences in transport cost,
9 Unfortunately, the data set only provides such information for male members
of the household; however, female members also work in the field and play an
important role in farm management.
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storage cost, types of forward contrac ts, and ty pes of land "tenancy contracts.
Quali ty di fferences in outpu t and inpu ts may be a nother factor res ponsible fo r
these price ,·a ri ations.10 Though floo r wage and support pri ces were in effect
during t he years of study, t he da ta set reflects wide variatio n on eit her side of
offi cial ra tes. The pri ce received by a n indi vidu a l farmer for hi s prod uce a lso
dC'pends on how long he can ho ld the sale. Large farms a re ex pected to ha\'e
eno ugh fi nan cial strength to hold their sale longer than their smaller counte rparts.
or they can a lso sell t heir output in port ions over time. This is probab ly why t he
data set refl ects the fact t hat large farms receive better prices for bot h inp uts a nd
out pu ts , except for manure. The pattern of agriculture in India to a great extent
depend s on t he mercy of t he monsoon, to whi ch farmers match t hei r farm ing
sched ules. This is another reason for wide fluctuations in rupee prices of so me
inputs like fertilizer , bullock labour and human labour.
Empirical Results
In view of the diverse farm size and wide dispersion of profit and out put , t hese
o bservations have been divided into two nonintersecting subsets of large and small
farms. Table l showed some average characteristics of farms used for the study.
Land holding size has been used to characterize farms into these two subgroups.
Following Bard han , this study chose seven acres as the dividing line between large
and small farms. Three separate models have been estimated to check whet her
t he production structure of small farms (Model B) and that of large farms ( ~lode!
C) differ from the production structure reflected by the pooled data (Model A).
If so , then an analysis of farm specific inefficiency based on pooled data (Model
A) is inappropriate. The likelihood ratio test indicates evidence to reject the
hypothesis of single production function for all size classes. The test statistic
in the case of large farms , -2(Lu - LR) = 4417.7 , is greater than the x 2 with
37 degrees of freedom for any reasonable significance level. Similarly, for small
farms the test statistic, -2(Lu - LR) = 5431.35, is greater than the x2 with 37
degrees of freedom for any reasonable level of significance. Thus , the use of a single
production function (Model A) for our purpose does not appear to be appropriate;
however, for comparison, parameter estimates of Model A are reported in table 2.
Table 1 shows some average characteristics of sample farms . The large farms on
average have a land holding twice the size of small farms . Per acre productivity
of large farms is higher compared to that of small farms . Large farms receive
10

In this model we have not introduced quality differences . Information about
this aspect can not be obtained from the data set.
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a higher price fo r t heir produce and pay lower prices (except manure) fo r their
inputs. There is not much difference in per acre input utilization, but high value
of tandard deviations indicates wide fluctuation across fa rms, both for small and
la rge farms.
Th e system of estimated equations can be expressed in terms of all exogenous
and endogenous vari a bles as
In y = In oo +
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+
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:z: ; represents variable inputs, fertilizer (F ), manure (M ), human labour (H ),
and bullock labour (B) . Zj represents capital (K ), labour (£ ), education (£ ),
and off-farm income (0) . w9 represents prices of variable inputs, fertili zer (w F),
manure (wM), human labour (w u ), and bullock labour (we ).

Parameter est imates of the likelihood functions are reported in table 2. The
most relevent parameters are of appropriate sign and appear to be statisti cally
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significant. 11 In the econometric analys is, the derivative properties of economi c
behavio rs are reflected by the esti mated coeffi cients; t herefore , some economic
co nclusio ns can be drawn from the estimated values and signs of coeff icien ts of the
es timated model. Note t he impacts of education and off-farm income on the level
of product ion. For large farms, the off-farm in come elasti city is negat ive (-0.0296)
bu insignifica nt at any reasonab le level of significance. On the ot her ha nd , for
small farms the same elasticity is positi ve (0. 2226) and significant 12 at the 10%
le,·el of signifi cance. One explanation for these findings may be the fact that
large farms quite often emphasize the return from t heir off-farm sources of income
mo re than their farm income, and the expansion of off-farm economic activities
is probably more profitable than the expansion of their farming activities. On
the other hand , small farms invest their off-farm income in the farm to enhance
their farm income. 13 The negative effect of off-farm income on the productivity
of the large farms indicates that the larger the off-farm income, the less time the
operator spends on the farm. Consequently, the production decision will be based
on less economic information, which tends to reduce efficiency.
The impact of education on the level of production is posit ive and signifi cant
for bot h groups, but t he impact appears much stronger for small farms compa red
to large. This is consistent with earlier findings (Ram; Kumbhakar and Bhattacharyya) in the literature. The impact of education on productivity of large
farms is very much linked to off-farm income. In most cases, educated members
of large fa rm households obtain employment in the nonagri cultural service sector,
which accounts for the statistical insignificance of the off-farm income coefficient
for large farms . From a policy point of view , this result supports of the benefits of
the recent government policy that provides very low cost education for the rural
population.
Anot her important coeffi cient to " "'~ is that of fertilizer , OtF , which is positive
for both groups. The marginal productivity of fertilizer seems to be stronger
for small farms compared to that of large farms; on the other hand, marginal
productivity of both types of labours appear comparatively higher for the large
11

In this type of complicated multiple input model the possiblility of multicollinearity is very high, which can affect the signs of the parameters. It is
very difficult to interpret the signs of coefficients involved in the presence of
mul tico llinearity.
12 Elasticities are measured at the approximation point of the regressors.
13
Due to present land management legislation that protects the rights of share
croppers , the potentiality of earning monopoly rent from agriculture is not very
promising. Instead, other agri-econornic activities are now a potential source for
earning monopoly rent.
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farms.
Regarding the estimates of technical inefficiency, r, allocative inefficiency, u ,
1
and scale inefficiency, E. , these inefficienciPs are estimated usi ng equations {35),
( 1·1b), and (39). Though r and ( can be interpreted as deviation of actual output
produced and sup plied from their respective optimum levels . it is impossible to give
a unique interpret ation of the allocative inefficiency parameters, u1 . Following the
Schmidt and Lovell ( 1979, 1980) definition of allocative inefficiency. the measure
depends on the choice of numerare, in this case manure. The estimated values of
u 1 would change if some other variable were used.
From the policy point of view, the impact of inefficiencies on the level of profit.
cost, and output is important, as reported for both groups of farms in table 3. The
percentage of pote ntial output loss due to technical inefficiency, Y Lr, is estimated
using equation (3 7a). The percentage loss of output due to scale inefficiency
alone, Y L(, is est imated by equation (41 ). The percentage increase in cost due
to allocative inefficiency alone , C A, is estimated using equation (4 0). Similarly.
the percentage loss of profit due to technical ineffi ciency alone, ITLr , is estimated
from equation (44a) . The percentage loss of profit due to scale inefficiency alone,
ITLe, is estimated from equation (46).
The estimates of output loss due to tec hnical inefficiency, Y Lr , indicates that
large farms are technically more inefficient than their smaller counterparts. A pparently, small farms could have increased their output by at least 16% without
increasing inputs use had they been operating on their fron tier. On the other
hand, large farms could have similarly increased their output by 21%. Thus. our
estimates indicate that the group of large farms is (.20803- .15337 ) x 100 = 5.4 7%
technically less efficient on average relative to thei r smaller counterparts. From
these es timates , small farms are more scale inefficient compared to large farms.
The output loss due to scale inefficiency, Y Le , for small farms shows that on
average they supply 8. 7% over their optimum level, while their larger counterparts oversupply by only 6.32%. This indicates that small farms are 2.38% more
scale inefficient compared to large farms. The potential profit loss due to scale
inefficiency is also higher for small farms compared to large. The small farms
on average could have increased their profit over their actual profi t by 17.43% by
reducing their output supply by 8.67%. Large farms, on the other hand, sacrificed
8.97% on average of their potential profit due to 6.32% over production . 14
14

One explanation for this scale inefficiency of both small and large farms may be
that the output variable represents the total production, not marketable surplus.
Farm famillies usually keep a part of thei~ produce for domestic consumption.
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These estimates indicate that small farms incur greater cost as a result of allocati,·e ineffi ciency compared to large farms. The cost of production of small farms
on a,·erage increases by 9.14% due to allocative inefficiency, while the increase for
large farms is 6. 14 %. Although small farms a re technically .5.4 7% more ineffi cient
tha n t heir larger counterparts, the loss of profit due to tech nical ineffi ciency alone
is less for small farms. Small farms on average lose 15% of their potential profi t
due to tech ni cal ineffi ciency alone, whil e large farm s lose 30 .02 %. Thi s in dicates
that technical inefficie ncy is more problematic on large farms.
Conclusions
The concludi ng sec tion will su mmarize the major results of this essay, and
highlight limitations and possible extensions.
:'l!ajo r Results
To bring some degree of flexibility in measuring of production ineffic iencies, a
quas i-translog stochastic production fun ction has been introduced. This produc·
tion function takes into account the interaction between fixed and variable factors.
This specification also allows for specifications and analytical derivations of all
three inefficiencies. As a result , a system approach is followed to estimate all three
ineffic iencies simultaneously using the maximum likelihood estimation method.
1\ewton 's algorithm was used to so lve the optimization problem. The empi rical application was done using a data set from !ndian agriculture. Estimated
maximum likelihood parameters were used to obtain firm specific inefficiency estimates. For comparison , the data set was partitioned into two groups , and the
log likelihood ratio test justified such t runcation .
At least two distinguishing features of t his model and its empirical app lication
can be identified. First, the model takes account of intergroup factor substitution
(due to its quasi-translog specification), and all three types of ineffici ency are
es timated using the framework for each farm. Second, all three types of farm·
specific inefficiencies for Indian farms are estimated using stochastic production
function and micro level data. The economic impacts of such inefficiencies are
also highlighted, with policy implications following directly from the inefficiency
estimates.
The empirical results generate at least four fundamen tal results . First , the
small farms appear less technically inefficient than their larger counterparts. The
percentage of profit loss due to technical inefficiency is larger for large farms
compared to the smaller. Second, large farms are less scale inefficient compared to
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small fa rms , partly due to the fact that the data set does not provide information
on marketable surplus which is more important for measuring scale ineffi ciency
in the Indian context (especially for small farm s) . Third , the cost of allocative
ineffic iency is higher for sma ller farms compared to the large fa rms, a conclusion
which con tradicts the results of earlier studies . Fou r, loss of profit due to scal e
ineffi ciency is higher for small farms tha n for large farm s.
Estimates suggest that educat ion has a very high positive and statist ically signifi cant impact on productivity. Apparently educat ion does influence ineffi ciency
by increasing managerial ability, and hence produ ctivity of cap it al and labourl 5
Off-farm income, on t he othe r hand, has negative but insignificant impact on the
prod uc ti vity of large farms . The same variable has positive and significant impact
on the productivity of small farms . This suggests that the higher t he off-fa rm
income , the less t ime the farm-operator spends managing farm operations.
Results of this st udy differ from earlier results of effi ciency studies on Ind ian
agriculture. As su mmarized before, most studies indicated Indian agriculture is
profit, allocative, and technically effi cient, whereas this study contrad icts earlier
results (e.g. Hopper , Kalirajan), mainly due to three factors. First, this study
a pplieded a stoc hastic frontier approach using the micro unit instead of an aggregate a pproach . Second, this study used a more flexible functional speci fi cation
compa red to earlier studies. 16 Finally, most earlier studies used data either from
Punjab or southern India. Studies of efficiency using micro level data from the
eastern regio n of India have no t been done up to this point. Agricul t ural systems
among different parts of India vary so much that generalization of conclusions
drawn from a st udy in one part of India is not necessarily appropriate for another
region.
The set of assumptions made regarding the distribution of the stochastic error
terms is quite strong. Specification of the model and , hence, the results of this
estimation process depend on the correctness of such strong assumptions, therefore, the assumptions must be checked empirically. A normal probability plot for
each error term has been checked, and the empirical distribution of each set of
estimated residuals is close to the normal distribution. Some empirical distributions are short-tailed, but none is long-tailed . From this check, it seems t he set
of assumptions does not abstract the model from reality or prove too strong for
15

Of course a positive causal relationship between the level of education and the
level of inefficiency cannot be drawn from these results.
16 Kalirajan and Jununkar used a flexible functional specification for their
analysis .
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the data set.
Limitations
The basi c limitation of this app roach is its inability to measure allocative
in fficienc y associated with the employment of individual inputs. The definition
of forsund. Lm·el l, and Schmidt expresses allocative inefficiency in relati,·e terms
( ratio or marg inal productivity of two inputs) ; thus, change in the denominator
in put will change measures of the allocative inefficiency parameters, uq.

In put

specific allocative inefficiency, however , can be computed (percentage of over or
under utilization) . The next two studies attempt to estimate input specfic allocai \'e ineffi ciency.
The production function used in this model is not a full y flexib le production
functio n and. therefore, lacks the versatility of a fully flexible production functions. Another shortcoming of this type of model arises out of the error st ru cture
specification. The possibility of interaction between three types of inefficiencies
a re assumed away. Schmidt and Lovells' (1980 ) justification for adopting such a
method avoids many complications in estimat ion at the cost of economic empi ricism .
Possible Extensions
The next essay will introduce flexible fun ctional forms for inefficiency esti mation. Problems associated with the use of flexible functional forms for such
modelling are also discussed in the next essay. Interaction between different
inefficiencies is another interesting extension t hat can be checked with a different
data set. The risk element involved in production has not been considered in
the inefficiency literature. Technical inefficiency, as considered in this approach,
is know n to the firm and it can be treated as a function of some economic and
noneconomic factors . For instance technical inefficiency can be composed of a deterministic component and a random component , a possible extension that would
allow a farm to determine factors responsible for technical inefficiency.
lnspite of some of limitations , this methodology is quite complete and helpfu l
for policy prescriptions for each individual farm covered by the sample.
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Table Il.l Average Farm Characteristics*
Category
Small Farm
B
:'\ um be r of Observations
245
Land Hold ings
4. 16

Large Farm

c

( 1.14)
30 .71

55
9.59
(2 .0i )
7.7-!

{34.69)

{77.71 )

Output

46 .05
(7i.03 )
8.18
{·1.31)
2 .40

Fertili zer

( 14 .37 )
19.63

52 .08
{10.09 )
10.20
( 1.02)
71.28
(28. 2)
49. 9

Value of Capital
Off Farm Income
Years of Educa ti on

(20 .74)
l\! anure
Bullock Labour
lluman Labour
Pri ce of Output
Price of Fertilizer

38.73
(21.64)
34.67
(17.74)
138.71
{118.34 )
142.02
{17.32)
5.50
(1.09)

(35 .31)
83.79
(52.39)
77.69
{30.65)
313.46
(48.14)
145.44
(20.il)
5.23
(0.97)
7.27

Price of Manure

6.88
(2.91)

Hiring Pri ce of Human Labour

10.09

(3 .36)
9.05

Hiring Price of Bullock Labour

(2.19)
8.98
(1.42)

(1.88)
8.67
(1.77)

• Standard dev iation in parentheses.
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Table II.2 Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates•
Parameter
Poo led Ylodel
Small Farm
La rge Farm
A
oo

OF
0 ,1[

oy

oa

3,,.
t3L
fJE

Bo
"1 1\F

"11\M

"' KH

- 3.6901
(.4699)
.3895
(. 0573)
.3771
(.0749)
.8 107
(.11 50)
.9878
(.13 2)
.1019
(. 0909 )
.9696
(. 2815)
- .9842
(. 1950)
.3933
(.0830)
.5071
(.0072)
.2450
(. 0102)
- .1079

(. 0154)
• Standard errors in parentheses.

8
- 10 .44 07
(. 364)
.9268
(.3821)
.6583
(.3001 )
.0 92
(.21 93)
.4044
(.0533 )
.7046
(.1649 )
.2314
(. 6332)
.8989
(. 3709)
.3372
(.1195)
-. 0071
(.0409)
- .064 7
(. 0407 )
-. 0060
(.0272)

c
- 3.0606
( l. 316 )
.021 5
(.0494 )
.314 9
(.07 3)
.2579
(.0533 )
.6759
(.5173 )
.3466
(.2213 )
.780
(.4104)
.0989
(.0468)
-. 0177
(.9675 )
.029
(. 0220 )
- .0039
(.0033)
-. 0189
(.0293)
continued
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Parameter

Pooled Model
A

11>8

1LF
IEF
1 £.11

'YO H
'YLM
'Y LH
'YL B
'YE H
'fE B
'YO F
'YOM
'fOB

-.6 4
(.0092)
.54 4
(.0151 )
.9004
(.0138)
-. 4420
(. Oli6)
1.1038
(.0147)
.65 3
(.0306)
-.0809
(. 001 8)
3.1749
(.0255)
.1171
(. 0166)
-.0359
(. 0073 )
.0014
(.0025)
.8786
(.0078)
.0108
(. 0028)

Small Farm
B

-. 1806
(. 0548)
.1253
(. 2301)
-. 1592
(.1043 )
-. 0241
(. 0875)
.000 7
(.198 1)
.2594
(.1878)
.0921
(. 1091)
- 1.0312
(. 2758)
-.0598
(. 0631 )
- .1111
(. 1321 )
-. 0393
(. 0386 )
- .0774
(.0335)
.0021
(.0428)

Large Farm

c
-. 0355
(.0205 )
.1247
(.0762)
.0304
(.0 076 )
- .0814
(.0301)
- .0019
(.0023)
-.029
(. 0165 )
-.056 4
(.0414)
- .1524
(. 0733)
-.0052
(.0113)
-.0279
(.0254)
- .0030
(.002 1)
-.0045
(.0022)
-.0044
(.0142)
contmue
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Parameter
<7r
<7v

ae

Pooled Model
A
.4543
(.2273)
.1992
(.2356)
.9817
(. 1217 )

Small Farm

Large Farm

B

c

.6059
(.5228)
.6899
(. 1112 )
.2657
(. 0184 )

5-1

(.1749 )
1.4021
(.3670)
2.1704
( 1.1225 )

Incidental Parameters
llF

!lH
/18

<7ff
<7BB
<7HH
<7fB
<7 fH
<7BH

2.6805
- .591-l
.0751
1.7471
.7766
2.5089
.7355
1.5805
1.0799

I. 7961
- 3. 1531
1.6435

1.8032
.7584
2.4937
.7346
1.6328
1.0534

2.1330
- 3.3865
2.3372
1.492-l
. ' 150
2.4959
.7253
1.3286
1.1398

6•1

Table Il.3 Measures of Inefficiency by Farm Size C lass
Measu res
Small Farm
Large Farm
D

YLr
Ur
lr 1

.1534
.0186

c
.2080
.0316

2.1434

YLe
ue
t'{

.0832

CA

.0914

.0614

IICA

.0766

.0169

tb

3.4172

11Lr
Ur

.1503

.3002

.0546

.0202

~~

llLe
ue
t'

.0867

.0632

.1330

.2491

3.4172
.1732
.3361
.2495

1 t statistic for testing Ho : Mean9 = Meanc.
u = Standard deviation.
Y Lr = loss of output due to technical inefficiency alone.
Y Le = loss of output due to scale inefficiency alone.
C A = cost of allocative inefficiency alone.
11Lr = loss of potential profit due to technical inefficiency.
PiLe = loss of potential profit due to scale inefficiency.

.0897
.0454
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CHAPTER III
SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION OF INEFFICIE CIES
USING FLEXIBLE FUNCTIONAL FORM
Since the seminal paper of Greene ( 1980) , the use of flexible functional forms for
in effici ency estimation has gained momentum. Although the introduction of these
forms has allowed the researcher to overcome restrictions imposed by homothetic
functional specification s, a new set of problems has been introduced inherent to
the nonhomothetic functional specifi cation. Decomposition of inefficiency into
its components , e.g., decomposition of cost inefficiency into its three constituent
co mponents-technical, allocative, and scale inefficiency-becomes impossible.
Three major attempts have been made so far to make this decomposition possible,
but none has amicably resolved the problem of decomposition. This essay will
look at the decomposition problem from another angle. The amount of potential
profit loss (or additional cost incurred) due to inefficiency is the maiu purpose
of searching for the decomposition of inefficiency components. Without going
into the impasse of decomposition, this study proposes a measure of potential
profit loss (profit ineffi ciency) due to all three types of inefficiencies and specifies
measures of the underlying inefficiency components.
The body of the essay is developed in seven sections. The next section develops
the background literature for the study. The third sect ion presents the model using
a dual profit function. The estimation procedure follows in the fourth section,
app ly ing a data set on Indian agriculture. The fifth section provides a brief
description of the data. Analysis of the empi rical results is completed in the •ixth
section. The final section mainly summarizes the major conclusions and indicates
further extensions of the study.
Background
This section explains the theoretical background for the model, and the theoreti cal background for the essay is developed in five sub-sections.
Why Duality?
The economic theory of production , as presented in such classic treatises as
Hicks' Value and Capital and Samuelson's Foundation of Economic Analysis is
based on the profit maximization principle subject to a production function . The
objective of this theory is to characterize demand and supply functions using only
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the restrictions on producers ' behavior that arise from optimization . The principle
anal ytical tool for this purpose is the implicit function theorem.

Li nfort unately. the characterization of demand and supply equations as impli cit
fun ctions of relative prices is inconvenient for econometric applications. In specifying an econometric model of producers ' behavior , the demands and supplies
musL be ex pressed as explicit functions. These fun ctions can be parameteri zed
by treating measures of substitution, technical change, and economies of scale as
unknown parameters estimated on the basis of empirical data.
The traditional approach to modeling producers ' behavior begins with t he assumption that production function is additive and homogenous. Under these
rest ri ctions, the demand and supply functions can be deri ved explic itly from the
production func tion and the necessary conditions for producer equilibrium. Howe ver , this approach has the disadvantage of imposing constraints on patterns of
production and thereby frustrates the objective of determining these patterns empiri cally.
The traditional approach , as originally developed by Cobb and Douglas, has
been employed in empirical research since 1928. The limitation of this approach
was made striking ly apparent by Arrow, Chenery, Minhas, and Solow, who pointed
out that the Cobb-Douglas (C D) production fun ction imposes a priori restrictions on the patterns of substitution among inputs. In particular, elasticities of
substitution among all inputs must be equal to unity. Attempts to cure these
shortcomings in the primal approach basically follow two different approaches.
The first used a modification of the functional specification within the realm of
additivity and homogeneity. The constant elasticity of substitution (CES ) and
variable elasticity of substitution (VES) functional forms are a result of that process; however, the CES and VES production functions retain the assumption of
additivity and homogeneity, and the CES particularly imposes very stringent limitations on patterns of substitution. McFadden (1963) and Uzawa (1962) have
shown that elasticities of substitution among all inputs must be the same in the
case of CES . The other frontier of development was the development of flexible
functional forms (FFF) like the Translog, Quadratic, and Generalized Symmetric
McFadden. These specifications do not impose any a priori restrictions on the
patterns of production; however, they fail to sat isfy the global curvature properties
required for global optimization. 1
The neoclassical definition of a production technology is based on the proEach flexible functional form , however, satisfies curvature properties, at least,
over a region . See appendix C.l for definition of FFF.
1
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duction fun ction , whi ch defines the maximum output from a specified set of inputs. Moreover, the single output production fun ction , say f (x) , where x is a n
nonempty input vector, is defin ed as a positi ve, cont inuous , t wice differentiable
funct ion with certain properti es of monotoni city and conca,·ity. In the eco nomical ly rele va nt region of the product ion surface defined by this fu nction , the productio n fun cti on is stri ctly co ncave, wi t h posi t ive marginal products and nonincreasing marginal rate of technical substitution . From these properties and the
assu mption of profit maximizat ion or cost minimization , t he firm s' economic behavior can be deduced in terms of ou t put supply and input demand funct ions.
The propert ies of the product ion function , in combination wi t h the behavioral assumpt ion of profi t maximization or cost minimization , determine th e properties
of t hese fun ct ion.
Usually three types of difficulties are encountered in the neoclassical or primal
app roach to the analysis of firm behavior. First, the closed form analytic solutions
of the first-order conditions of profit maximization or cost minimization for the
fi rms' supply and input demand functions are generally not obtainable. That is,
given a system of first-order condition equations, a closed form solutio n for the
demand and supply fun ctions can be obtained if, and only if, the system satisfies
so me properties of t he implicit funct ion theorem (Rudin ). Second, even if the
demand and supply functions can be sol ved, obtaining comparative static results
is difficult because the properties of demand and supply functions must be deri ved
from t he properties of the production function. Third, t he product ion fun ct ion
representat ion of the multiple-output technology is inconvenient for analytical and
empiri cal purposes.
During the last three decades, production theory moved from the neoclassical
approach, based on the production function and differential calculus, to a modern
a pproach based on the analysis of technology sets using the mathematical theory
of convex sets and the assumptions of maximizing or minimizing behavior. Th is
approach permits duality relations between the production technology and cost ,
revenue, and profit functions to be derived rigorously and elegantly from the properties of the envelope theorem. The firms' production technology is defined in
terms of a production possibility set, which in turn defines the production output
set (bounded above by the production possibility frontier ) and the input requirement set (bounded below by the isoquant) . The modern approach overcomes
previous difficulties by establishing a correspondence between the properties of
the production possibilities set and the firm 's cost , revenue, and profit functions.
Due to duality theorem properties of the production possibilities set and the firm's
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cost, revenue, a nd profit functions, a nd also due to the deri vati ve propert ies of
t he dual functio ns , closed form exp ressio ns for input demand and outpu t supply
funct io ns can be obtained for a variety of functional fo rms. Moreover, by virtue
of t he con 1·ex ity a nd derivat ive properties of the d ual fun ctions, t he co mpara ti ve
stati c properties of dema nd a nd su pply funct ions a re readily established . The
mu ltiple output versions of cost , revenue, and profit fun ct ions are straightforward
gene ra lizat ions of their single product co unterparts.
The deriva t ive propert ies of the neoclassical production fun ctio n can be tra nslated into rest ri ct ions on the in put requirement set . Nonnegati ve ma rg inal producti,·ity is interpreted in terms of monotoni city or free disposibility. The convexity of
isoquants due to no nincreasing margi nal rate of technical substit utio n translates
into t he rest ri ct ion that t he input requirement set be convex from below .
The development of flexi ble fun ctional forms and the subsequent development
of the dua l fo rmulation of production theory have made it possible to overcome the
limitat io ns of t he traditional approach to eco nomet ri c modeling. The dual fo rmulat ion was introd uced by Hotelling and later revived and extended by Samuelso n
( 195 3, 1960) a nd Shephard (1953, 1970) 2 The key features of the dual formulation
a re, first , to characterize the production function by n:eans of a dual representation such as a price or cost function , and , second, to generate explicit demand
and supply fun ctions as derivatives of the price or cost function (Diewert, 1982).
In t he first essay, the starting point was a predefined, unobserved techno logical
relat ionship whi ch is typically called t he production function . The optimi zi ng
conditions , hence all behavioral relationships , are derived on t he basis of tha t
unseen technology. In this second essay, dual relationships are used to deri ve
t he same set of information. The gain from such exercises is basically of two
types. First, from the theoretical point of view using the dual relation production
relationships (technology) can be inferred based exclusively on the observable
economic information. Second, from the estimation point of view, use of the dual
allows efficient estimation of parameters by avoiding the simultaneity bias caused
in the estimation of a single equation production function 3 since the explanatory
2
Hotelling and Samuelson (1953 , 1960) developed the dual transformation of
production theory on the basis of the Legendre transformation. This approach
was later used by Jorgenson and Lau (1974a, 1974b) and Lau (1976 , 1978}. On
the ot her hand , Shephard (1953 , 1970) utilized distance functions to characterize
the duality between cost and production functions . This approach is employed
by Diewert (1974 , 1982), Hanoch , McFadden (1978) , and Uzawa (1964).
3 Single equation production function estimation leads to inefficient estimates
of the parameters involved because explanatory variables are correlated to the
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variables are exogenous to the system . The implication of using dual functions
(cos t and/or profit function) to describe the technology is that the specification of
a well -behaved cost function or profit fun ction is equivalent to the specification of
a well-behaved production function . All economically relevant information about
th e technology can be gleaned from the co rrespond ing profit or cost function
(Dicwer. 1982) .
Primal Dual Correspondence
For a given technology and given endowments of fixed factors of production,
a profit frontier expresses the maximum profit of a firm as a func tion of prices
of output. prices of variable factors, and, in the case of restricted profit fun ct ion ,
also a function of the quantities of fi xed factors of production. The underlying
assumptions are (i) firms are profit maximizers, (ii) firms are price takers in both
factors and product markets, and (iii) the production function is concave in variable inputs . Every co ncave production function has a dual that is a convex profit
function ( McFadden, 1978).4 The local duality results of one-to-one correspondence between the production function and the profit function (both satisfying
respective regularity conditions) can be establi shed by the following identity between the Hessian of a profit fun ction and that of a production fun ction (Lau ,
19 76).5
(1)

rr

where
is the profit fun ction , and f is tbe production function. q, x, and z
are price, input, and fixed factor vectors , respectively. Without loss of generaldependent variable. However, t he simultaniety bias could be avoided by following
the si multaneous equation estimation procedu re described in essay 1.
4
McFadden ( 1978) extended the concept of cost function to the revenue function and the profit function and proved for the first time the McFadden Duality
Theorem-the profit function analog of the Shephard (1953)-Uzawa (1964) Duality
Theorem on cost and production funct ion.
5
Consider a firm , that maximizes restri cted profit by choosing variable inputs
max J (X,Z)- W'X
%

= IT (W, Z ),

where Z is the fixed input vector, and X is the variable input vector. f( ·) is
the production function. The first-order condition yields J,,( ·)- w = 0 , i.e. ,
-1 .
F(x ; Z , W) = 0 . By t he .tmp t•lCl"t f unc t"ton th eorem fu
iJw; = - ~
r<, = --,;;;
Similarly, ~} = -

f;.!:Jz;z; .
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ity, eit her a profi t function or a producti on functio n can be used to an alyze the
production st ructure of a profit maxi mizi ng pri ce taking fir m wi t hout exp li cit
spec ification of t he technology. This also allows movement back and fo rt h from
the prima l to t he dual and ,·ice versa .
Du ality provides a great deal of fl exibil ity in empirical studies. Sta rti ng wi t h
a profi t funct io n, the duali ty properties ass ures t ha t t he res ul ting system of su pply a nd demand fun ctions is also obtainable from the maximization of a co ncave
product ion fun ction subject to given fixed inputs under competiti ve market condi tio ns. The out put supply and the input demands so obtained are only fun ctions
of t he normali zed input prices and the quantities of the fixed inputs, variables
that a re determined independently of t he firm's behavior. T hese vari ables a re
exogenous to t he system and, t herefore, es timation of the system of equ at ions
allows avoidance of the simultaneous equation bias in the system.
Why t he P rofi t Function ?
vnder certain regularity conditions, a production function, a cost fun ction , and
a profi t fun ction represent the same technology. A profit function t hat is mu ch
more flexible does not presume any a priori information compared to the other
two fu nctional specifications. The profit function , if not otherwise specified, leads
to unconstrained maximization, which also implies that cost minimization (profi t
maximi zing minimum cost) and output maximization (profit maximi zing maxi mum out put ) have been achieved. In the case of cost function , cost minim izing
process yields optimizing conditions for a given level of output that can differ from
t he profit-maximizing level of output. Similarly, using the production fun ction,
the condition of equality between the marginal cost and the output price, i.e.,
M C = P, is necessary for system-wide optimization, so additional conditions are
needed when the production function and/or cost function are used. No auxiliary
condition , however, is needed to guarantee system-wide optimization when the
profit function is used .
Empirically, a production function approach may be inappropriate to estimate the economic efficiency of an individual firm. Theoretically, all price-taking
profit-maximizing firms may be expected to produce identical output with identical inputs , provided they have the same production technology and are facing the
same set of prices. In practice, firms produce the same set of outputs with varying
factor intensities because they face different factor prices and may have different
factor endowments. As a result , they have different production functions and
different optimal operating points (Ali and Flinn). An estimate of firm-specific
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inefficiency should incorporate , as a rguments in t he a nalysis, firm- specific prices
and the levels of fi xed facto rs. Two firms of equal technical effi ciency that have
successfully maximized their respective profit would still have different levels of
profit as long as they faced d ifferent pri ces (Lau a nd Yo topo lous, 1971 , 1972 ).
Inefficiency specifications using the pri mal approach fails to capture this firmspecific in formation. The primal approach considers the case where two firms
can have vary ing degrees of technical, allocati ve, and scale inefficiency but face
identical prices. This problem cou ld be avoi ded by usi ng the dual profit function
to represent t he prod uct io n technology. Moreover, the use of t he profit fun ct ion
also allows firms to pay and receive different prices fo r homogenous vari able factors and output. Thus , t he use of a profit funct ion allows for in ter-firm differences
in equati ng the marginal value product (VMP ) of variable inputs with thei r fi rm
specific prices.
Problems of Using Flexib le
Funct ional Forms
A recurring theme in econometrics is the conflict between structure and
flexibi lity. The more structure imposed on a model, the better the estimates,
provided the st ructure imposed is correct . When estimating frontier s, the usual
choice problem of select ing proper functional form is particularly crucial because the model specification becomes very complicated and sometimes requires
modi fi cation of conventional definitions of inefficiencies.
Most earlier st udies of inefficiency t hat used stochastic functional specifications
with co mposi te error term employed t he Cobb-Douglas (CD) specification . One
part of t he composite error term represents stat istical white noi se and is generally
assumed to fo llow a normal distribution. The other part represents inefficiency
a nd is assumed to follow a particular one-sided distribution. The major advantage
of usi ng the CD functional form specification is its ability to generate closed-form
formulae for resultant input demands and for the output sup ply fun ctions. They
can further be used to specify allocative and scale inefficiencies of the indi vidual
firm and to quantify the cost associated with these inefficiencies. The disadvantage is the restrictive theoretical specifications (discussed previously in essay
1). Since the estimates of efficiency would be affected by the degree of restri ctiveness of the funct ional form of the technology, it is desirable to use flexible
funct ional forms that do not impose any a priori restrictions on the degree of
factor substitution. The methodology suggested by Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt
for specifyi ng stochastic functional forms is quite general and can accommodate
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any functional form as long as the purpose is limited to the estimation of technical inefficiency and the associated cost.

Forsund, Lovell, and Schmidt have

shown that the stochastic frontier specification can be extended to dual relat ionshi ps such as the stochastic cost frontier (Schmidt and Lovell 1979 , 19 0 ) and
toc hasti c profit frontier (A li and Flinn) .
Ju t and Pope pointed out that a useful stochastic fun ctional speci fi cation
shou ld have sufficient flexibility for t he effects of inputs on the deterministic component of the functional form to be different than the effects on the stochastic
component 6 Greene (1980) proposed the use of a stochastic front ier functional
specification in the estimation of flexible function form s. Schmidt and Lovell
( 1979, 19 0) and Greene (1980) also emphasized the importance of dual relations.
Schmidt and Lovell employed the CD cost function , while Greene ( 19 0) proposed
the use of a translog cost function and highlighted the fundamen tal problem associated with its use. This problem is sometimes referred to in inefficiency literature
as "Greene 's Problem ." Using the conventional definition of inefficiency, a cost
function system can be specified that allows for cost inefficiency as
(2a)

In C = In C(Y, W) + In r +In U + V,

and

(2b)

S = S ' (Y, W)+ e: ,

where C is the observed cost , C' (Y, W) is the deterministic min imum cost frontier, Y is the vector of outputs, W is the vector of input prices, In r is the
nonnegative term reflecting increased cost due to technical inefficiency, In U is
the nonnegative term representing increased cost due to allocative ineffi ciency,

V represents statistical white noise , S is the observed share vector, S' (Y, W) is
the efficient share vector, and e is the disturbance vector of share equations that
represents the mixture of allocative inefficiency and white noise .7
This type of dual representation of inefficiency following Farrell's definition has
been used in many applications using the translog cost function . The following
characteristics are typical of this type of modeling. The allocative inefficiency
6
Just and Pope stated that in the familiar CD (production function) case with
log-linear disturbances , a risk-increasing effect is incorrectly imposed on output.
In the model used here, risk has not been incorporated.
7
Since any inefficiency leads to increase in cost, both technical and allocative
inefficiencies are represented in the cost function by one-sided disturbance terms.
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disturbance term in t he cost equat ion, In U, is related to t he a llocative inefficiency
disturbance term of the input share equations, c.

In t he input share equations,

allocative inefficiency a nd white noise may increase or decrease a given input's
cost share (i.e., o: can take a ny sign). In t he cost equation , on the other hand ,
the disturbance terms that rep resent technical a nd allocative inefficiency on ly
increases the observed cost (i.e .. In T and In U are by defi nition nonnegati\•e).
The white noise term, V, ca n affec t the observed cost either way. Last ly, tec hnical
inefficiency does not appear in the in put sh are equa tions when considered from the
cost perspective since output is exogenous ly determined in t he cost minimization
framework.
In this type of model specification, the basic problem is how to relate the
two-sided distu rbance term in the inpu t sha re equat ion, c , wi t h t he nonnegati,·e
allocati,·e inefficiency disturbance term , In U, in the cost function, as first noted
by Greene (1980) a nd termed "Greene's P roblem ." As long as t he constant output
cost minimizat ion fra mework is used, t he a dditi ve disturbance term , c, may be
interpreted as a t rue representation of t he a llocative inefficiency because output
is exogenous. If, on the other hand , the dual representation of a profi t maximi zation fra mework is used where t he level of output is endogenously determined, the
interpretat ion of the a lloca t ive ineffi ciency term becomes co mpli ca ted. Schmidt
and Lovell (1979, 198 0) used the CD cost fun ction where the underlying product ion structu re was homothetic, and , as a result, t he input rat ios a nd factor cost
shares were independent of t he exogenously given output. T hus, t he addit ive disturbance term of the share equa t ions could be interpreted as tru ly representat ive
of allocative ineffi ciency. On the ot her hand, if the production struc ture is not
homothetic, t he factor shares and input ratios are not independent of t he level of
outp ut. Hence, in that case the usual Farrell type of interpretation of a llocative
inefficiency is not clear. Even if some interpretation of allocative ineffi ciency in
t he non-Farrell sense can be given , the essential statistical problem of relating
two-sided dist urbances of t he share equation and t he one- sided disturbance of the
front ier funct ion still remains .8
8 An analy tical solution to this problem is not possible if a non-homot hetic profit
functio n is considered; but, in the case of the non-homotheti c cost funct ion )"here
outp ut is exogenous to the system and inputs are endogenous , a solution can be
deri ved. The outpu t level in the cost function no longer remains a random variable
a nd cannot possibly be affected by any error . If output is endogenous, it would
be affected by technical inefficiency and thus affect the disturbance term of t he
share equations.
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To this poi nt , three possible modeling approaches have been used to remedy
Greene 's problem.

Schmidt and Lovell ( 1979) and Kumbhakar ( 1989) tried to

find an ana ly tica l relationship between the allocat ive ineffic iency disturbances.
InC and c:. Schmidt ( 1984) modeled the relationship usi ng an approximating
function , imposing all the structure o ne knows a priori. Greene (19 0) modeled
the sys tem by ig noring the relationship among di st urbances in the cost and input
share eq uati o ns. Schmidt and Lovell ( 1980) also pointed out that given ce rtain
dynamic consi derati ons , a model that assumes independence between di st urban ces
may well be appropriate.
The fi rs approa ch is generally preferred since the exact analytic solution of t he
relationship can be derived. However, an analytic relationship can be established
only when fai rly rest ri ctive functional forms are assumed , such as t he C D. When a
closed-form representat ion of both the primal and dual functional relations exists,
an analytic rep resentation of the relationship among the disturbances is possible.
Schmidt and Lovell ( 1979 , 1980) were the first to develop this system app roach.
Schmidt and Lovell ( 1979, 1980) started from a CD production fun ction ,

(3)

y =A

II X"' exp(e),

where y is t he scalar measure of output (due to the cost minimization process) ,
X is the inpu t vector , a is coefficient of X, and e ( = v+u) is the composite error
term , where v is the one-sided error term that represents technical inefficiency
a nd u is the symmetric wb.ite-noise term. The system of cost and factor demand
equations are
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where w 1 is the hiring price of the
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factors.
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is the returns to scale parameter, and
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Through the cost minimization process Schmidt and Lovell formu lated the expres ion
M

(6)
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L
m=2

M
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+in { Ctt +

L

Ctm

exp (-em ) } .

m=2

where Nf is the number of inputs. The term E invoh·es all production fun ction
coefficients and the disturbances of the factor demand equations. The errors,
both noise and ineffi ciency, from each equation are analytically present in every
equation of the system . Greene's problem is solved because dist urbances in the
factor demand equations are functionally mapped in to the allocative ineffici ency
term, in U, in t he cost equation . Technical inefficiency, ((1/r) v), is simply a
function of the returns to scale and the one-sided disturbance term, v, in the
production function.
Kumbhakar (1989) avoided this problem by estimating the cost minimizing
input demand equations deri ved from a symmetric generalized McFadden cost
function that used input-specific, technical inefficiency measures. Since technical
inefficiency was the point of interest, the cost equation was not needed to identify
all the parameters in this derivation . The cost equation was, therefore, dropped
from the system for estimation. The one-sided error term that represented the
level of technical inefficiency was added with the cost-minimizing, input demand
equation along with a regular erro r term. With only the input demand equations being estimated , no problem occurs in relating inefficiency in the input
share equations to the cost equation. The symmetric generalized McFadden cost
function and input demand equations are given as

7
(7a)
I ,

-

y

=

(Tb)

+ i3. y +

2::: 2::: "~'* q* q, -

r,

+ "i;

k

j ,r

= 1, .. . , n ;

and

k , I, = 1, ... , m ;

where y is t he scalar output, x is a vecto r of n variable inputs with corresponding
input price vector w , q is a vector of m fixed inputs , v; represen ts white noi e
that is allowed to follow a first -order autoreregressive process, and r is the one·
sided error term. The function g( · ) is defined as g(p) = (p'Spf20'p) with
being ann x n symmetric negative semidefinite matrix such that S'p' = 0 and
() = ( 01 , . . . , On)' , a vector of nonnegative constants not all 0. The parameters in

0, along with

O.ij ,

/31 , and "fiik • are assumed to be exogenously given since these

cannot be identified. The other parameters, i.e., aj, b; , b;, , d;1 , byg,

sk ,
1

and5k 1 ,

are est imated to spec ify the technical inefficiency parameter, r . Since in the
above set of equations (7a and 7b) the input demand function, (7b) , exhausts all
required parameters and incorporates the technical inefficiency parametr, r , the
cost function is d ropped from the estimated system. The efficiency of the ith
input is defined as

()
where

T E;

x; =

x;

+ r; + v;

x!

Ti

= ....!.
= 1 + -(YXi- ) ,
Xi

is the minimum quantity of input requ ired to produce

a given level of output keeping all other inputs unchanged at the optimum level.
Th us , a measure of overall efficiency is defi ned as

(9)

TE=l-

w'r
C(y,w,q)

This approach deviates from the conventional Farrell measure of inefficiency
and allows some inputs to be used more efficiently than others. The problem
with such a measure lies in its treatment of allocative inefficiency. Although not
addressed in this model explicitly, allocative inefficiency was present in the model
in the sense that t he ratio of cost-efficient input demands , derived from the cost
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function, is not necessarily equal to the ratio of observed input usage. Moreover ,
Greene's problem remains unsolved .
Fo r a sys tem of equations as defined by (2a) and (2b) above, Schmidt (19 4)
proposed an approximation solution . Following Schmidt and Lovell (1979 ),
chmidt proposed an error specification where jc:.j and the In U terms are posi ti vely correlated. Since the exact analytical form of this relationship is unknown
in the case of non-homothetic functional forms , Schmidt proposed modeling the
relationship between allocative inefficiency in the cost and input share equations
as
( 10)

InU = c:'Ec:,

where E is a 1\1/ x M positive semidefinite matrix. This specification ensures
(or imposes) that In U and lc:l are positively correlated, and when c:, = 0, the
In u, = 0. Schmidt suggested that

( II )

E

= nt/(M-l)E+,

where the scalar D is the product of the non-zero eigenvalues of [ , [+ is the
generalized inverse of E, and E is the covariance of the input share equation
disturbances. As a rationale to this type of specification, Schmidt pointed out
that for any fixed E , doubling each element of E would double E(ln U). With
t he above specification of A , scaler multiplication of E raises the E(In U) by the
same multiple. This is obvious since In U is quadratic in c:; and E(In U) = tr AE.
Given this assumption, the variance of dis turbances of the input share equations
is positively correlated with In U.
Since the resulting likelihood funct ion is very difficult to estimate under such
ass umptions, Melfi simp lified Schmidt's specification by imposing fu rther structure on the system. Melfi modeled E = l,r, where I is an identity matrix of

M dimensions and assumed no cross-equation correlation among the input share
equations making In U the sum of the squared errors of all the share equations.
The basic drawback of this specification is that estimates of allocative inefficiency
are forced towards zero. The input share residuals are less than one in a bsolute
value, so the sum of the squares will almost necessarily be small. Bauer proposed
modeling E as a positive semidefinite diagonal matrix whose elements are treated
as parameters to be estimated, setting E = 6! where 6 is a scalar to be estimated
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so that t he sum of the squared errors from the input share equations can be scaled
up (o r down ) by o.
Despite these modifi cations, some problems remain. First , even fo r a small
number of outp uts and inputs, a large number of parameters must be estimated.
Paramete rs suc h as the off-diagonal elements of E and of E would be very dif fi cul t
to es timate in practi ce without imposing additional struct ure. Second, solving
Greene's pro blem by modeling this type of relationship among allocati ve effi ciency
d istu rbances does not necessarily lead to better esti mates of the cost frontier.
Igno ring these relationships may yield better es timates than imperfect modeling
( Schmi~t

and Lovell, 1980).

Greene (1980) tried to solve t hi s problem by ignoring the statistical relationship
among allocative inefficiency di stu rbances across the equations. Disturbances on
t he input share equations were assumed to follow a multi variate normal distribution with mean zero . Greene recognized the statistical interdependence among
allocati ve ineffi ciency terms but treated the share equation disturbance term as
inde pendent of the one-sided disturbance term of t he cost equation . Schmidt and
Lovell ( 1980), considering the appropriateness of this approach , pointed out t hat ,
given certain dy namic considerations, a model that ass"umes independence may
well be appropriate. They have amply demonstrated that di spensing with the
assumption has almost no effect on their estimates of the frontier , and avoids
complication in modeling. This approach is not statistically fully effi cient for
modeling allocati ve inefficiency disturbances, but it does not necessarily yield results that are worse than an approach which models the relationship incorrectly.
In this essay Green's methodology (1980) has been followed by ignoring the
statistical relationship between the disturbance terms of optimizing conditions and
the behavioral equation. Specific analytical relationships are needed only when
the impact of allocative inefficiency on the level of cost (or the impact of allocative
and scale inefficiencies on the level of profit) is under investigation. However,
without decomposing the combined effect of all inefficiencies (represented by the
one-sided disturbance term) , degrees of allocative and scale inefficiencies (only
allocative in the case of cost function and both in the case of profit function) can be
inferred from the optimizing equations derived from their derivative propetties. 9
Information about the level of technical inefficiency can also be derived if the
behavioral functional forms used are self-dual.
9

Of course, technical inefficiency affects both scale and allocative inefficiencies.

Specification of the Functional Form
The problem of fl exib le functio nal forms (FF Fs ) a rises not only because of thei r
inab ility to yield closed form sol utions for the input demands and output supply
functio n but mainly from the nature of error specificat ions of the model. The
usual mu ltivariate normal (MVN) error spec ifi cation for a sys tem of equations may
fail to adequately captu re certain obvious fea t ures of the relat ionships between
equations.
Availability of closed form solut ions for t he duals is no t su fficient to show a
specific funct ional relationshi p between t he error terms of t he system of equat ions.
Greene ( 19 0) proposed a translog specificat ion to capt ure the factor interdepen dence. The basic problem of speci fyi ng t he functio nal relationship between error terms remains unsol\'ed (discussed in the last section); however, to achieve
the greater level of generali ty afforded by the flexib le fu nctio nal forms, some
modification of t he fa mil iar frontier es timat ions is required .
The t ra nslog fun ctional form has been the most frequently used among all
flex ible fun ctional forms , but the nonavailability of analyti cal solutions for the
in put demands and the output supply make it impossible to quantify economic
impacts associated with technical , allocative , and scale inefficiencies. Moreover,
derivation of the opti mizing conditions (share equations) impli citly assumes that
the optimum in put demands and output supply have been achieved. The disturbance terms associated with the optimizing conditions represent the deviation
of the observed share from t he t heoretical opt imum. This can be in ter preted as
a measu re of inefficiency (Greene, 1980), but information about over· or underemployment of inputs and over- or under-supply of outputs could not be obtained from t hi s approach . From the policy perspective, the impact of various
inefficiencies on the levels of profit and/or cost cannot be deri ved, so how much
of whic input is over- or underemployed cannot be inferred nor how much of which
out put is over- or undersupplied and the costs associated with such deviat ion from
optimum.
In t his essay, estimation of inefficiency parameters is achieved by using a normalized restricted quadrat ic profit function (NRQPF) specification. The normalized restricted profit fun ction ( RPF) is defined as t he maximized value of
normalized profits, given the value of normalized prices of variable commodities
and quantities of fixed commodities. Theoretical properties of the NRPF were
proved by Lau (1976). Econometric application of the NRPF was first made
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by Lau and Yotopolous (1971, 1972) and Yotopolous and Lau in their extensive
studies on agricultural production . The NRQP F which is no less flexible than a
t ran slog functional form, imposes no constraints on the substitution among inputs
and does not assume separability. It can generate closed-form solutions for the
input demand and output supply. and it is self-dual. The resulting input demand
a nd ou tput supply functions are linear in parameters. This allows exam in ation
of the deviation of optimum from t he o bserved amount of input demands and
output supplies. However, like the translog, the NRQPF fails to satisfy the cu rvat ure properties globally. The co nvexity property of the normalized restricted
profit functio n can be verified by exami ning whet her each principal minors of
the Hessian matrix is positive semidefinite. The neoclassical restri ction of lin ear homogeniety in prices is represented th rough normalizing the nominal profit
function.
Model
In t he economet ri c literature, the profit fun ction , IT(P, W, Z), where P, W, a nd
Z a re, respectively, the output pri ce vector, the variable input price vector , and
the fixed inputs vector, typically represents a front ier. It characterizes optimizing
behavio r on the part of an efficient producer, and, t herefore , places a limit on the
poss ible values of t heir dependent variables . A NRQPF can be expressed as 1o

II ( P, W, Z)
( 12)

1
1
1
= ao + a'P +{j'W +-r'Z + zP'6P+
zW'OW + zZ'TJZ

+ P'cpW + P' </>Z + W',PZ,

where P E R+ and W E R~-l are normalized prices of output, and variable
inputs. Z E Rt represents the quasi-fixed factors . The nth input price is used
as a normalizing factor .
The profit maximization behavior of the firm is exhibited by the profit fu nction
its properties of linear homogenei ty, symmetry, and convexity. By normalizing the
profit function by one of the prices, linear homogeneity in pri ces is maintained, 11
10

Maximizing the NRQPF, II (-), also implies maximization of the nominal profit
function , say IIn , to yield identical values of the optimal input demands and
optimu m output supplies (Lau , 1976).
11
It makes no difference, economically or statistically, which price is used to
normalize the equation (Schmidt and Lovell, 1979).
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which implies the behavioral assumption of price-taking and profit maximization
( Lau , 1976). The twice continuous differentiability of the profit function implies
sy mmetry restrictions on the output supply and variable factor demand fun ctions.
This guarantees regularity in the process of maximization. The convexity property
of t he :'\'RQPF depends on the positive semi -definiteness of each prin cipal minor
of t he Hessia n matrix.
A set of dual transformation relations that connects the production function
and the profit function can be obtained by applying Hotel!ing 's lemma. viz.,
an(-> -- -X 1• , an d ~
1, . .. , n - 1, an d J· -- 1, ... , m , where *
~
api -- yJ• v1· represents the solution level. The input demand and output supply equations
are , res pee ively,
( 13 )

Y'(P, W,Z) =a +6'P +<,O'W

+ t/>'Z ,

and
( 14)

-X ' (P, W, Z)

= ,B+IJ'W +<,O'P+ if/ Z ,

where X ' E R~-l and Y_; E R+ are solut ion output supply vector and solu tion
input demand vector, respectively. The so lution input demand for the normali zing
factor , x~, can be obtained by substituting the X' and Y ' in the normalized
profit equation, X~= P'Y'- w•x· . The system of factor demand and product
supply functions, (13 ) and (14), respecti vely, are linear in normalized prices and
fi xed inputs.
The stochastic specification in equation (12) can be expressed as
( 12a)

ll' ( P, W, Z)

= TI(P, W, Z) + e,

where e is a random disturbance term, and ll'( ·) is the stochastic profit frontier.
Profit inefficiency is defined as the abi lity of the firm to attain the profit frontier ,
given prices and fixed factors , and e represents the deviation from the frontier .
Following Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt and Meeusen and van den Broeck, e could
be formulated as the sum of a symmetric component that represents the effects
of factors outside the control of the firm (statistical white noise) and a one-sided
component that represents profit inefficiency. Thus, the stochastic profit function
can be expressed as

(12b)

n'(P, W, Z)

= TI (P, W, Z) + v + v,

4

where v + v = f. The classical disturbance term is represented by v, and v
represents the one-sided , non positive disturban ce term ( v ~ 0) 12 representing
profit inefficiency. If v < 0 , the firm is operating below the profit frontier and is
profit inefficient. If, on the other hand , v = 0 , the firm is operating on t he profit
frontier. The parameter v, therefore, ca ptures how close an indi,·idual producer·s
production plan (profit level) comes to the maximum level of the profit frontier
given pri ces and fixed fact ors. Thus , a negative value of v can be interp reted as
the percentage reduct ion in potential profit due to inefficien cy. Inefficiency is
defined as any downward deviation from the optimum point on t he frontier.
Equat ion ( l2b ) can be est imated by the maximum likelihood method , gi\'en
pre-specifi ed distributional assumptions regarding the disturbance terms involved.
which resu lts in both consistent and efficient estimates. The profit ineffi ciency of
the individu al firm can be estimated following the method developed by J ondrow,
Love ll , Materov , and Schmidt. However, the full system of equat io ns , i.e., the
stoc hastic profit function and the auxiliary conditions obtained from it ( Kumbhaka r, Biswas, and Bailey), can be estimated using the envelope theorem. Estimating the full system of equations simultaneously, instead of a single equat ion,
not only improves the precision of the parameter estimates but also yields information regarding the sources of profit inefficiency of the individual firm . However,
co nsistency of the estimated parameters hinges on the specification of the full
system. The possible efficiency gain in estimation occurs not only because of
cross-equation error correlations but also due to cross-equation rest rictions imposed by the model specification. Thus, consistency depends to a great extent on
the correctness of the distributional assumptions and on the specification of the
deterministic part of the system of equations (Schmidt , 1985-86).
Equations ( 13) and (14) can be expressed, appending disturbance terms , as

(1 3a)

y•(P, W,Z) =a+ 6'P+c,o'W

+ ¢/Z + !1;

and
( 14a)

-X•(P, W, Z)

= /3+ O'W + c,o'P + 1/J'Z + U.

Note that the one-sided disturbance term v is an integral part of the model
specification. The profit function is stochastic in this sense. Aigner , Lovell , and
Schmid t decomposed the intercept term for stochastic specificaton : oo exp (v ).
Here , we specify the one-sided disturbance as an additive term, rather than multiplicative (Just and Pope).

12
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The dist urbance term vectors

n

and U can take any value. The terms

n

and U re present deviation of t he observed out pu t supplies and input demands
from the op timum output supplies and input demands . respectively.

Terms

fl a nd Li may appropriately interpreted as measures of scale and allocati ve
ineffic iency, respecti vely (Greene , 19 0 ), and as long as

n

and U represent

dcvia ions from the optimum, they can be treated as measures of ineffi cien cy.
Thi s defini tion of allocative ineffi ciency is somewhat different from th e co nve nt ional definitio n provided by Forsund , Lovell , and Schmidt, 13 whi ch obtains
the a llocat ive inefficiency measure for every input fro m the optimizing cond itio ns. Forsund , Lovell , and Schmidt defined a firm to be allocatively ineffi cient if

J,/ ! 1

~ w, jw1 , V i, j =I, 2, .. . , n i ~ j , where J; is the marginal product of input x , , and w; is the hiring price of input x;. The dual t ransformation of the same

defini t ion in the case of the profit function is

rr,;rrJ

~ x;/xj. where

rr,

is the par-

tia l derivati,·e of profit function with respect to the ith inpu t price, w; . Schmidt
a nd Lovell (1979 ) defined allocative inefficiency as ln(xj/xl) ~ ln (x; f xl) , i.e.,
wit h x 1 is used as the numeriare . Both types of allocative inefficiencies can be
deri ved from this model.
If a firm is supplying the appropriate output, i.e. , where MC
for t he firm . t hen

n = 0.

=P

is achieved

Deviation in eit her direction would increase the cost

of production and reduce the level of profit.

From the MC = P condition ,

t he output supply equation can be derived by substituting t he solutio n input
demands , X ' , in the direct cost function , C

= W' x • .

If MC ~ P. then scale

inefficiency exists. In the dual transformation , this relation is represented by
( 13a). If n ~ 0 , the firm is not supplying the right output . Similarly, the firm is
hiring t he appropriate combination of inputs if the MRTS; 1

= i;,-, V i, t;

i ~ t.

(MRTS represents the marginal rate of technical substitution between inputs.)
Again, a profit-maximizing firm would hire factors at the point when the hiring
price of a factor equals the value of the marginal product , i.e., V M P = W.

If

\1 /vi P ~ P, t hen allocati ve inefficiency exists. This relationship is reflected by
(14a}. Deviation on either side increases cost and reduces level of p rofit. The
vector U, therefore , represents the pure allocative inefficiency provided t he profit
fun ction is homothetic. The influence of the output price vector, P, on

W

is

manifested only t hrough an output adjustment. Hence, if the cost minimization
input ratio is independent of output , the associated profit-maximizing input ratios
13

Fo rsund , Lovell, and Schmidt 's definition is in terms of a pair of inpu ts, i.e.,
allocative inefficiency of one input with respect to another input.

6

must also be independent of output price, P. If <p'l = 0 is forced (where I is an
un it vector ), then !1 and U represent solely the scale and allocative inefficiency
pa ra me ters, respectively.
In t he model , the definition of allocative inefficiency must to be modified.
'i nce outp ut price enters the input demand equation , it appears that techni cal
ineffi ciency also affects X'. In the cost minimization case (constant output ), the
o utput appears in the inpu t demand equation ; but output, being exogenous, does
not affect t he level of allocative inefficiency. By simi lar reasoning. although P
ap pears in the input demand equations when using the profit function, it does
no t affect allocative inefficiency. Thus, u, is interpreted as the degree of overor underemployment of a factor that causes the firm to operate below the profit
fro ntier. Similarly, allocative inefficiency in this model does not affect the level
of cale inefficiency since W input prices are exogeno us to the system. In this
case, technical inefficiency cannot be derived but rather confounded in the profit
ineffi ciency term, v.
Even if homotheticity is assumed, profit inefficiency as given by v is affected
by both !1 and U, i.e., v = u( fl , U), but it is not clear how !1 and U are related
to v because !1 and U enter the profit function in a very complicated manner
(the Greene problem). Regardless of the sign of !1 and U, their contribution to
the profit function is always negati ve. The exact statistical relationship between
l' .

!1, and U is unclear , particularly in view of the cont ribution of !1 and U to v.

Moreover, another important component of inefficiency, i.e. , technical inefficiency,
cannot be identified separately in this type of model because it is confounded in
the profit inefficiency term, v.

When monotheticity is assumed in a model ,

one way of avoiding this complication is to assume them to be in d0pendent and
estimate the equation system. In this case, only the values of the allocative and
scale inefficiency parameters can be obtained from the estimates of U and !1
from (3a) and (4a). This is no doubt a simplifying assumption . Schmidt and
Lovell (1980) have amply demonstrated that dispensing with this assumption has
almost no effect on their estimates of the frontier and further that its elimination
saves algebric complications. Given certain dynamic considerations, a model that
assumes independence may well be appropriate (see the subsection Problems of
Using FFF for detailed discussion ). In this model, f! and U arc interpreted as
modified measures of scale and allocative inefficiencies subject to the assumption
of mutual independence among v, !1, and U.
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Ali an d Flinn recently estimated the profit inefficiency of rice producers in
Pakistan using a single equation translog profit function . This essay extends
their analys is to formulate a si multaneous equation model for est ima ting profit
inefficit:ucy and to shed light on the underlying allocative and scale inefficiencies.
To estimate the profit, scale, and allocative inefficiencies, the system of equ atio ns defined by ( 12b ), ( 13a) , and {14a) must be estimated. The system co ntains

(n +I ) independent equations ( [n- l] input demend equations, output supply
equatio n, and the profit equation ) to solve for (n+i ) endogenous variables ( [n-1]
inputs, X. output , Y, and profit , IT ). Parameters involved in the above set of
equations can be estimated and used to estimate the inefficien cy parameters, i.e ..

u. fl , and U.
Estimation Procedure
In principle, the parameters in equation {lOa) are esti mated using ordinary least
sq uare {OLS ) or instrumental variables {IV ) methods. Of course, this neglects
the nature of the disturbance terms in volved and does not separate v from

11.

The maximum likelihood estimation method will capture the specification of t he
disturbance terms; however, as the number of inputs increases , the number of
parameters becomes quite large. If the model contains more than two inputs, the
question of multicollinearity will likely become severe. Thus , the single equation
e ti mation will be imprecise.
Berndt and Ch ristensen have shown how this problem can be avoided in a
standard setti ng by using auxiliary optimizing conditions, i.e., factor demand
and output supply equations along with the behavioral function. The resulting
system could be estimated using methods like full information maximum likelihood, (FIML) , or seemingly unrelated regression, (SUR), which yield maximum
likelihood est imates when the iteration process converges. These simultaneous
equat ion methods take care of the cross equation dependence but fail to separate the effects of v and

11 .

Therefore, the maximum likelihood method will

best estimate the set of equations {12b), (13a), and (14a) with specific distributional assumptions regarding the disturbance terms involved. Unless one has
panel data, specific distributional assumptions about the one-sided component of
the error term must be made in order to obtain individual firm inefficiency. When
panel data is available, specific distributional assumption for the one-sided error
term can be avoided. Of course, in this case a structure of efficiency variation

8
over time must be imposed. However, the est imation process becomes manageable if specific dist ributional assumption is made fo r the one-sided error term. and
applicat ion of the maximum likelihood metho d enables sepa ration of the effects
of t• from t hat of v.
Th e system of si multaneous equations inco rpo rati ng profit inefficiency, allocali\·e, and scale ineffi ciency can be expressed as

+ o' P + ,B' W + ·-y'Z + ~ P'cP + ~ W'IJW + ~z•,z

( 12c) v

+"= IT' -

( 13b)

+ P'<,oW + P',PZ + W'1i> Z);
-U = x · + ,B + O'W + cp' P + 1/J' Z ;

(oo

2

2

2

and
(1 4b)

D = y •- (o

+ c' P +cp'W + ,P' Z).

To esti mate t he above system of equations , t he joint probabili ty density functio n (pd f) of the error vectors must be derived with specified distributiona l forms.
At t his point , t he dimension of o ur model can be reduced from mu ltiple output
frame wo rk to si ngle out pu t, by assuming that y• is a (1 x 1) vector, which also
implies the f! vector to be a ( I x 1) vector. The error vector from t he sys tem of
equatio ns {12c), (13b), and {14b)

v+ vJ
(15)

(

-~·

forms the probability density function (pdf) of u, v, w , and u;, where, i =
1, . .. , n -1. Assumptions regard ing the distribu t ion of the individual error terms
of t he error vector (15) are
1. u - iid N( O, u~) truncated at zero from above;

2.

v- iid V(O,

u~ );

3. w- iid N(O, u~ );
4. U - M V N( J.t , E);

and
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5. v. w, v, and U are independent of each other and also independent of pri ces
a nd fixed facto rs.
Let bt

= v + v,

=w ,

/J.z

and 63 = U . The joint pdf of 61 , /J.z. and 63 is

( 16)

\\'here J is the Jacobi an o f t ran sfo rmation. The J acobian for variable tran formation in this case is given by

J = o(v, v, w, U) .
o(b1, ~>z , b3, v)
In this case. !JI = 1, and si nce , by assumptions, v, v, w, and U are independent,
equatio n (16) can be exp ressed as

( 17)

f (bt ,i>z, b3 ,V)

= f(v)f(v)f(w) f (U),

where f (v), f(v) , f(w), a nd f(U) represent the pdf of v, v, w, a nd f(U) ,
respectively. After some algebraic manipulation s, the joint pdf can be expressed
as

( t7a )

where d =

{-::Jb+
};
f7u

J.lv

tT11

= {~}
= {~}
;
a .,
O"u+cr.,

<r 2 = {cru+crv
j~"~,}

.

To get the joint pdf of b1 , bz , and 63, integrate out the v from ( l7a), i.e. ,
0

(1 )

J (bt , bz, b3 ) =

j

J (bt ,bz, b3,v)dv,

-oo

=

2exp (-d/2)

(211')""f<rv0'"0'"' /E/!

~

0

j
-oo

exp{

)'"'-!( '-exp { - -1('-" ' l - J.l '-'u "'l

2

- 2 ~ 2 (v- J.lv) 2 }dv.

-

I'

l}
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Since
0

( 19)

17

j

)z.:17 exp{- 2 ~ 2 (V-Jluf }dv =rr~(-~) ,

where ~ ( ·) is the cumulative density function ( cdf) of a standard normal, the
joint pdf of b1 , b2, and b3 can be expressed as

(20)

From the joint pdf of the error vector (15), the pdf of the endogeneous variable
vec tor , (IT' X Y )' can be derived . By variable transfo rmation,
(2 1)

The log likelihood function for the T firms is, therefore,
T

L=

(22)

L lnf(IT, , Y, X)+ Tln JJJ,
1=1

where J is again the Jacobian of transformation.

Because !J J

1 , the log

likelihood function fo r a single firm can be expressed as

(23)

L = ln2- -d
2

+ lnl7 + ln 4> ( -J.lu)
17

m

+2
- --ln(27r)
- lnl7.., -lnl7"
2

1 ln JE I --(b21
- lnl7v - p)I Eu- 1 (bz- p)2
2

{

-1w
217~

2}

'

where
1 T

J.l =

T L (X' + p + O'W + cp1p + t/J' z).
1=1

The maximum likelihood estimates of the model's parameters can be estimated
by maximizing (23) (or minimizing t he negative of [23]) ; however , the estimation
process can be simpli fied by concentrating the li kelihood function . Since the
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additive co nstant terms are di sregarded in maximizing the likelihood fu nc tion , L ,
t he te rms In 2 and !!.:f In (2rr) are eliminated . T he term ( ~- 11n:;;: 1 (b2 - I' ) ,
on the ri ght-hand side of (23 ) is a scalar, which equals its trace, and the t race of a
product is invariant to certain orderly permutations of the order of multiplication.
so that

C = tr( b2- 11J' Elj 1 (b2- J1 )

=tr(Eu 1 (~ - 11 )(~-11 l' )

(24 )

=t r E[j 1 Eu
= trl

= (n-1 ).
The concentrated likelihood fun ction, therefore, becomes
(25)

Lc =

A-~+ lno- +In ~( -:v)
1

- In o-.., - In - 2
2<7._,

w

2

- lno-v -lno-v-

~In lEI

.

The constant term A = In 2 + n - l - !!.:fIn 2rr can be dropped for est imation
purposes . T he MLE of all relevant parameters, i.e., o, {3, -y , 6, B, ry, <p, ¢, 1/J,
a v , a..,, <7v , and the elements of Eu can be estimated by maximizing (25 ), and
the resulting estimates are asymptotically efficient and consistent .
Esti matio n of Inefficiency Parameters
Profit inefficiency is defined as the combined inefficiency. Given the MLE of
(25) , v, w , and U must be estimated.
Prof it In efficiency

To deri ve v , v is to be isolated from v , where b1 = v + v is the residual
of the profit function. This can be done by estimating the conditional pdf of v
gi ven b1 . The conditional pdf of v given b1 - N (!l v. uz) truncated at zero (see
appendix 3.a for proof) . Following Jondrow, Lovell, Materov, and Schmidt, profi t
ineffi ciency can be estimated at a point estimate of v . Either mean or mode can
be used as the point estimator of v . The mean of the conditional distribution of
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u is
0

(26)

J

E (vl bl) =

uf (lil bt) du,

-oo

whe re lhe mean and mode of u are respecti vely given by
(27)

l! mean

= Jl. u -

U

t/>( J.tv/u) }
{ <f> ( -J.t u/u ) ;

and
(28)

V mode

Jl.u ,
= {
0,

if (J.tu/u ) $ 0,
otherwise.

(See appendix C. l and C.2 for proof.)
A/locative In efficiency
The level of allocative inefficiency for each firm for each input can be obtained
from the esti mate of the equation,

-u = x· + (P + o'w + <P' P + .if;'z ) .

(29)

The allocative inefficiency of the lth firm , for the it h input is therefore, u11 • The
elements of (; i.e. , Uj can be both positive or negative; in either case the cost of
production increases.
S cale In efficiency
Scale inefficiency can be obtained from the output supply equation as
(30)

where

w can take any value.

Impact of Inefficiency
The impact of various inefficiencies on the level of profit, i.e., the potential
profit loss due to inefficiency, is of prime importance from the policy point of
view. Profit inefficiency, v, gives the measure of potential profit loss due to the
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combi ned effect of all inefficiencies. Given Z and prices, the percentage loss of
profit due to profi t inefficiency of the tth firm becomes
TIL

(31)

Vr -

n,- rr; - ~
n; - n; .

This loss of profit is due to allocat ive, scale, and co nfounded technica l ineffi ciency.
The degree of allocat ive ineffi ciency (defined as over or underemp loyment of
inputs) and scale inefficiency (defined as over- or underproduction ) may be obtained by using the input demand and output supply equations. The percentage
de,·iation from the optimum allocation point for the tth fi rm for jth input ca n be
obtained from
(32)

U L1 ,

Xj t - x;t
Ujt
=x-;, - = -.
x;,

Similarly, the percentage of over or under-productio n can be obtai ned from
(33)

where

f!L,

u1 ,

and

= Yt -

Yi

Y:

= ~,
Yi

w, can be obtained from (29) and (30), respectively.
Data Description

The data set used here has been collected from three agro-cl imatic regions 14 of
the Indian state of West Bengal. A cross-section random sample of 250 household
farms were interviewed over the period of 1980- 1~3. Since these regions were
surveyed over a four-year period, the bias of the data set caused by ti me specifi c
problems (such as flood, drought etc.) could be avoided . 15 These three regions
cover the entire rice production belt West Bengal. Over the last two decades, the
success of technological change, introduction of high-yielding seeds , securi ty of
14

Region I covers two districts, Nadia and Murshidabad. Region II covers the
di st ri cts of Burdwan and Birbhoom, and region III covers the districts of Howrah ,
Hoogh ly, 24 Parganas, and Midnapore. A district is equivalant to a U. S. county
jurisdiction .
15
Although , the data were collected over a period of four years , it can be used
for this cross section analysis. Greene (1989) pointed out that if a fairly large
number of observations is collected over a short period of time, then cross section
use of that data set does not affect the quality of results.
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land tenu re, availability of product ion loans, and relaxation of government controls
over purchase of output and sale of some vital factors , (e.g. , fertilizers, irrigation
water. and pestici des) have made the agri cul tural production system very much
market oriented . Under such an environment , profi t-maximizing behavior on t he
part of producers is a reaso nable maintained hypot hes is.
The ag ri cultural product ion act ivities of West Bengal are spread over at least
three crop seasons during a one-year prod uction cycle. The monsoon paddy is the
sin gle most important crop in all three regions. This crop is produced by almost
all peasants in t hese three regi ons, wit h almost 70% of the total arable land used
in this parti cular cultivatio n (Dasgupta) .16 The ot her two crop seasons are winter
production of pulses and o ilseeds a nd summer crops of wheat .
The survey provides a wide range of information about both fixed a nd variable
inputs used in one production acti vities. Among inputs, fertilizer (F ), huma n
labou r ( H), and bullock labour (B) are used as endogenous variable inputs, while
land and capital a re two fixed inputs. The same capital base is assumed for each
crop. Fertilizer is measured in terms of kilograms, while both types of labour
a re measured in terms of labour hours. The monsoon 17 crop is the only output
co nsidered , measured in terms of kilograms . In this model , fertilizer is defined as
a combination of manure and chemical fertilizer expressed per unit of fertili zer.
Only during t he monsoon season is scarcity of resource considered a consequence (Hopper ). At no other period in their farms ' operations are the allocation
cho ices more crucial for an Indian farmer. 18 All factors , therefore, are truly co mpetiti ve during this season. Since the size of the operational land holdings is very
small , the role of machine capital is very limited. Both bullock and human labou r
play very important roles . Human labour includes both famil y and hired labour ,
and it is impossible to separate these two components in the data set, although
effects of these two types of labour on production are quite different . Family
labour plays a dual role, both as manual labour and as a managerial decisionmaking unit. Thus , the returns to these two types of labour are different . One
16

The q uality of the crop may differ accross regions and between individual plots
of a single region ; however, this quality difference is not introduced in t his model.
Pri ces of factors of production and output to certain extent capture t he quality
difference in this model.
17
Monsoon cropping spans the period June to September.
18 Due to this reason , almost all empirical studies on Indian agriculture have
typ ically used data for the monsoon crop.
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way of capturing the impact of t he managerial skill of famil y labour may be to
int rodu ce t he level of ed ucation of the household as an explanatory variable; in
th is essay, however, ed ucatio n is not considered. Rat her wages received by each
labourer are used to represent t he hir ing pri ces of all la bour. It has been argued t hat (Saini ) in the contex t of Indi an agricu ltu re, valua tion of famil y labou r
at t he rul ing market wage rate is quite justi fi ed for a ll size classes of farms. Sen
poi nted out t hat if famil y la bo ur employed in agri culture is gi ven an imputed va lue
in terms of ruling wage rate, m uch of Indi a n agriculture seems unremunerat ive.
However, all major empirical work on Indian agricu lt ure has used the prevailing
ma rket wage to val ue domesti c labour , and resul ts show t hat Indian far mers are
quite rational in allocati ng thei r factors based on market prices. Moreover, about
65- iO % of India n farme rs pa rticipate in t he la bour market (Rosenzweig), so it

seems rational to use market wage to value all types of human labour. Huma n
labo ur is measured in terms of worki ng days (eight hours per day) .
The market fo r animal la bour is highly localized, and most farmers own a t least
a pai r of bullock. During t he peak season, such as the monsoon , a market exists for
a nimal labour. To avoid double counting the total number of hours use of animal
la bo ur has been treated as an explanatory va riable, while the value of farm -owned
animals (for fa rming ) has not been included in fi xed capital. Alt hough the usual
pra ct ice is to hire bullock labour on a per day basis, in this data set bullock la bour
is not expressed in terms of working hours . For estimation , total working hours
a re converted to working days (eight hours per working day).
Anot her group of variable factors is fertilizer , which includes both chemical
fert ilizer and manure. The market for manure is highly localized but quite com·
pet it ive, particularly during the monsoon season . On the other hand , t he market
for chemical fertilizers has a dual nature. Since the supply of chemical fertili zer
is partly regulated, a parallel market exists for this input , and the farmer has free
access to that market. Therefore, the actual price of chemical fertilizer rat her
t ha n the cont rolled price is used in this analysis. Very likely, different farms
use different types of chemical fertilizer (or combination of different fertilizers)
at d ifferent doses . This data set does not provide detailed information regarding
various types of fertilizers used by a farm. The total amount of fert ilizer us-ed by
each farm for each crop can only be obtained from the data set.
Besides these four variable endogenous inputs, two fixed inputs considered are
land and physical capital. Land is actually the allocable fixed input , but in our
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input. 19

model land has been t reated as fixed
In this static model. however, it
does not matter if the land input is treated as a fixed factor. The amount of land
(ac res ) under cultivation , rather than the amount of land owned a by farm er. has
b en considered in this model.
The other fixed facto r, capital , is defined as combined of value of all durable
farm assets , namely fa rmhouse, irrigation equ ipment, and farm equ ipment. The
total value of capital has been deflated by the user cost of capital. which is defined
as the sum of the yearly depreciation rate and the market rate of interest less the
yearly inflation rate , assuming a st raight line depreciation. The interest rate is
the average market interest rate over the period of survey.
The data set shows that hi ring prices of factors vary not only between years
covered by the survey but also across regions. Variation in output and input prices
can be attributed in part to differences in t ransport cost , sto rage cost. types of
forward contracts, and types of land tenancy cont racts. Quality differences in
outputs and inputs may be anot her factor in price variations. Though floor wage
and su pport prices were in effect during the years covered by the data set, there
is wide variart ion on either side of the official rate. The price received by an
individ ual farme r for his produce also depends on how long he can hold the sa le.
The pattern of agriculture in India to a great extent depends on the mercy of the
monsoo n, and farmers match their farming schedule the monsoon pattern . This
is another reason for wide fl uctuation in rupee prices of some inputs like fertilizer,
bullock labour and human labour.

Empirical Results
Because of the diverse farm size and high dispersion of profit (and also followi ng
convention), these observations have been divided into two nonintersect ing subsets
19

A farmer can allocate land between products given the total amount of land,
main ly due to three reasons. First, some farmers keep a part of their land fallow as
part of their optinUzing decision. Second, the total operational land holding of a
household farm can be fragmented and the plots qualitatively different rather than
being homogenous. Qualitatively, some plots may be unsuitable for cultivation
of a specific crop , e.g. , a summer crop that needs generous irrigation. Similarly,
shallow land might not be used for monsoon paddy. Third , a well developed
market exists for leasing land under the land tenancy and share cultivation system.
From the point of view of the farmer, there is a process for allocation of variable
factors but also for the allocation of quasi-fixed factors e.g., land.
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of large a nd small farms. 20 Tab le I gives some descriptive st a tistics regarding
both ty pes of fa rms under co nsiderat ion. Land holding size has been used to
characterize fa rms into t hese subgrou ps. Various aut hors used di fferPnt farm sizes
as the point of t runca t ion between la rge and small farms, following Ba rdhan, this
st ud y choose seven acres as t he point of trun cation 2 1 Farms wi th mo re tha n seven
acres of land under cul t iva tion were classified as large farms , and farms holding less
t han seven acres were class ified as small. Three separate models were est imated
to check whether t he produ ct ion stru cture of small farm s ( Model B) and t hat
of large farms (Model C) d iffer from t he production struct ure reflected by the
pooled data ( Model A). If so, then an analys is of farm-specific ineffi ciency based
on pooled data is not a ppropriate. A likelihood ratio test rejects the hypot hesis of
a single profit fu nction fo r all size classes. The test sta tis tic in t he case of small
farms, - 2(Lu - LR ) = 212.12 is greater than x2 with 27 degrees of freedom
for a ny reasonable signifi cance level. Similarly, for large farms the tes t stat istic,
-2 (Lu - LR ) = 388.37 , is greater t han

x 2 with 27 degrees of freedom for any

reaso nable level of significance. Thus , the use of a single profit fun ct ion (Model
A) for our purpose is not appropriate; however, parameter estimates of Model A
are reported in table 2 for comparison.
Parameters of the likelihood function are reported in table 2. Most relevant
parameters are significantly different from zero 22 In the econometric analysis,
t he deri vative properties of economic behaviors are reflected by the estimated
coeffi cients. Therefore, some economic conclusions can be drawn from values
an d signs of the coefficients of the estimated model. For the large farms, t he
intercept term , ao , is negative, indicating a high fixed-cost component. All price
coeffi cients (input and output) are of correct sign, 23 as are coefficients of t he
fi xed factors. Although the contribution of capital to profit is posi tive for both
farm sizes, the impact is only significant for large farms.
20

For small farms, the

In Indian agriculture, especially in the context of West Bengal, this distinction
is very important from a policy point of view.
21 Some authors have used a larger farm size as a point of truncation between
large and small farms, e.g., Lau and Yotopolous (1971) who used ten acres as the
div iding line. In the eastern part of India, where the fragmentation of land is very
high , average size of land holdings is lower than northern and southern India.
22
For small farms , coefficients a 0 , ap , fie , fJs , and 'YL are significant at the
5% level. For large farms , coefficients oo , op, fJs, and "fK are significant at
t he 5%.
23
In this type of model the possibility of multicollinearity is very high, which may
affect the signs of estimated coefficients.
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impact of land is significant , but the influence of capital is not . The impact of
the exogenous output pri ce change on the level of profit is higher for large farms
th a n for sm all farms. On the other hand , the impact of input prices on level
of profit is stronger and significant for small farm s relative to large farms ; thus.
tl1c profit of small farms is more affected by input pri ce changes than are profits
of large fa rms . However, the profit st ruct ure of the large farms depends more
on variation of output prices relati ve to that of input prices. Thi s is typical of
any underdeveloped country's agriculture system where the resource constraint,
e peci ally finan ci al resources, is the most important binding factor . Small farm
operators try to maximize their profit by minimizing their factor cost, whereas
large farms t ry to maximize profi t by maximizing revenue.
Earlier studies of the economic efficiency of Indian farms have suggested that
Indian farms are both allocative and profit efficient and further that small farms
a re allocatively more efficient than their larger counterparts. Most of these studies, however , tested the hypothesis of efficiency associated with inpu t use and /or
the hypothesis of the rationale of exact profit maximization by Indian farmers.
Earlier studies, all parametric, have used nonfrontier functional specification to
investigate t heir hypot heses . The idea of a nonfrontier function assumes that all
farms share a common family of production, cost, and profit frontier , with all
variation in farm performance attributed to variation in firm efficiencies relative
to the common family of frontiers . Although this scenario conforms to its theoretical justificatio n, it proves difficult to justify empirically. To this point , stochastic
functional specification has not been applied to investigate profit, allocative, and
scale inefficiency questions of Indian farms , a gap this study will bridge.
The upper part of table 3 shows the percentage of potential profit loss due to
inefficiency. To conserve space, only the mean inefficiency rather than individual farm inefficiency of relevant classes is reported. The second portion shows
allocative and scale inefficiencies associ ated with the different size classes. Using
equation (31), the potential profit losses (i n percentage terms ) are estimated for
all three models. Small farms which are more profit efficient than their larger
counterparts, on average lose only 6% potential profit due to inefficiency, whereas
the large farms on average lose just over 15%. These figures clearly support earlier results which suggested that smaller farms are more efficient in the context of
Indian farming. On the other hand , this result is contrary to earlier results that
emphasized profit efficiency of Indian far:ns.
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The causes of these profit ineff ic iencies and differences can be obtained from
the seco nd pa rt of table 2. Us ing equat ion (32 ), t he percentage of alloca ti,·e
in fficie ncy (mean ) is es timated for all three variable inputs. Small farms a re
ruore efficient than larger farms in allocating inputs like fert ili zer. Small fa rms
ove r ut ilize fert ilizer 7.4 % relati ve to the requirement of profit maximi zati on. whil e
large fa rms use 16% more than t he optimum requirement . On the ot her hand ,
larger farms allocate their bullock labour input more effi cien tly than small farm s.
Large farms overemploy this input by only 8.5%, while small farms underutilize
t he same input by more than 28 % compared to the optimum. Again , wh ile small
fa rms overutilize human labour by 31 %, large farms on average underemploy this
fac tor by almost 40%.

An inference from this information may be that small

farmers substitute human labour for fertilizer and bullock labour, whereas large
fa rms substitute fertilizer for human labour. This is also reflected in the crosspri ce effects.
Assuming farmers are profit maximizers, an important issue is whether farms
a re supplying the optimum level of output for the prices involved. Estimates of
the output supply equation and its percentage deviation from the actual output
suggest that both types of farms overproduce relative to the optimum level of
production. Large farms on average produce 12% more than the optimum amount ,
while small farms are supplying on average 34% over the optimum. This suggests
that in general farming is characterized by overproduction, especially the small
farms , relative to the prices sustaining such supply. The tendency of small farms
is to substitute human labour for bullock labour; instead of hiring other market
factors, they utilize family labour. On the other hand , fertilizer is substituted for
labour on large farms because in the Indian situation large land holders usually
are involved in other economic activities. So the opportunity cost of family labou r
is quite high for the large farms.

Conclusions
The concludi ng section will summarize the major results of this essay and
highlight limitations and possible extensions. The first section covers major conclusions, while the second section points out some limitations of this study. In the
final section, some possible future extensions of this approach will be proposed.
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Results

A stochastic NRQPF has been estimated along with its auxiliary optimizing condition s to determine profit inefficiency of Indian farmers . In the process, allocative inefficiency for each input and scale inefficien cy are estimated
using the nonlinear simultaneous equation maximum likelihood method . Newto n's algorithm was used to so lve the system of equations. Estimated maximum
likelihood parameters were applied to obtain inefficiency estimates. The allocati ve inefficiency definition in this essay is different from the definition s used by
Schmid t and Lovell ( !979 , 1980) and Forsund, Lovell , and Schmidt whose estimates o.f allocative ineffi ciency can be estimated from these estimates.
This method has at least two advantages. First, use of a NRQ PF allows e timation of inefficiency without any a priori restrictive assumptions on the structure of factor substitutions. Second, without going into the impasse of Greene 's
problem, over- and / or underallocation of inputs and output underlying the profit
inefficiency of an individual farm can be estimated. The total profit loss due
to inefficiencies (allocative, technical , and scale) can also be obtained from the
profit fun ct ion.
The application of this model to Indian rice cultivation provides some interesting results . Log likelihood ratio tests allow decomposition of the data set into two
subgroups, small and large farms. Three models have been estimated to compare
effi ciency performance between two groups of farms . The empirical results generate five fundamental results . First, small farms are more profit efficient than
large farms . Second, large farms are less scale inefficient with respect to allocating
their output compared to small farms. Third, small farms are less inefficient than
large farms in allocating inputs like fertilizer. Four, large farms are less efficient
than the small farms in allocating bullock labour input. Finally, regarding use of
human labour , both small and large farms are inefficient; small farms overutilize
human labour while large farms underutilize it.
The set of assumptions regarding distribution of the stochastic error terms are
quite strong. Specification of the model and results of the estimation process
depend on the correctness of such strong assumptions; which must be checked
empirically. A normal probability plot for each error term has been chacked, and
the empirical distribution of each set of estimated residuals is quite close to normal
distribution. The set of assumptions made appears consistent with the model for
the data set used.
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Limitations
The basic limitation of this study is Greene 's problem. The percentage lo s
of potential profit and underlying 0 \'er- o r underallocation of inputs and output
can be determined; however , the loss of profit due to individual inefficiency element s cannot be determined. More precisely, the profit inefficien cy pa ramete r.
cannot be decomposed into its constituent elements. The profit in effi ciency

t ',

expe rie nced by each farm results from the combined effect of technical (T ), a llocative (U ), and scale (w ), ineffi ciencies, from the policy point of view a very
important point. However, policy prescription regarding allocation of inputs and
o utput ca n be made from the study's estimate. Similarly, the cost of allocati,·e
ineffi ciency, as defined by Schmidt and Lovell ( 1980 , 1979), cannot be determ ined
in th is case due to nonhomothetic functional specification.
This essay contains no measure of the technical inefficiency of farms, but technical inefficiency is very much a part of total profit inefficiency. Technical efficiency
as defined by Farrell must be independent of prices, so, technical inefficiency cannot be determined directly from the profit function as derived. Profit inefficiency
may, of course, be defined as a sum of three independent inefficiencies (technical , allocat ive, and scale) , but not without complications in the estimation process
and model speci fication. The following section proposes two ways of incorporat ing
technical inefficiency into this model.
Poss ible Extensions
Four possible extensions of this model might be considered .

Technical

inefficiency can be introduced in this model in two different ways . First , because
a NRQPF is self-dual, the analytic form of the underlying production function can
be derived and the technical inefficiency in the production structure specified. 24
A second way specifies the term v as v =

T

+ p + K,

where

K

is the potentional

profit loss due to scale inefficiency, p is loss of profit due to allocative inefficiency,
and
f

T

is the loss of potential profit due to technical inefficiency (i.e., in our model

= T + p +" + v ).

In the first case, a simultaneous equation approach would be

a good method to solve the parameters of interest. For the second case, a single
equation approach seems appropriate when using a nonhomothetic dual functioal
specification.
This may be done in two ways: obtain the x• from the profit function using
Hotelling 's lemma and substitute them into the direct profit function and solve
for Y, or use the integrability theorem to solve for the production function .

24
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This model does not derive the analytical equation to determine the impact of
,·arious inefficiencies on level of profit and the impact of allocative inefficiency
on cos t . though some estimates of the cost of allocati,·e inefficiency and loss of
profit associated with various inefficiencies are possible.
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Table III.l Average Farm Characteristics
Catego ry
Pooled Data Small Farm
A
B
:'\umber of 0 bservations
250
202
Land Hol di ng

Large Farm

c
4

5. 11

4.04

9.63

\'alue of Capital

36.73

25.53

3. ' 9

Ou tput

36.25

28.12

70.45

Fartilizer

93.60

63.65

1 5.45

Bullock Labour

42.56

33.72

79.76

Human Labour

187.67

159.01

305 .79

Output Price

140.95

140.23

143.96

Fartilizer Price

5.38

5.43

5.16

Hiring Pri ce of Bullock Labour

8.84

8.94

.42

Hiring Price of Human Labour

9.97

10.20

9.00

Years of Education

8.52

8.04

10.54

Off.farm Income

50 .24

49.72

52.49

Profit

25.27

18.67

53.02

land in acres;
capital and off- farm income in hundred rupees;
output in quintals;
fertilizer in kilograms;
labours in working day (8 hours per day) .
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Table III. 2 Maximum Like lihood Parameter Estimates *
Parameter
Pooled Model
Small Farm
Large Farm
A
B
c
oo
.4 745
. 169
- 3.34 7
( ..t696)
( .3703)
( 1.3295 )
ap
1.7835
1.3685
2.03i3
( .1294)
( .3854)
( .5776)
JH
- 1.349 1
- 1.9617
-1.1008
( .275 1)
( .451 )
( . 49)

3a

-2.749
( .5273)
iL
1.1014
( .3032)
"t K
.4179
( .3635)
op p
.5946
( .1226)
Onu
.3491
( .1736)
Baa
1.6024
( .3839)
.0384
TJLL
( .0633)
-. 1048
TJKK
( .1347)
-.3843
'PPH
( .1331)
- .2983
'P PB
( .0944)
• Standard errors in parentheses

- 1.14 2
( .2364 )
.6278
( .3545)
.4115
( .3945)
. 1876
( .1089)
- 1.0534
( .3257)
- .2496
( .1522)
.0865
( .1127)
-.3729
( .1521)
-.2687
( .1002)
-.3315
( .0653 )

-1.2569
( .93 )
6.7913
(7.3594)
.1057
( .0322 )
.7848
( .2720)
-.5249
( .2009 )
-.2633
( .6683)
- 3.6619
(4.0287)
.0398
( .0100 )
-.011 8
( .1509)
- .3797
( .2404)
cont inued
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Parameter

.;> HB
OP£

Pooled Model
A
.2342
.1638)
.2568

Small Farm

.0552)
.1716

.Oi04)
.1149

rP HL

.0685)
- .5467

.0785)
- .3920

(

.0 08 )
- .1191

( .0978)
rP BL
(

'P BK
"'IKL
Ur

Uv

ue

-. 3590
.0385 )
.0581
.0551)
.0947
.0572)
.6482
.0984)
l.l599
.0617)
1.5779

( .0740)
<TifH
<TBB

1.7672
( 2.3307)
2.6585

<TBH

(18.5492)
1.9231
( 1.5126)

c

.04-!7
.1234)
.15-16

¢ PK

WHJ.."

Large Farm

8

(

.1226)
- .0224
( .1184)
-. 2533
.0738)
.0109
.0702)
.1067
.1088)
.2869
.0984)
1.1268
( .0614)
1.0098
( .0539)
1.1849
( .1011)
1.0659
(5.3931)
.5131
( 1.6857)

.1675
.3417 )
.2 27
.6558)
.04 5
.0324)
- .5020

(

.3911 )
-. 0162
( .0191)
- . 7249
( .5139 )
-. 0079
( .0282)
.0557
.1273)
1.3566
.4338)
2.2506
( .2736 )
1.5033
( .1433)
1.0297

( .3139)
.9264
.2825)
.4458
.2846)
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Table III.3 Impact of Inefficiency by Farm Size Class
Measu res
Pooled Model
Small Farm
Large Farm
A
8
nL,·
.2302
.0588
.14 4
G"r
.2248
.4309
.1 46
t,••
2.4108

U L~
G"y
ty••

- .0133

.3113

.7310

.6284
- 10.7832

UL k

.0261
.4051

- .2858
4.9205

G"B
ta•·
U L~

G"p
iF .. *
l1L~

-. 3987
.469

.0845
.3072

.8445
.1084
12.7447

.0735
6.3055
1.7310

.1549
4.7091

.3457
.7592

.3453
.1234
.4645
.4225
3.15.57
• percentage loss of profit due to combined inefficiency
•• t statistics for testing Ho : Means = Meanc.
G"y
ty••

1 percentage of over or under utilization of variable inputs
2 percentage of over or under supply of output
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CHAPTER IV
SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION OF PROFIT
INEFFICIENCY OF MULTI-PRODUCT BANKING
FIRMS USING A FLEXIBLE
FUNCTIONAL FORM
In the literature, there is a growing acceptance that the money supply by
financial firms should be viewed as a behavioral decision process which these
firms make in attempting to perform financial intermediation in an optimal manner. Previous to this development, traditional portfolio theory methodology was
most often used to analyze the behavior of financial firms. This theory explains
the pattern of holding different assets by the firm , but firm size as well as the
structure of liabilities are assumed to be exogenously determined, while the allocation of funds is viewed as a simple allocation among various assets . This approach
neglects banking cost aspects and thus cannot be used to explain supply characteristics of outputs or services offered by the financial firm. The portfolio approach
canno t be used to address concerns about efficiency in the production sense and
firm behavior in the money supply mechanism. In this essay, a microeconomic
theory of the firm characterization of the banking firm is developed in contrast
to the portfolio approach and then evaluated for efficiency, with the previously
defined components of inefficiency measurement , of a set of banks in the supply
of monetary services.
This approach is not without precedent. Several attempts have been made to
explain the behavior of financial firms using concepts of the theory of the firm.
Construction of a neoclassical money supply function from the application of this
theory appears to be fruitful both in explaining the decisions of firms and tracing
policy implementations and their impacts on the economy. Monetary and other
regulatory policies are, in principle, transmitted to the economy via financial firms
that provide monetary services through intermediation between borrowers and
lenders. In this context, microeconomic analysis of optimal behavior of banking
firms appears essential in pro,-iding a clear understanding of why such institutions
exist and how the money supply mechanism operates through these firms.

A

microeconomic foundation for monetary theory and macroeconomics is provided
by such an approach, as well as a neoclassical money supply function rather than
the conventional multiplier-type supply function. In addition , an assessment of
inefficiency (or level of efficiency) in the supply of monetary services by banking
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firms is made using the microeconomic approach coupled with a framework to
measure elements of inefficiency.
This produ ct ion approach views banking firms as producing demand and time
deposits that results from loans using capital, labour. and materials as inputs.
A contro,·ersy runs in the banking literature about what constitutes inputs and
outp uts and how to measure them. According to Sealey and Lindley, econom ic
output is best measured by the dollar value of earning assets. that is, do llar
amount of outstanding loans and total dollar amounts of securities. Deposits in
this approach are regarded as inputs. Implementation of this view is described
in the work of Murray and White , and Clark. Another view argues that banks
prO\·ide deposit services and, therefore, the later should be regarded as output
(Bell and \1urphy, Benston).

sing a profit function , Hancock (19 Sa, 19 Sb)

showed that demand and time deposits are outputs produced by banking firms
using labour. materials, capital, and most importantly cash reserves. Through its
cash reserve liquidity management, banking firms generate deposits that produce
monetary assets ; thus , through intermediation , banking firms do generate output .
This method was practiced by Gilligan, Smirlock, and Marshall , who specified a
multiproduct banking technology defined by total deposits and total loans. Thi'
essay follows Hancock 's methodology. The level of outstanding accounts provides
the measure of output, and total costs include all operating costs incurred in the
production of these accounts. Using these measures for outputs and inputs, the
technology of the financial firm can be characterized and issues of efficiency addressed as a primary concern. Again, the concepts of inefficiency as previously
defined are used in the variable profit function of the banking firm to assess banking inefficiency, if any, in the money supply mechanism. Of particular concern
is the efficiency of the use of labour and capital in banking in the United States,
an issue then will be addressed using a sample of banks from the Functional Cost
Analysis Data of the Federal Reserve Bank system.

Previous Studies of Banking Firm Production
A rather extensive literature has developed from cost studies of banking firms.
These studies were conducted primarily to provide regulatory agencies with an
empirical basis to evaluate the influence of bank mergers on competition and the
cost structure of the financial firm. Early studies were completed by Alhadeff,
Horvitz, Schweiger and McGee, and Gra£!1!ey, which related bank costs and out·
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puts, though measures of outputs varied . In fact, a considerable debate on output
produced by financial firms , started by these studies now cont inues in the literature.
Later, Greenbaum , Powers, and Schweitzer measured output as total bank
revenue, a depart ure from the origin al debate over loans, invest ment , an d deposits
as output measures. Another stage of bank cost st udies was ushered in by Benston,
a nd Bell and Murphy, who used yet anot her measure of output the number of
a counts.
Longbrake, Longbrake and Haslem, and Mullineaux followed with studies on
the influence of branch banking on the cost structure of the banking firm. Their
results suggested that t he cost structu re differs amo ng branch banks, unit banks,
and affiliates of holding compan ies. However no concensus in output measurement developed by the addition of these stud ies.
All bank o perations and technology were characterized in a later study by
Bensto n, Hanweck, and Humphrey. They also used a flexible fun ct ional form
representation for the bank technology, avoiding the restriction s imposed by the
assumed technology of previous st udies. The output measure used in t his study
was t he number of accounts, represented by a multilateral divi sia index of the
aggregate number of accounts for demand and time deposits and different loan
categories. Their results suggest that economies of scale are exhausted at a very
low level of deposits ($25 million ) and that t he cost structure is different for unit
banks relative to branch banks. Studies of economies of scope foll owed with work
by Murray and White; Gilligan, Smirlock, and Marshall; Benston, Berger, Hanweek , and Humphrey; Clark; and Hunter and Timme. More flexi ble fun ctiona l
form specifications were used in these studies (Translog and Box-Cox generalized form s) to estimate economies of scope as well as scale economies. Murray
a nd White investigated the British Columbi a Credit Union in Canada and found
rather significant economies of scale and scope in the subsets of o utputs that they
introduced. The other studies investigated U.S. banking (both unit and branch
operations) using various definitions of output, to find that slight interproduct
cost complementarities exist in unit banks and that economies are exhausted at
a relatively low level of deposits. Tests for the existence of natural monopoly
suggested little evidence for such market power.
Several major issues emerged from the studies mentioned above, the most predominant being the lack of general consensus regarding the appropriate definition
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of output. The definition of bank output has long been a controversial subject,
in particular because of its potential importance in the estimation of economies
of scale and bank efficiency. Also , with the possible exception of the Hunter
and Timme study, the influence of technical change and other forces that impact
efficiency and scale economies were never addressed. Also, little was done to in·
traduce non price-taking behavior in the modeling of the financial firm , an issue
not addressed in t hi s st udy.
With the monetary asset aggregation studies by Barnett ( 1980. 19 I, 19 6.
19 7) , the criticisms of earlier studies by Santomero, and the monetary aggregate
test ing work by Hancock ( 19 5a, 19 5b, 1987), the definition of bank output nar·
rowed conceptually to monetary assets that are deposit account types of assets.
That is, using the microeconomic framework , outputs of the banking firm are
real balances of produced monetary assets that are supplied using capital, labou r,
and materials as inputs. Barnett (1980 , 1981) first introduced the use of neoclassical aggregatio n and index number theory into monetary economics following
the work on superlative indexes by Diewert ( 1976). In his 1986 study, Barnett
fu ll y developed t he neoclassical multiproduct theory of finan cial firm s and suggested the frame work for characterizing the technology of t hese firms. Hancock
at the same time estimated banking tech nology using similar specifications and
tested the monetary aggregation theory and t he a ppropriateness of alternative
definitions of banking ouput in the multiple output model.
To t his point, with t he exception of a paper by Ferrier and Lovell, little has been
done to develop measures of inefficiency in t he banking industry with the approach
proposed in these essays. The Ferrier-Lavell paper does develop a cost frontier
and mathematical programming technique to calculate a production frontier but
not the inefficiency measurement using the variable profit fun ction system, as is
later developed here.

Model
Banks a re assumed to be co mpeti tive profit maximizers , an approved loan
produces a vector of monetary assets , real balances,

mt ,

and yields a returns,

w1 . Banking firm use real units of excess reserve (cash), say Ct , labour , qr, along
with some fixed factors, say

z1 ,

to produce loans. Real balances of mt and

Ct

are defined to equal nominal balances di vi.ded hy the true cost of li ving index, Pt.
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The tech nology of the bank is rep resented by a transformation fun ction; F,
(I)

F (m 1 , q1 , 11 , c1 ; zt) = 0.

whi ch satisfies all required regularity cond itions. This fun ctio n, in sense. out lin es
ho"' banks manage rese rve and liquidity, whi ch pl ays a central role in the mon ey
supp ly mec hanism . The produ ct io n set is defined by
(2)

If the set (m,, ct) = 0, then no financial intermediation t akes place , no value
added is created, and no loans are made. In this case, banks work as vaults , all of

L:, p, ,m, ,

are reserves , and excess reserves are PtCt

= Li m, ( l - kt)pi ,

where k,

is the reserve requirement , p is the true cost of living index , and t indexes t ime.
Ban ks can borrow from the discou nt window . The discount rate, d1, may differ
from t he market rate, r 1, due to regu lations. If d1

< r 1 banks will borrow excess
> r 1,

reserves from the Federal Reserve and there are no free excess reserves . [f, d1

then there is no borrowing from the Federal Reserve, and free reserves eq ual excess
reserves. The variable profit is defined as the difference between variable revenue
and variable cost. The variable revenue at the end of period t is
(3)

{ L (l - k;t)m;,p,- ctPt -

q'Q,} r, + CtPt(r,-

rn '

where rr = min(r,, dt) ' and q, is the user cost price of variable facto rs, Q, .
Variable cost at timet is then defined as

(4)

where w 1 is the vector of wages , /1 is labour, and e 1 is a vector of y ields paid
by the firm on produced monetary assets, m 1 .

w;I,

is paid at the end of the

pe riod and is not substracted out of loan quantities produced at the beginning of
the period. All Q, are purchased at the beginning of the period for use during
t he period , and banks pay for them at the beginning of t he period. Interest on
produced monetary assets is paid at the end of the period , and interest received
from loans is paid at the end of the perio~.
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The variable profit, Ilr, at the end of the period t is obtained by subs tracting
(~ ) from (3). Profit, !1, , is divided by ( I + rt) in order to discount the variab le
profit to the beginning of period t . Then the present value of period I vari able
profit is
(.j )

where 9t is the nominal user-cos t price of monetary assets defined as
(6)

g

=

{p( l - k )r- e}
( I +r)
·

h 1 is t he nominal user-cost price of reserve cas h, defined as
(7)
The real user- cost prices for m 1 a nd c1 , therefore, a re (g1 f p) and (h,fp) .
By a ppl ying Hotelling 's lemma on the value dual profit fun ction, netputs as
The derived demand ' for high-powered (base)
money is then given in real terms as
x ;1(p, Z) = anJ(p,.
p.Z ) are deri ved.

Banks' nominal demand for high-powered money is p 1 m~ .
Profit in this analysis as represented by a normalized restricted t ranslog profit
functio n (N RTPF) , can be expressed as
(8)

In !1( P, Z) = a-o + a-' In P +

!1' In Z

+ } In P' 6 1n P

+}In Z'O ln Z +In P''l In Z ,
where P E R~-l is the (n- 1) x 1 vector of prices of (n- 1) 1 netputs , and
Z E R-:;. is a m x 1 vector of m quasi-fixed inputs. 6, 0, and 1] matric~s are
symmetric. A set of dual transformation relations that connects the production
function and t he profit function can be obtained by applying Hotell ing 's lemma,
1

Price of the nth netput is used as normalizing factor . It does not matter which
particu lar price is used for normalization ..
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viz., "Jj.n~-) = S' , where S' E R~-1> is a (n - I ) x I vector of profit shares,2
where • represents the solution level of profit shares. The elements of the S'
,·ec tor represents shares of each netput in total profit. Different iating equation
( ') with respect to In P we get following system of equations:
8ln IT (-)

(9)

~

= , = er + 6 In
S

P

+ '1

In Z .

The above system involves (n - I ) profi t share equation s. Equations ( ) and
(9) involve n simultaneous equations. Since shares add up to unity, one share
equation is dropped to avoid singularity in esti mation . The resulting system
of (n - I) equat ions can be solved for unknown parameters by any standard
simultaneo us equations estimat ion tech nique after appending disturbance terms
to each equat ion (e.g., full information maximum likelihood [FIML j, seemingly
unrelated regression [SURj, or th ree stage least square [3SLS]).
Because interest lies in estimating firm and net put speci fi c inefficiencies, a
stochastic speci fication of equation (8) is used following Aigner, Lovell, and
Schmidt ; and Meeusen and van den Broeck. The stochastic specification of equation (8) can be expressed as

( a)

In IT' ( P, Z )

= ero + er' In P + 13' In Z + ~ In P'oln P
+ ~ In Z'IJ In Z + In P'ry In Z + t ,

where t is a random disturbance term composed of two different error terms . The
economic significance and statistical properties of these two terms are completely
different .

t

could be formulated as the sum of a symmetric component represent-

ing t he effects of factors outside the control of the firm (statistical white noise)
and a one-sided component representing profit inefficiency known to firm. The
stochasti c profit function , therefore, can be expressed as
(S b)

lnii(P, Z) = ero

+ er'ln P + /3

1

ln Z

+ ~ ln P' oln P

+ ~ ln Z'IJ ln Z + ln P'ry ln Z + w + v,
where

f

= w + v.

The classical disturbance term, as represented by u and w,

signifies t he one-sided nonpositive disturbance term (w :5 0) . If w < 0, then
2 This definition of share requires assumptions that factors are paid t heir
marginal products, and production is characterized by constant returns to scale.
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the production plan of the firm is profit ineffi cient (i.e., the firm is earning less
than the maximum level of profit that it could earn if all inputs and outputs are
optimally allocated}. The inequality, w

< 0, therefore, indicates that the firm

1s operat ing below the profit frontier . On the other hand. if w = 0, the firm
is operating on t he profit frontier . The parameter, w, measures how close an
individual producer 's produ ction plan (profit level) is to the maximum leve l of
pro fit frontier , given prices and fixed factors. Thus , w < 0 can be interpreted as
the percentage reduction in potential profit due to inefficiency. Profit inefficiency
i . therefore, defined as any downward deviation from the optimum point on the
fron t ier.
Eq uati on ( 1b ) is estimated by maximum likelihood methods , given prespecified
assumpt ions regarding the distribution of disturbance terms in volved. The resulting estimates are efficient and consistent . The profit inefficiency of the indi vid·
ual firm can be estimated following the method developed by Jondrow , Lovell,
~!aterov , and Schmidt.

The full system of equations, i.e., the stochastic profit

fun ct ion and the set of share equations obtained using the envelope t heore m,
can a lso be estimated. Estimating the full system of equations simultaneously,
instead of a single equation, not only improves the precision of the parameter estimates but also yields information regarding the sources of profit inefficiency of
the indi vidual firm. However, consistency of the estimated parameters depends
on the specification of the full system. The possible effi ciency gain occurs not
only due to cross-equation error correlation but also due to cross-equation restrictions imposed by model specification. Consistency depends to a great extent on
the correctness of the distributional assumptions and on the specification of the
deterministic part of the system of equations (Schmidt , 1985-86) .
After appending the disturbance terms, the set of share equations can be expressed as

(9b)

S' = o

+ 6ln P + TJ In Z + U ,

where U is a {n - 1) x 1 vector, elements of which are fractions and can take
any sign. The term, U, represents the deviation of the observed profit share of
net puts from their respective theoretical optimum levels. If firms fail to allocate
their net puts optimally, then the share of that netput will deviate from its theoretical optimum level; therefore, it is appropriate to consider U as the effect of
allocative inefficiency (G reene). The important point to note is that the netputs
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include both inputs and outputs. The first -order derivative of the profit fun ctio n. with respect to input prices, yields profit shares of inputs in total profit.
On the other band, the first -order derivati\"e of the profit function , with respect
to outpu t pri ces, gives the profit share of the specific input in total profit {given
the underlying assumption of perfect competition and constant retu rns to scale) .
El ement s of U obtained from the first case represent the misallocation of outputs
from the theoretical optimum, and this misallocation reduces the level of profit.
The elements of U in the second case represent misallocation of inputs from their
theoreti cal optimum and_ therefore, reduce actual profit from its maximal level.
This definition of allocative efficiency is somewhat different from that provided

by Schmidt and Lovell {1979, 1980); and Forsund, Lovell, and Schmidt. However.
their estimates of allocati ve inefficiencies can be derived from this definition.l
As men ioned in the previous essay, the exact statistical relationship between
w in equation (8b) cannot be established be-

U and the profit inefficiency term

cause they are assumed to be statistically independent. This is no doubt a very
simplifying assu mption . Schmidt and Lovell {1980), who dispensed with this assumpti on, found almost no effect on their estimate of the frontier . Schmidt and
Lovells' work involved a homothe tic product ion relation, where a stat istica l relationship between U and w could be established. In the case of a nonhomothetic
production speci fi ca tion, this relationship is impossible to derive {Greene).
This essay extends the analysis of Ali and Flinn and that of last essay by
formu lating a simultaneous equation model to estimate profit inefficiency in a
multiple output-multiple input setting. To estimate profit inefficiency and allocative inefficiency of associ ated netputs, the system of equations defined by
{8b) and {9b) must be estimated. The system contains n independent equations

{[n- 1] share equations and the profit fun ction) to solve for n endogenous variables ([n - 1] shares, S, and fl' ). The parameters involved in the above set
of equations can be estimated and used to get the estimates of the inefficiency
parameters, i.e., w and U.

Estimation Procedure
In principle, parameters in the equation {8 b) can be estimated using ordinary
least squares (OLS) or instrumental variables (TV) techniques by using
See the essay 2 for detailed discussion

?f thjs theoretical issue.

l

instead
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of w + v. The resulting estimates of the parameters are co nsistent and efficient
sin ce the regressors in the case of a normalized restricted profit fun ction (N RPF )
are independent of'_ This process does not estimate the profit inefficiency independen t of statist ical white noise. To capture specification of the profit function
as sho wn in the previous sect ion, we need to app ly the maximum likelihood estimation ( ~!LE ) method. A single equati on est imation method can es timate a ll
relevant parameters to comput e all relevant ineffi ci ency parameters, w and U.
However , as the number of inputs and out pu ts increases, the number of parameters becomes quite large. In a multiple input and multiple output case, the
question of multicollinearity is likely to become severe. Thus , the single equation
est imation is likely to be imp recise.
Simultaneous equation estimation methods like fu ll information maximum likelihood ( F!~IL ) and seemingly un related regression (SU R), which yield maximum
likelihood eastimates when the iteration process converges, can solve the above
system of equat ions , but the basi c problem of separating w from v remains. The
max imum likelihood methods may be used to estimate the system of equations
(Sb) and (9 b) and to separate w from v, with assumption of a specifi c distibution
for w . ln the case of panel data, one can avoid specific distributional assumption
for the one-sided error term, w.

Of course, a struct ure that specifies variation

of efficiency over time must be imposed , though it is very di ffi cu lt to justify the
imposition of any arbitrary time structure (dynamic structure) on technology. In
the literature, use of specifi c distributional assumption for this purpose is commonplace, and Monte Carlo studies have been done to justify their use. Here, it
is assumed tha t profit inefficiency of each firm is time variant.
The system of equations (8 b) and (9b) with firm ,(/) , and time, (t), subscripts
can be expressed as

In ITj- 1 = In ao + L
i

+ 2~ L .
)

q

Pi In Zj/l + i

L L D;r In Pi/lin Pr/1
i

1

Bjq In Zjflln Z 9J1 + L . L

+ a'ln P11 + {3' ln Z11 +
+ In P/ 1'1ln Zj- 1 +Wfl + '1/1 ·

= lnao

(Sc)

L

a; In Pill+ L

'

i

In

'7ij

r

ln P;j 1 ln Zjfl

+ WJ1 + v1 1,

J

Pf 18ln P1 1 +

i

In Zj 1B In Z11
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=a+ 6' In Pf,

(9c)

+ '7

1

In Zf,

+ Uf , .

• =l, ... , ( n-1 ); j=l, ... , m ; f=l, ... F ;andt=l , ... T.
To estimate the above system of eq uat io ns, t he joint probabi lity density fun ction
(pdf ) of the er ror vectors Wft , 11ft. and Uft must be derived with speci fied distribution al forms . Since t he sum of sha res adds to unity, I'U = 0. where I is
an unit ,·ector of dimension con formable to that of U, and to avoid singulari ty in
est imation, one share equation is dropped ( Berndt and Christensen ). The error
,·ector from the system of equations (8c) and (9c) , therefore, is

( 'U(n~2)ft

Wf~~~llft )

( 10)

From (10) , the pdf of 11ft• Wft, and

.

Utft. ... , 'U(n-2)ft

are form ed.

The usual

assumptions for distribution of the aforementioned dist urbance terms in the literature ( Battese and Coelli, Kumbhakar ( 1987, 1988), Pitt and Lee, Schmidt ( 19
and Schmidt and Sickles) are:
I. Wft are time variant and distributed as

).

iid N(O, u3) truncated as zero from

above,

2.

uft

-

iid N(O, E) for all J and t, where uft = (ulft , ... , u(n-2)ft)',

3. 11ft - iid N(O, u~ ) for all

f

and t , and

4. Wf t• Uft • and llfl are independent of each other fo r all
independent of Pf, and

z,,,

where

f

J

and t, and also

indexes firm(!= 1, . .. , F) and t indexes time (t = 1, . . . , T) .

Letting bt = (wf 1 +11ft} and~= Uft, the joint pdf of b1 and ~ is
( ll)
where J is the Jacobian of transformation. The Jacobian for the variable transformation in this case is

J

= 8(11J~>Wft. Uj 1) .
8(bt, ~ .wj 1 )
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In t hi s case IJ I = 1 and by assumption (4), the equation (11) can be expressed
as
( 12)
where f(wrr). J(vrr). and f (ii rtl represent the pdf of wr 1 , vrr. and iir 1 respec·
t i,·e ly. After some manipulations , the joint pdf can be expressed as

1(wrt-J1w)2 }

_
2exp( -d/ 2)
{
!(bl' b2 ,wft) - (211')( •/2) "'" 0'.., 1 ~ 1 1/2 exp -2

( 13)

-"'-

exp{ -~( b~ 1:- 1 ~)},
where

To get the joint pdf of b1 and~. the wr 1 must be integrated out from equati on
( 13) . After integrating out wr 1 and some algebraic manipulation, t he joint pdf
of b1 and b2 can be expressed as
{!-!)

2exp(-d/2)<7~(-J1..,/<7 )
{-~ ( b' E-llnJ}
J( bI ' b)=
2
(n-l l
exp
? 2
- .
(211')-r "'"'"'"!Eli
-

From the joint pdf of the error vectors ( 12 ), the endogeneous variable vector,
(U' , S )'can be derived. By variable transformation,
( 15 )
The log likelihood function for the F firms observed over T years is
T

( 16)

L

F

= LLinf(W ,S) +TF lniJI,
1=1 {=I

where J is the Jacobian of transformation. Since, in this case J = 1, the log
likelihood function can be expressed as

( 17) L

= T FIn 2 -

TFd
-

2

+ T FIn"' + "
L..' "
L..' In~ ( -J.lw)
t

I

"'

- TF(n-1) ln 211'

2
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To simplify the likelihood function for es timation , it is con ven ient to rewrite
the fro nt ier profit fu nction and share equat ions for the fth firm at lth time as
(Sd)

ITjt = e:,.5r.,t

(9d)

s,t

=

+ Wft + Vft ;

AX/t + u,t.

where .\: is the full vector of/( regressors ([n -I] prices and m fixed factors ). ~
is a ( I X /( ) vecto r of all parameters. In the share equation, s,t is a (( n - 2) X I )
\'ector of observations on the factor shares. A is the ((n - 2) x }( ) parameter
matrix that contains all parameters of C:,. . The A matrix contains a substantial
number of zeros since none of t he quadratic terms of (Sd) appear in the share
equatio ns, and every non-zero element in A is equal to some element in e:,. .
The log likelihood fun ction ( 17) could be est imated to obtain paramete rs for the
efficiency est imation, but the burden of est imation could be reduced considera bly
by concentrating the likelihood function with respect toE and the constant terms.
(( n- 2) x (n- 2) ) sample estimates of E can be obtained from

( IS)

Dropping firm and time indexes, the log likelihood function for one observation
without irrelevant constants is exp ressed as
(19)

L

= -~ + lnO' +In~(- J.t:)

-!nO'.., - lnO'"-

H

In lEI+ tr(E- 1 G) } .

At the maximum of L ,

This implies that given A , G is the MLE of E . Substituting this result in the
likelihood function , concentrated log likelihood function can be obtained. The log
likelihood fun ction for the fth firm obser.ved at the tth year is ex pressed (again
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dropping time and firm indexes ) as

wh ich can be maximized with respect to the parameters involved. This log likeli hood eq uat io n gives a set of non-linear opt imizing equati ons when differentiated
with respect to each unknown parameter.

These sets of equat ions a re so lved

simult a neously to obtain estimates of the unknown parameters.
Es tima t ion of Efficiency Parameters
Given the .\ILE of (20 ).

W ft

and ilt 1 can be estima ted. Profit inefficien cy is

defined as the combination of all th ree types of inefficiency (technica l, allocative.
an d scale).
Profit I nefficiency

To deri ve

Wf t •

Vft

is isolated from

Wft

by esti mating the cond it ional pdf of

given bt . f (wttfbt) is a N(!J.., 1 ,,u2 ) variable truncated at zero. Following
Jondrow, Lovell , Materov , and Schmidt , the profit ineffi ciency estimated at a

Wf t

point estimator of W ft . The point estimate of W ft can be obtained either by the
mean or the mode of W ft . Thus either
(21)
or
(22)

M (wtt lbi) = {

JJ..,,,.
0,

can be used as a point estimator of w ft

if bl :50;
otherwise.

.

A /locative Inefficiency

The level of allocative inefficiency for the firm

f

at time t can be expressed as

(23)
where{; is a ((n -1 ) xI} vector, elements of which can be obtained by using the
estimated values of t he parameters &,
take any sign.

5, and

~.

Estimat ed values of

Ui ft

can
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Impact of In efficiency
The impact of various inefficiencies on the level of profit, i.e .. the potential
pro fit lo s due to inefficiency, is of prime importance from the policy point of
view. Profit inefficiency, Wft, gives the percentage of potential profit loss due
to co mbi ned inefficiency. Given Z and prices, the percentage loss of potential
profit due to inefficiency of the fth firm becomes
(24 )

where W ft can be obtained from (21). This loss of profit is due to misallocation
of inputs, outputs , and technical inefficiency. The degree of misallocation of the
ith netput of the fth firm can be obtained from
(2 5)

s;

where Uift and 11 can be obtained from equations (23) and (9c) directly. Elements of U L obtained by using the output share equations represent the misallocation of outputs, while U L related to input share equations represents misallocation of inputs.
Data Description
The primary source of the data used in this study is the Federal Reserve's
Functional Cost Analysis (FCA) program. Through this voluntary program, participating member banks provide the Federal Reserve with detailed information
on balance sheet and income statement composition. Information on operating
expenses and income is broken down and allocated by various bank functions such
as loans, deposits, safe deposit boxes and trust functions.
The sample data are for a five- year (1979-83) time series of 41 banks, drawn
fro m member banks of Federal Reserve District 7. The sample, t herefo re, concent rates on this individual district, and the banks are primarily uni t banking firms
operating within that district. One bank has deposits at a level less than $25 million in 1983. Four banks have deposits ranging from $25 million to $50 million.
Twenty-eight have total deposits ranging from $50 million to $200 million during
the period covered . Eight of the banks have total deposits exceed ing $200 million.
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The median of total deposits is $122 million. The minimum deposit level is $21.1
millio n. and the maximum level is S241.7 million .
In this study. financial firms are considered to produce monetary assets (deposit
account type) that play the essential role in providing payment or transaction
en·ices to the eco nomy of District 7. Demand and time deposits are defined as
outp uts following the specification of Hancock ( l985a, 1987). Inputs are identifi ed
as cash balances (excess reserves), labour , materials, and capital.
The quantities of the two outputs are real balances of demand and time deposits
from the balance sheet; that is, their quantities are dollar values from the balance
sheet deflated by the price index. It is assumed that there exists exact economic
quantity aggregates for demand and time deposits, which can be treated like
elementary goods. The cash balance quantity measure is real excess reserves above
required reserves. Real balances of monetary assets from the balance sheet are
stock variables. Alternatively, monetary assets are commonly considered durable
goods that yield continuous monetary service flows.

To convert the stocks to

flows, user cost prices for the monetary assets (which are output) (6) a re used.
Similarly, the real excess reserves (cash) are converted using t he user-cost price of
excess reserves (7) . The corresponding real user-costs are (gfp) and (h/p).
With k symbolizing the required reserve ratio on a specific deposit, say the
ith, then ( l - k;) is available for each dollar deposited and this amount can be
im·ested in loans and other investments. Thus , r;k; in the user-cost formula for
g is considered the implicit tax paid by the banking firm due to required reserve.

The rate, r; , for the ith loan investment is operationally defined as the aggregate
loan rate.

The own yield paid on the ith monetary good , i, by the banking

firm , w;, includes interest paid, service charges earned, and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) premium; therefore, w; equal interests paid on
m;, minus the service charge rate earned , plus the FDIC insurence premimum
rate paid.

The interest rate paid on demand deposits includes only those for

interest bearing deposits.

Therefore, the interest rate on the demand deposit

monetary asset is the explicit rate. 4
The paid interest rate is the annual gross interest paid on the ith monetary
asset divided by the total amount of the ith deposit. The service charge is service
chage income divided by the total amount of the ith deposit, and the FDIC
Klein derived the implicit rate approa<;h to yields on demand deposits.
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premium rate paid is the total F DI C premi um paid divided by total deposits. In
the FCA data , t he paid FD IC insurance premi um is reported for total deposits ,
not allocated to each deposit category.
Req uired reserve ratios are derived using member bank reserve requirements
re ported in the Federal R eserve Bulletin. Reserve requirements for the 1979- 198)
period are calculated according to the schedule of req uirements before impl emen·
tat ion of the Monetary Control Act. The reserves for the 19 l-1983 period are
co mputed acco rding to the sc hedu le, Depository Institut ion Requirements after
Implementation of the Monetary Cont rol Act.

Information on the maturity of

time deposits is not avai lable from the FCA data. Therefore, an average of 3% is
used to compute reserve requirements following procedures in the Federal Reserve
Bulletin for the five-yea r period.

The model uses two outputs, demand and ti me deposits from the monetary
group ing of quantit ies , and then assumes excess reserves as an aggregate is an
inpu t like labour , materials, and capi tal. The quantities of t he two outputs are real
balances of demand deposits and time deposits on the financial firm balance sheet
deflated by the price index. It is, therefore, assumed that exact economic quantity
aggregates for demand and time deposits exist. It is assumed that banking firm
manages liquidity and in so doing increases or decreases assets t hat are a part of
the money su pply mechanism. Impli citly assumed in these defini tions of output is
that loans become deposits wi thi n the same bank , a simpl ifying abstraction in the
definitions given here. Loans generated at one bank may not directly generate
deposits at the same bank. Inefficiencies in generating out put may si mply be
due to this kind of abst raction and not entirely representati ve of the liquidity or
liability management choice. The nominal balance of excess reserves is derived as
pc

= C- ~)k;u;),

i= D,T.

Here, C is total cash and dues on the balance sheet of FCA , and u is t he ith
produced monetary asset , with k being the required reserve ratio for u.
An aggregate loan rate, r, is used to develop the indexes; so some assumptions
and derivations are needed to make that aggregation of the various types of loans.
Five types of fund -using functions of loan and investments are reported in the FCA
data: investments, real estate mortgage loans, installment loans , credit card loans,
a nd commercial and industrial loans. In this sense, r should be the marginal cost
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of borrowing an additional dollar for one period , which is the marginal return
on an additional dollar of bank loans , but this is extremely difficult to measure.
Thus, the dual price index of the aggregate loan is derived on the gross annual
a,·crage ra tes of returns earned on loans and used as a proxy. In this study, the
agg regate loan quantity does not enter the profit function directly as described
by Hancock (1985a) . However, this quantity index is const ru cted to obtain the
co rresponding price index of the loan quantity aggregate (r) used to construct
the user-cost prices of monetary goods in the st udy.
In the construction of the aggregate loan quantity, the Div isia multilateral index
(o r Tornqvist- Theil- Translog index as it is sometimes called) previously developed
by Diewert (1976) is used. This type of index is within the superlative class of
index numbers as defined by Diewert (1976). It is a transitive index while a
cha ined index (or bilateral index) for time series is not. This transitive index
is suitable for time series and cross-section observation such as contained in the
FCA data.
Data on the quantities and prices of non-monetary goods such as labour, materials, and capital inputs are not directly available from the FCA income statement.
These quantities are constructed using various available information from the FCA
income statements , the Survey of Current Business, and the Federal Reserve Bulletin . Quantities are derived by using the Divisia index concept, as are prices of
input quantities (non- monetary ).
In the FCA data, all operating expenses for labour, materials, and capital inputs are classified and allocated by the various bank functions such as loans and
deposits. Labour is classified as two groups of employment, viz., managerial (or
officers) and other employees. These two forms of employment were aggregated
using the Divisia index approach for each bank and for each year. The corresponding price index was com puted using the Fisher factor reversal test procedure. This
index is based on the base year 1979. For materials, all expenditures are reported
in the FCA files , and again a Divisia index is developed to provide an aggregate
quantity. Producer prices of the items used in materials are given in Producer
Prices and Price Indexes and Survey of Current Business.

The price index is

developed by aggregating producer price indexes for the items in the materials
category. The material quantity is then derived from Fisher's factor reversal test,
i.e. , the material quantity is the ratio of total material expenditures to the Divisia
price index, with 1979 again being used as the base year.
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Real physical capi tal expenditures have been approximated by total expenses
allocated fo r furniture, equipment, and bank premises. In developing a new vari·
able ca pital item and a ne w fixed capi tal item , expendi tu res on com puters and
othe r equipment have been incorporated as reported in the FCA files . These
Iauer data a re rather tenuous for the 1979- 1981 period. Physical fixed capi tal
is approximated by book value. The pri ces of capital have acco rdingly been ap·
proximated by dividing the phy sical cap ital ex penditures by the boo k value less
dep reciat ion of the respective items in each ca tegory. The Fisher ideal price in·
dex is used for t he true cost-of-living index , defined as t he geometric mean of
Laspeyres and Paasche indexes. The Consumer Price Index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics is used as t he Laspeyres index , while the Impli cit Price Deflator of
the Co mmerce Department is used as the Paasche index.
In summary, the developed output agg regates are demand deposits and time
depos its. The inputs aggregates include labou r, cash (excess reserve as a monetary aggregate), variable capital (materials , some co mputers and other eq uipment
expenses, and depreciation from the original physi cal capital aggregate), and cap·
ita ! (bank premises and furniture). The variable inputs are labour, cash, and the
variable capi tal in the form of bank furniture , assumed to be the fixed inputs.

Empirical Application
This multip le input-multiple output model is applied to a data set of U. S.
ban ks to determine the profit inefficiency of these institutions. Six netputs are
empirically defined and classified into t hree groups: variable inputs, variable outputs, and a quasi-fixed input. Variable inputs include cash (C), variable capital
(K), and labour (L) , with corresponding prices are Pc , PK , andP£.

Two out-

puts considered in this model are demand deposits (D) and time deposits (T),
with prices outputs are Pv and Pr
capital (Z).

.

The fixed input considered in this model is

The normalized restricted stochastic profit function (N RSPF) in terms of these
net puts for the fth firm at time t can be expressed as (dropping firm and time
indexes and adding the classical disturbance term and the one-sided error term)
lnfl' = oo
(26)

+

+ ovlnPv +oTlnPr + 0£1nh + OKlnPK +.BzlnZ

H

5vv( In Pv )

2

+ 5rr( In Pr) 2 + CL£ ( lnh ) 2 + 5KK( In PK) 2 }
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- 2

-

+ 20zz ( In Z ) +cor In Po In

-

-

-

-

flr +coL In Po In PL + ooK In Po In PK

Pr In h + on.· in Pr In PK + 'ITZ In PrInZ
+eL Kin h InPK + 'IL Z In h In Z + '11\ z ln h·InZ +w +
+ 'IOZ In Po In Z + on In

11,

wh ere the following definitions regarding normalization are used:

-

PK

( rr•)
- ( _ _ _ _ )'
=( Pr:)
Pc ; IT' :
Pc and p = Po Pr PL PK .

The co nstant ret urns to scale and symmetry restrictions are imposed directly.
From the above .\i RSPF, the following profit share equations (with appended
error terms) can be obtained by Hotelling 's lemma:
So= cro + ooolnPo + oorlnf>r + ooLinf>t

(26a )

+ OOK In PK + ooz In Z + uo,

Sr =err+ orr In Pr +CoT In Po+ on In h
(266)

+OrKIn PK

+ 'ITZ In Z + ur,

SL = crL +oLLinh +ooLinh +onlnPr

(26c)

+ O£KinPK +'!LzlnZ + U£ ,

and
SK = crK +OK KIn PK

(26d)

+ ooK In Po+ orK In Pr

+oKLFt+'!KzlnZ+uK .

Equations (26) and (26a-26d) const itute the full system of equations . For estimation, one equation is dropped from the above set of share equations to avoid
singularity (Barten, Berndt and Christensen, and Greene) since symmetry and
constant returns to scale are imposed. In this system, the profit function cannot
be dropped since an estimate of Wf is needed. The system is a four-equation
multivariate system.
The set of equations (excluding t he equation dropped [26d]) for the fth firm
at time t in matrix notation is given as
(27)
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(2 )
where .Y/I is the full vector of 21 regressors (21 x I), and ~ is the full vector
of 21 unknown parameters (21 x I). S/I is a (3 x I) vector of observed shares.
while .\ is the (3 x 2 1) matri x o( unknown parameters that contains a substantial
number of zeros, because none of the quadratic terms in (2 7) appear in the share
equat ions. There will also be a number of equa lity restrictions on i\ due to the
symmetry restrict ion of the second-order terms; but every non-zero element in A
is equal to some element in ~ . Another element of log likelihood function that
must be specified is G, defined as

(29 )

I ~0(
- 1 - i\X1 1
G = TF
L L St

- )( S-

11 -

- )'

i\X11

1=1/=1

where G is a (3 x 3) sample estimate of E based on random sample, U11
fore,

IGI =

17DD

17DT

O"TD

O"TT

O"T£

17LD

17LT

O"L£

.

There-

17DL
,

where
1

O"SM

=

F

F L {uMu s}.
/=1

Resu lts
The above model was estimated using maximum likelihood and estimates of
the parameters and asymptotic standard errors are given in table l. The translog
variable profit function , in this case, is a quadratic approximation to an arbitrary,
multiproduct variable profit funtion around a point of expansion (1,1,1,1,1). The
profit function should possess the properties of monotonicity and convexity. This
can be evaluated from the coefficient estimates given in table 1.
Monotonicity requires variable profit to increase with output prices and decrease with input prices, and these properties hold if the function has correct
gradients with respect to output and input prices. A check for monotonicity is
made by viewing the average value shar~s of each of the outputs and variable
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inputs defined in the banking profit model. For the translog variable profit function. the sha re for each output and input in profit is approximated by the 0 1
fo r each share, as gi ven in the previous equations (26a-26d ) at the point of approxi mation. These estimated parameters are positive for both demand and time
de posits and are both negative for labour and va riable capital inputs, suggest ing
the gradients are correct.
However , a check of the convexity conditions suggests that the Hessian matri x
1s not positive semidefin ite because all principal minors are not positive given
these estimates. All Eigean val ues are not positive as checked at the point of
app roximation, indicating that curvature conditions have not met.5

It is well

known that estimated translog functions frequently fail to satisfy the convexity or
concavity co nditions implied by economic theory, and this study is no exception. A
number of researchers have imposed the curvature property globally or locally on
t he translog profit function prior to estimation (e.g. , Lau, and Diewert and Wales
[1985 , 1987]) ; however, the constrained estimation with the imposition of global
cu rvature complicates the esti mation . Lau also suggested that not all families of

approximation functions can be made globally convex without severely restricting
the parameters. In the case of translog , imposition of global convexity would
also impose restriction of unitary elasticity of substitut ion between all pairs of
commodities. Since there was no reason to expect this substitution result , no such
restriction was imposed. Nonetheless, with the incorrect curvature conditions,
some values of the substitution (transformation) elasticities and either the HicksAllen or Marshallian supply and input demand elasticities take on unexpected
signs .
In this sample of banking firms, the estimated parameters suggest that labour
and capital are complementary. This result is not different from some results
of studies on the technology of banks using either the cost function or the profit
function approach. Other studies have not used the variable capital definition used
here. These previous studies used fixed factor capital and a variable input that
are generally classified as materials and also found that labour and materials are
generally complementary inputs. Evidence of complementarity in the study may
also be related to some of the related estimates of inefficiency discussed below.
The own-price elasticity of labour is of correct sign, indicating a downward sloping
5 The possibility of multicollinearity, which is very high in such models, can affect
the signs of t he parameter estimates.
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labour demand, but the own -price elasticity for variable capital is of unexpected
positive sig n. Similarly, the supply elasticity for demand deposits is of incorrect
sign. while the same elasticity for time deposits is correct in sign. though very
large in \·al11e . a result co nt rary to findings of most previous studies.
The negative intercept parameter shown in table 1 indicates a high level of
fixed fattors in the bank sample. The est imated parameter associated with the
effec t of fixe d capital on vari ab le profit is also negat ive. Fi xed capital is pri marily co mprised of the value of bank premises and furniture. The current study
atte mpted separate premises capital from equipment services, mainly com pu ter
capital (which was combined with materials to develop the variable capital input )
to define variable and fixed capital. This breakout was dependent on information given in the FCA data ; however, incomplete reporting of these items means
acc urate delineation of variable versus fixed input is a problem that influences
estimates .
The ineffi ciency com ponent of the disturbance term is given in table 1, whi le the
est imates of ineffi ciency derived therefrom are given in table 2. It appear that on
average, th is set of unit ban ks is losing approximately 45% of their profit potenti al
for the period of years sampled due to combined effect of allocative, technical, and
scale inefficiency; however, technical inefficiency cannot be iso lated in the model
here specified.
The sample period involves years of change in the regulation of banking in the
United States. These inefficiency estimates may reflect the regulato ry structure
and other operating practices of banks, but, no direct analysis of the impact of
regulation on bank efficiency was done here. What bas been estimated is the
relative magnitudes of inefficiency t hat occur in the unit banking system for a
particular geographic location.
The estimates of inefficiency suggest that the sample banks on average are
not achieving the optimum output shares , given the definitions of outputs in
this study. The demand deposit shares are found to be, on average, 8.24% less
than optimum, while the time deposit shares are 3.5% less than optimum. The
ineff iciency measure is only in terms of output shares since estimates are deri ved
from profit fun ction, and the same comparison is made for input shares. Observed
netput (outputs and inputs) cannot be compared with optimum netput using
this specification. The difference in the estimated and opti mum shares reflects
ineffi ciencies in liquidity and liability management processes. Actual management
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of reserve to generate loans and. therefore, deposits is not perfect, as reflected
by the esti mates , but a 3 to % range does not appear to be an unreasonable
calcu lation rror in such management. This difference could also reflect the loan to-de posit abst raction that is assumed to define demand and time deposits as
ou tput . \"umber of account may be a better measure of bank output when
mea suring inefficiency.
Th e profit sha re of the labour input is found to be, on average, 38% higher
than the optimum share. Given hiring prices of labour and the observed profit of
the banks , t his could indicate that banks O\"eremploy labour relative to optimal
employment. The literature has long debated this question , and many cost studie
of banking suggest e\·idence of overemployment relative to efficient employment.
However. inefficiency cou ld also be due to higher wages than optimally required
or to a com bination of higher wages and overemployment since we are dealing with
the labour profit share. This inefficiency may be related to the labour-variable
capital complementarity discussed previously.
The profit share of variable capital is 13% less than the optimal share for the
samp le. The literature suggests that labour is overemployed and capital underuti lized in the banking industry, and the findings supports that notion but in relative
share terms . Estimates of the profit model do indicate complementarity between
labour and capital and not substitutability, which also suggests labour-cap ital
emp loy ment problems might exist in American banking. Even with the problems
encou ntered in this study, banks could substantially improve their profit potential
by better allocation of inputs and management of reserves and liabilities.
Suggestions for Further Study
Incomplete data on the banking system influenced the findings of this study.
Additional and more complete data must be developed to provide a more complete
representation of banking technology. Direct estimation of the impacts of regulatory policy and its changes over the years was not accomplished. To measure
inefficiency this same approach shou ld be used with specific regulatory information and epochs to develop estimates of the impacts of specific regulatory policies
on banking organization and delivery of monetary services. Monetary asset aggregation and the supply of monetary services was not dealt with in this study, but
information does exist on this subject. The concept of inefficiency measurement
could be combi ned to study the supply of monetary services to the economy.
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U ing the translog approxi mation to t he profit fun ct ion and imposing the
inefficiency speci fi cation on that system to obtain estimates of inefficiency. out·
put >upply. and derived input demand conditions met with rather mixed resul ts.
Particularly. the desi red cu rvatu re conditions were not entirely met. As mentio ned abo\'e, the translog variab le profit function is a Taylor eries expansion
and pro,·ides only a local a pproxima ti on to a n arb itrary fun ct ion. The fl exible
funct ional form s that use a Tay lor series expa nsion do not have global prop r·
ties and often violate the curvature conditio ns implied by eco no mic theory. A
particularly construct ive extension would be to apply a flexibl e functional form
that poses es global properties to prod uce mo re empirically consistent elastici y
e timates. Two such flexible fun ctional forms a re the fou rier flexible functional
form (Gallant) and the min fl ex Lau rent flexib le fun ctional form ( Barnett[l9 3]).
A generalized version of the latter, termed the symmetric generalized Barnett
fl exib le functional form , cou ld prove particularly useful.

Howe\'er, much more

detailed in speci fication of the measure of ineffic iency must be developed in order
to use any of these speci fi cations, but effort may prove fruitful.
Th is st ud y of banking did not deal with issues of price-taking behav ior relati ve
to pri ce-sett ing behavior in imperfect co mpetition (Gilbert ). Additionally, the
issues of scale economies and economies of scope were not taken up, which might
best be handled with a cost function approach . The issues of dynamics in ba nk ing
technology likewise were not addressed . The literat ure contains some in formation,
but much more is needed to develop bank policies for and to understand banking
services in the macroeconomy.
The definit ion of bank output remains controversial. Even though some recent
work has attempted to sort out production issues in banking within a mi crofoun·
dations framework of money supply, considerable refinement in these definiti ons is
needed. Deposit creation and liability management should be further addressed.
Only t hen can estimated measures of inefficiency be traced directly to manage·
ment decisions in bank operations. Development of tests to identify ineffi ciency
from risk elements is cri tically needed .

Finally, t he further reconciliation of

these measures of inefficiency behavior and technology with other co ncepts of
ineffic iency and risk elements may cause firms to operate on different frontiers .

13.5
T a bl e l V . l Maximum Like liho od P a rame ter Estimates *
Parameter
Parameters

ao

- 0.3998

CDL

(0.1 ~06 )

OD

or
0£

0.

96
(0.3206 )
0.3436
(0. 1171 )
- 1.21 3

6vK
'IDZ
6n

( 0 . ~400 )

OJ{

- 1.3221
(0.5029 )
fiz
- 0.4590
(0.1569)
6vv
1.1685
(0.4963 J
6rr
0.3431
(0.117! )
CLL
- 0.5572
(2. 0055)
CKK
- 0.5263
(1.9043)
6zz
- 0.206 1
(0.0660 )
• Standard errors in parentheses

6n:
'ITZ
CLK
'IL Z
'IKZ
u..,
f7v

- 0 . 202~

(0. H3 )
- 0.3091
1.2128
- 1688.5
0.0336
1.6002
(0.5301 )
- 1.3222
(0 .8 146 )
0.326
(0.0599 )
- 0.3109
(0.8 181)
- 1.5 733
(0.3842)
0.278 1
(0.0550 )
0. 7655
(0.0254 )
0.3422
(0.0114 )
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Table IV.2 In e ffi ciency (Mean) Estimates
r- reasu res
Measures
nL~

44.87

GflL

(0.547 )

ULb

- 8.24

a];
UL}

aj.

ULi

(0.2777)

az

- 3.50
(0.5325)

UL1-

?

?

Gj,;

1 percentage loss of profit due to combined inefficiency
2 Standard deviation
3 percentage of allocative inefficiency of netputs

38.81
(0.2219)
- 13 .12
(0.1232 )
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Appendix A . Non- Frontier (Parametric) Efficiency Model s
In frontier efficiency analysis , the one-sided error term is for ced to represent
inefficiency; however, it is possible to investigate efficiency without using one·
sided error terms, and both primal and dual relations can be used to inves tigate
ineffi ciency. Both techn ical and pri ce inefficienci es (combination of allocati1·e
and scale ineffi ciencies) can be est imated for n ty pes of fir ms. The produ ction
relation can be defined as
y, = a , f(x , ),

for i = 1. .. . , n .

The term a, > 0 is the index of techn ical ineff iciency, x; is t he input vector of the
1t h firm, andy, is the outp ut of it h firm . n types of firms a re equally technically
efficie nt if
0)

=

02

= · ·· = 0 1 =

··· =

O'n .

From t he first o rder co nditions for profit maxi mi zation,

i =l , ... , n ; andj=1 , ... ,m .
The term, {3,1 > 0 , is tbe index of pri ce efficiency. n types of firms are equally
price efficient if
f3tj = fJ2 j = · · • = /3nj ,

't/ j = 1, ... ,m .

Simila rly, n types of firms are equally economi c efficient if
01

= 02 =

··· =

O'n j

and
/3tj = /32j = . . . = /3nj ,

't/ j = 1, . . . , m .

From t he above information , n ty pes of firms can be proven equally profi t
efficient if t heir respective profit functions coincide. For the homothetic fun ctional
specifi cation the profit function can be derived from production function . If the
technology is not homogenous , application of such model becomes very restricti ve.
Works of Lau and Yotopolous (1971 , 1972), Yotopolous and Lau , and Trosper on
measurement of ineffi ciency are based on this framework . Modificat ions of t his
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model by Toda and Atkinson and Halvorsen made use of nonhomothetic functional
specification possible .
.-\ !tho ugh inefficiency of n types of firms can be studiPd , but it cannot be
ext ended to investigate inefficiency on a firm-by-fi rm basis. Theoretically. any
functional form (as per Toda 's approach) can be used. but empi rical application is
quite difficult because most fl ex ible functio nal fo rms are not self-dua l. However,
compared to es timation of stochast ic functi on t he economet ric technique required
in thi type of modeling is fairly simp le.
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Appendix B
Appendix B. I Deri vation of the Cost
of Allocative Inefficiency
From the production fun ction ( I b) and the fir st-order condition with allocative
inef fi ciency. ( !-! ) we can derive the input demand equatio ns

(8 2. 1)

'I q.

ubstituting these input demand equations in the constraint equation of our cost
minimizatio n problem (t he log of the production function ( 1b)) and solvi ng for
ln Xq, we get

I n x 9• = l n { ( o.q + L
"

l v l n z1

l{oo II ( + L"
0. 1

)

(82.2)

I

- ln Wq- 0 L

/3j

ln Zj + (}

l iJ

l n Zj ){<>;+L:: '. r,,ln:, }-8}

)

L

(o.; +

L

Iii ln Zj) ln w;

j

+ llln y- ll (v + r)- u 9 -II

L (o. + L /qj In z
9

q

The

x;

1

)

u, .

j

are solution input demand equations (constant output ). Substituting

x;

in the objective function gives the solution cost function, which is not the optimum
so lution cost . This is minimum cost in the presence of allocative anJ technical
in C = W.X and taking the log gives
inefficiencies. Substituting

x;

In C '(-) =In { o.o

II (a;+ L
i

lij

ln Zj) (<>;+ L; Tij In z;)} -

8

j

L ·(<>;+ L ·Tij In ZJ
II In y +In w;
8

1

'

(82.3)

-II{L.Biln zi+ L (a 9 + L lqjlnz9 )u9 +(v+r )}
.

+In

q

{(a,+ L

I •J

lnzj)

J

where InC(- ) = ln C(y, W, T, Uj , Z) .

)

+

L
•

(a,+

L /•j In Zj) exp(
J

-u,)}

'

1~5

After so me rearrangment and algebraic manipulation , the log of the cost func tion with allocative and technical inefficiency terms is
( 8"2 .4 )

Inc · (. ) = 0 In y

+ In /\ + 0

- O(v + r)- 0

L (a, + L -f·i In z)) In w,
L ,8 In z
1

1

+ {p-In (r + k) } ,

)

wh ere the term on the right-hand side {p- In (r
allocative inefficiency.

+ k)}

represents the cost of
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Appendix 8 .2 KBB Measu re
of Scale Inefficiency
The measu re of scale ineff iciency used in this study is that of Forsund. Lovell.
and chmidt. The definition used is

fJC ' (W,y,Z)
(' )
= p exp ., ,
{) y
where C ' (-) is the cost net of allocative and technical ineffi cienc ies. On the other
hand, the KBB measure uses the definition

fJG(W,y,Z)
{) y

=

P

exp((K BB ) ,

The (f; BB is not net of other inefficiencies. Forsund, Lovell, and Schmid ts'
definition is based on efficient marginal cost, while the I\ BB definitio n is based
on actual cost (or observed cost ). In the second case, the optimum level of output
is con ditional on technical and allocative inefficiency. Two measures are not same
and may lead to different results. Conceptually, both measures are appealing ,
but Forsund , Lovell, and Schmidts' measure is consistent with the error structure
imposed for the estimation process. For the quasi-translog model , the [{ B 8
measure of scale inefficiency can be derived from the output supply equation
using the /( BB definition . The resulting output supply equation is
In y = In x, - fn a, + In p +In w, - In {I + exp( -u1 ) }

-

(K BB.

The resulting measure of scale inefficiency, therefore, is
(KBB

= lnx,- lny + lnw,- Ina,- lnp+ In { 1 + exp(-u 1 )}

The optimum level of output corresponding to Forsund, Lovell, and Schmidts'
measure is greater than that of the/( BB measure. The magnitude of difference
will increase with the size of technical and allocative inefficiencies that are embedded in the K BB measure.
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Appendix C
Appendix C. 1
The art of functional form specification has dramati cally advanced in recent
years, primarily because of the pioneering work of Diewert ( 1971, 1973 ). The
n1ain cri teri on for specifying a functional form is that it be capable of satisfying the
ap propriate regularity conditions, at least over a reg ion, if not globally. Generally,
two types of criteria are available in the literature to specify a fl exible fun ct ional
form. The first one is called the weak approximation criterion, fi rst proposed by
Di ewert, the second one is Taylors ' series approximation, usually called the st rong
app roximation criterion.
Di ewert pointed out t hat "the funct ional fo rm contains precisely the number of
parameters needed to provide a second orde r appro:r:imation to an arbitrary twice
differentiable... function satis fying the appropriate regularity conditions .... "(1973;
p. 2 5). Diewert called such a function a flexible functional form if the parameters
of the fun ctional form can be chosen to make values of its first- and secondorder derivat ives equal to the first and second derivatives of the function being
approximated at any po int (of approximation) in the domain . That is, a functi on
F is a second-order approximation to the true function F at the point, say X ' ,
if t he following set of conditions are satisfied:

F(X' ) = F(X' ),
BF(X ' )

8F(X')

-a;:- = -a;:This is the weak approximation criterion for specifying a flexible fun ction form .
Using the strong criterion for speci fying the flexible functional form, a Taylor 's
series approximation , the true fun ction is defi ned as

where/;(.) are arbitrary, twice differentiable transformations of the original variables. Taking a twice djfferentiable monotonic t ransformation, say 0, of both

1-1

sides gives

By Taylor 's eries expansion of 0° F about UI (ii ), ... ' fn (in )),

I

n

()2

m

•

L (OXjOX { o• F(JI(ii) , . . . 'fn(in)) } { J, (x, ) - J;(i ,)} X

+ 2L

1

i=I J=l

n

= &o

)

+L

&, { J; (x,)-

n

n

_

J, (i;)} + L L

2 i = l j= l {3;1 { J;(x,)- J,(i, )} x

1=1

Vi,j=I, . . . , n

where &o, cr; , andfJ;j, are values of the first a nd second partial derivatives of
IJ• F at the point X . Rearranging and eleminating third and higher-order terms
givesthe second-order Taylor 's series approximation to IJ• F at .X = 1,

---

IJ•F(X)

n

= (cro- L

&;f;(i;)

i=l
n

n

i=l

j=l

1"" -

+ L L fiiif;(i ;)fi (ij) )

2 i=l j=l

l"

n

_

+ 2::(&; - L fliifi (ij) )J;(x;) + 2 L L fiiih(x;)fj(Xj)
i=l j=l

or

Vi ,j =I , ...

,n,

1~9

where
l

n

<>o = &o-

L o,f,(i ,) +
•=1

n

n

_

L L J3;d;(i ,)f 1 (i 1 ),

2 1=1 J;:;l

n

o;

=6, -

L fJ, f (i
1 1

1)

'Vi,j

= l , ... , n ,

J= l

and

/3; 1

= (3,1 ,

'Vi,j, = 1 . ... n .

Thu s. any functional form that can be written like the right-hand side of the abm·e
equation has a Taylor 's series interpretation; that is, it can be interpreted a a
econd -order Taylor 's series approximation in t ransformed va riables to a monotonic transformation of the true underlying function .

I

\
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Append ix C.2
If u is a no n-posit ive value of a N (b, cr~) variable truncated at zero , then the
condi t io na l probabi li ty density fu nct io n of L' , given say b1 • h(u ibJ) . is ' (lt v . cr ' ' l
tru ncated at zero.

Proof

h( lb ) = j(bJ, U)
U I
/ (bi)
By variable t ransforma tion,

f (b! , u) = f (v )f (u) IJ I
where

IJI is the Jacobian of transformation , and IJI

= l.

(u

" ) 2}
f (b1,u ) = exp(-d/2) exp { --1 --111r'UvCJu
2
U
To deri ve the f( b!), u must be integrated out of!( b1 , u )' as
0

f (bi)

=

j

f (b! ,u)du

- oo

where 4>( ·) is the cumulative normal density. Therefore,

h( lb)
u 1

cr

I

exp{-!(~)2}

2
= ~ cr<f>(-~)

<P((u -11-v)/cr)
<f>( -!1-v/cr)
which is an N(p~, u•') variable truncated at zero.

"
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Appendix C.3
The mean of the truncated normal, when truncated at zero, is

E( u ) = !lv-

<T

tP(!l v/a )
<P( _!lv/a).

Proof
Let X - N(!l, a
cated normal is

2

)

truncated at a. Then the proba bility density of the trun-

,

f (x)

f (x) = <P (( a- x)/ a )'
where f (x ) is the pdf of the untruncated random variable, and <P ( ·) is the cpdf of
the stan dard normal at the point of truncation . The moment generating fun ction
of the truncated normal random variable , say x ' , is

M, · (t)

= E(e 1' ) =
e••

f (x)
dx
Jt)/a)

~ (( a -

-oo

= 0 , M; (0) = 1.

e1" f' (x)dx

-oo

!•

at t

.

j

Taki ng the log of both sides results in

Then

at t

=0,
,

M , . (O)=

{

rl>((a - JJ )/a )

JJ+~ (( a - JJ ) /a)( -a)

= J.l-

17

¢>((a - JJ )/a )
~ (( a - JJ)/ a )

}
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is the mean of the truncated normal when the random variable x is truncated at
a. In this case, r is the random va riable t run cated at 0 ; therefore,
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